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Résumé étendu en français
En général, toute activité économique des entreprises manufacturières est basée sur des
équipements qui sont soumis à un processus de dégradation dû à la charge qu’ils subissent lors
de leur opération et/ou aux influences de l’environnement. Par conséquent, il est nécessaire de
développer des stratégies à la fois pour surveiller leur capacité à accomplir les missions
assignées, ainsi que pour maintenir ou rétablir la performance des équipements dégradés.
Les stratégies de maintenance élaborées pour assurer la disponibilité et le niveau de
performance souhaité pour les équipements sont classifiées en trois catégories principales :
maintenance corrective, maintenance préventive et maintenance prédictive.
Les actions de maintenance curative consistent à réparer l’équipement après l’arrivée d’une
panne. Compte tenue caractère aléatoire des pannes, ces événements peuvent engendrer des
arrêts de production importants et couteux. Ainsi, les stratégies de maintenance curative doivent
être accompagnées des stocks importants de produits et de pièces de rechange afin de diminuer
les temps de réparation et atténuer l’impact sur la production.
Les stratégies de maintenance préventive consistent à prévoir des actions de maintenance à de
intervalles planifiées sans prendre en compte l’état de dégradation des composants à remplacer.
Ces stratégies permettent une gestion plus simple des ressources pour la maintenance. Par
contre, elles peuvent engendrer de la sur-maintenance, des arrêtes non nécessaires de
production et une surconsommation de pièces de rechange.
Les stratégies de maintenance prédictive visent à programmer les opérations de maintenance
selon l’état de santé des équipements, estimé sur la base des données collectées pendant leur
surveillance. Une stratégie de maintenance prédictive comporte quatre étapes principales :
l’acquisition de données, l’analyse de données et l’élaboration d’indicateurs et la prise de
décision. L’étape d’acquisition de données vise à collecter et à stocker les données pertinentes
par rapport à l’état de santé du système. L’information de décision est extraite à partir des
données collectées durant l’étape d’analyse des données afin de comprendre l’évolution du
processus de dégradation de l’équipement et d’estimer son état de santé. L’étape de prise de
décision vise à choisir et à mettre en œuvre les actions de maintenance appropriées afin de
garantir le niveau de performance souhaité pour l’équipement.
La maintenance prédictive repose sur la mise en œuvre de méthodes de pronostic, qui visent à
prédire l’évolution de l’état de dégradation du système et à anticiper les pannes afin d’agir avant
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leur arrivée. Vu sa capacité à anticiper les pannes et à éviter des arrêts de production couteux,
la maintenance prédictive présente un intérêt économique considérable. Un indicateur
important pour la mise en œuvre de cette stratégie de maintenance est la durée de vie résiduelle
des équipements (RUL).
Les roulements sont des composants importants dans les équipements rotatifs et leur état de
santé a un impact important sur la performance globale de ces systèmes. Une dégradation sévère
des roulements peut engendrer des coûts importants pour un système de production. En effet,
plus de 80% des roulements ont une durée de vie inférieure à la durée prescrite par les
constructeurs, et 50% des pannes dans les machines tournantes sont engendrées par la
dégradation de roulements.
Les travaux de recherche que nous avons réalisés dans cette thèse de doctorat portent sur
l’estimation de la durée de vie résiduelle des roulements dans le cas où les données historiques
sont disponibles seulement pour un petit nombre de roulements. Dans la pratique, on rencontre
cette situation dans les cas des nouvelles machines, où peu de données liées à leur processus de
dégradation sont disponibles. Nous avons apporté les contributions suivantes dans ce travail.
Dans un premier temps nous avons étudié les signatures temporelles communes extraites des
signaux de vibration pour la caractérisation du processus de dégradation des roulements. Les
signatures habituelles extraites des signaux de vibrations sont sensibles surtout dans la dernière
étape du processus de dégradation. Suite aux limites constatés pour ces indicateurs, nous avons
proposé de nouveaux indicateurs pour la surveillance de la dégradation des roulements. Ceuxci ont la particularité d’être monotones et incluent l’information historique sur le processus de
dégradation.
Par la suite, nous avons élaboré une méthode pour l’estimation de la durée de vie résiduelle des
roulements sur la base des signatures extraites des signaux de vibration. Cette méthode est basée
sur un système d’inférence flou proposé par Takaki et Sugeno (T-S FIS). Nous avons élaboré
une technique d’identification des paramètres du modèle, à savoir les ensembles flous et les
paramètres de sortie du modèle flou, à partir des signatures extraites des signaux de vibration.
Dans nos travaux nous avons utilisé des signaux collectés pour un petit nombre de roulements
identiques durant un cycle de vie complet.
Le processus de dégradation des roulements est complexe et leur durée de vie présente une
dispersion importante même pour des roulements identiques, soumis à des charges identiques.
L’utilisation d’un ensemble de jeux de données d’apprentissage de petite taille ne permettant
pas d’estimer les paramètres du modèle avec une grande précision, les paramètres du modèle
doivent être améliorés lorsque des données supplémentaires deviennent disponibles. Par
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conséquent, nous avons élaboré une méthode pour la mise à jour des paramètres du modèle
lorsque de nouvelles données sont rendues disponibles grâce à un processus d’optimisation
itératif. Cette méthode utilise le paramétrage initial du modèle ainsi que les nouvelles données
d’apprentissage. Nous avons élaboré un algorithme itératif basé sur la méthode du maximum
de vraisemblance pour la mise à jour des paramètres du modèle T-S FIS.
Cette thèse est structurée en cinq chapitres.
Le premier chapitre résume l’étude bibliographique que nous avons effectué concernant les
approches de surveillance de roulements et l’estimation de leur durée de vie résiduelle. Dans
un premier temps, nous proposons une brève présentation des roulements et de leurs modes de
défaillance. Nous présentons également les principales techniques d’acquisition de données et
méthodes de traitement de signal pour la surveillance de l’état des roulements. Par la suite, nous
proposons une étude comparative des principales techniques présentes dans la littérature pour
l’estimation de la durée de vie résiduelle des roulements. Ces approches peuvent être classées
en trois catégories : 1) approches basées sur un modèle analytique du processus de dégradation ;
2) approches basées sur une modélisation statistique et 3) approches basées sur l’intelligence
artificielle.
Les approches basées des modèles analytique considèrent que le processus de dégradation est
bien connu et qu’il peut être décrit avec précision par un modèle physique. Ces approches ne
nécessitent pas un volume important de données de surveillance. Cependant, le processus de
dégradation des roulements est très complexe et il ne peut pas être décrit facilement par un
modèle analytique.
Les approches basées sur une modélisation statistique s’affranchissent de modèle analytique,
mais elles nécessitent une quantité importante de données historiques afin d’identifier les
paramètres du modèle statistique.
Les approches basées sur des techniques d’intelligence artificielle ont la capacité d’intégrer des
relations non-linéaires complexes entre les paramètres qui gouvernent le processus étudié. Ces
approches sont utilisées lorsqu’il est difficile de construire un modèle analytique ou statistique
approprié dont l’ordre est difficile à déterminer. Cependant, la performance des algorithmes
d’intelligence artificielle est fortement influencée par la valeur de nombreux paramètres qui
doivent êtres initialisés à travers un processus d’apprentissage qui nécessite un volume
important de données d’entrainement.
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Notre projet de recherche porte sur l’élaboration d’une méthodologie pour l’estimation de la
durée de vie résiduelle des roulements lorsqu’un volume faible de données historiques est
disponible. Par conséquent, nous avons focalisé notre attention sur la logique floue. Ce choix a
été motivée par l’aptitude de cet outil à aborder des problèmes de décision lorsque l’information
disponible est incomplète, voire imprécise.
La dernière section de ce chapitre présente les objectifs de recherche abordés dans le cadre de
cette thèse de doctorat.
Le chapitre 2 porte sur l’extraction des signatures pour la surveillance du processus de
dégradation et l’estimation de la durée de vie résiduelle de roulements. Nous avons orienté notre
attention sur les signatures dans le domaine temporel d’abord, compte tenu de notre objectif
initial qui est l’estimation de la durée de vie résiduelle. Dans un premier temps, nous avons
étudié l’efficacité des signatures utilisées de manière courante pour la surveillance des
roulements et nous avons montré leurs limitations. Par la suite nous avons élaboré deux
algorithmes pour l’extraction de nouvelles signatures à partir des signaux de vibration. Ces
algorithmes sont basés sur une méthode de représentation linéaire par morceaux, la
segmentation des séries temporelles et l’analyse par composantes principales (PCA) pour
élaborer des signatures qui évoluent de manière quasi-monotone avec le processus de
dégradation des roulements.
Les données utilisées, présentes dans la littérature, ont étés générées par une plateforme
expérimentale par l’observation périodique des signaux de vibrations sur un cycle complet de
fonctionnement pour des roulements identiques soumis à des charges identiques. Nous avons
construit un vecteur de signatures basé sur un ensemble de signatures temporelles. Par la suite
avons proposé deux fonctions coût qui quantifient l’écart d’information entre l’espace de
données original et l’espace réduit, déterminé par la méthode ACP. Ces fonctions coût sont
employées pour la segmentation de la série temporelle multivariée en un ensemble de segments
caractérisés par une évolution linéaire. Chaque segment correspond à un état de dégradation.

Par la suite, dans le chapitre 3 nous présentons la méthode que nous avons élaboré pour estimer
la durée de vie résiduelle des roulements à partir d’un jeu de données d’apprentissage de petite
taille, collecté pour un petit nombre de roulements à travers des observations périodiques sur
un cycle complet de fonctionnement. Nous avons élaboré une technique d’identification des
paramètres du modèle T-S FIS basée sur l’analyse des distributions mixtes. Dans un premier
temps, nous avons estimé les paramétrés des ensembles flous par une méthode d’agrégation
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floue. Chaque ensemble flou obtenu correspond à un état de dégradation dans l’espace des
signatures. Par la suite, nous avons utilisé la méthode du maximum de vraisemblance pour
calculer les paramètres des clusters temporels et pour estimer une probabilité associée à chaque
état de dégradation. Une méthode d’estimation basée sur les moindres carrées est utilisée pour
identifier les paramètres de sortie du modèle.

Le chapitre 4 présente la méthode que nous avons élaboré pour la mise à jour des paramètres
du modèle lorsque des données d’apprentissage supplémentaires deviennent disponibles suite
à un processus d’accumulation de connaissances.
En effet, le processus de dégradation des roulements est complexe et leur durée de vie présente
une dispersion importante même pour des roulements identiques, soumis à des charges
identiques. Et l’utilisation d’un ensemble de jeux de données d’apprentissage de petite taille ne
permet pas d’estimer les paramètres du modèle T-S FIS avec une grande précision. Par
conséquent, les paramètres du modèle doivent être améliorés lorsque de nouvelles données
supplémentaires deviennent disponibles.
Nous avons élaboré une méthode pour la mise à jour des paramètres du modèle lorsque des
nouvelles données sont rendues disponibles suite à un processus de collecte de données
adaptatif et d’amélioration itérative des paramètres du modèle. Cette méthode utilise les
paramètres initiaux du modèle et les nouvelles données pour l’apprentissage. Nous proposons
un algorithme itératif basé sur la méthode du maximum de vraisemblance pour la mise à jour
des paramètres d’entrée du modèle T-S FIS. Nous faisons l’hypothèse que le nombre de règles
reste inchangé. Par la suite, la méthode du maximum de vraisemblance est utilisée pour calculer
les paramètres de sortie du modèle. L’équation linéaire obtenue est résolue de manière itérative
par la méthode de Kaczmarz.
Des données fournies par un banc de test dans la littérature ont été utilisées pour évaluer les
méthodes proposées. Les résultats numériques ont montré la tendance d’évolution monotone
croissante des indicateurs proposés avec l’évolution du niveau de dégradation. De même, les
méthodes élaborées pour l’identification et la mise à jour des paramètres ont été comparées à
des méthodes existantes dans la littérature, avec des résultats prometteurs.
Les travaux de recherche réalisées dans le cadre de cette thèse de doctorat ont permis les
contributions suivantes :
1) Élaboration de deux fonctions coût pour la segmentation des séries temporelles
multivariées. Ces fonctions coût exploitent l’écart des informations dans l’espace
original des signatures et l’espace réduit construit par la méthode ACP.
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2) Construction de deux indicateurs pour suivre la dégradation des roulements à partir des
signaux de vibration. Ces indicateurs évoluent de manière monotone avec la dégradation
et mémorisent l’historique de ce processus.
3) Élaboration d’un modèle basé sur un système d’inférence flou du modèle de TagakiSugeno (T-S FIS) pour l’estimation de la durée de vie résiduelle des roulements dans le
cas particulier où les données d’apprentissage ont étés collectées sur un petit nombre de
roulements identiques, soumis à des chargements identiques.
4) Élaboration d’une méthode d’amélioration et de mise à jour des paramètres du modèle
T-S FIS, lorsqu’un de nouveaux jeux de données supplémentaires d’apprentissage
devient disponible permettant ainsi une amélioration du modèle de dégardation.
Une perspective immédiate de ces travaux de recherche porte sur l’amélioration des
méthodes proposées. Dans ce sens, nous envisageons d’étudier l’extension des indicateurs
proposées à d’autres composants et l’utilisation d’indicateurs normalisés. Nous envisageons
également de relaxer l’hypothèse selon laquelle le nombre de règles reste fixe pour la mise
à jour des paramètres du modèle T-S FIS.
A plus long terme, nous envisageons d’orienter nos travaux sur le développement des
approches de collecte adaptatifs de données pour la surveillance et le diagnostic dans une
architectures de système à paramètres distribués.
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General introduction
The available useful life has been an essential aspect of evaluating industrial equipment. With
the development of technology, new techniques for increasing the reliability of industrial
equipment have been developed. However, the products still deteriorate over time as they
operate under certain pressure or load. Hence, monitoring is necessary to assess the ability of
the equipment to accomplish their mission and maintenance is necessary to recover the
performance of degraded equipment.
There are three main kinds of maintenance strategies for ensuring the adequate reliability of
facilities: breakdown maintenance, planned or scheduled maintenance and condition-based
maintenance (CBM) [1]. The breakdown maintenance, maintenance is employed when
equipment needs to be repaired after a breakdown occurred. Its advantages are low-cost policy
and minimal management. Obviously, its disadvantages are consequences of the fact that the
equipment could be broken down at the most inconvenient times when there is a larger
inventory of work in progress, causing high downtime and potentially important production
lost. In order to reduce the repair time, both the spare parts and the maintenance crew need to
be available. Therefore, a large inventory of spare parts is needed and a maintenance crew need
to be oversized. This strategy is not efficient for an integrated plant. The planned maintenance
strategy carried out maintenance actions only when the machine operating time achieved a
predefined time. This strategy simplifies the management of maintenance resources. Its
disadvantages result from the fixed predefined time, i.e., maintenance is carried out upon the
predefined time rather than the condition of equipment while equipment degradations are
diverse. This may lead to over maintenance, unnecessary downtime and oversupply of
replacement elements.
Conditioned based maintenance is a maintenance program that manages maintenance based on
the information collected through condition monitoring. Thus, the disadvantages of planned
schedule maintenance can be avoided. It is state-of-the-art in maintenance strategies.
There are three key steps in a CBM program, i.e., data acquisition, data processing and
maintenance decision-making [2]. The data acquisition step aims to collect and store the data
relevant to the system health. Information is extracted from data during the data processing step
in order to understand and analyze the degradation process and the condition of the equipment.
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The maintenance decision-making step aims to recommend efficient maintenance policies to
achieve the performance objectives assigned to the equipment.
There are two main categories of techniques for maintenance decision support in a CBM
program: diagnosis and prognosis [3]. On the one hand, the diagnosis refers to detection,
isolation and identification of faults when they occur. On the other hand, the prognosis attempts
to predict faults or failures before they occur. The prognosis provides higher economic interest
than diagnosis due to its ability to prevent faults or failures. Additionally, the prognosis allows
remaining useful life (RUL) estimation.
Bearings are critical common units in rotary machinery. Their failure has a severe influence on
the overall system performance. Unexpected bearing failure can result in costly breakdowns in
manufacturing. Less than 20% of bearings reach their end of life, and around 50% of all rotating
machinery is caused by bearing failures, which highlights the need to monitor the bearings and
provide effective indicators and models to assist in the preventive maintenance decisions for
economic and security reasons [4] [5]. Therefore, bearings have received much attention in the
field of CBM.
In this research, we address the problem of bearing RUL estimation when historical data are
available only for a small number of bearings. In practice, this situation appears with the
introduction of a new type of bearings.
First, considering the limitation of vibration signal based standard features for monitoring the
bearings degradation, which do not increase continuously with the degradation cumulation, the
research aims to find effective ways to build new bearings degradation indicators to provide an
efficient description of the bearings’ condition. Since bearings are mechanical components and
self-repair is improbable during the non-utilization periods. Namely, the degradation evolution
of bearings is cumulative and increasing. It is natural that a feature or indicator with an
underlying monotonic trend, which increases continuously with the degradation cumulation,
can describe the degradation progression of bearings well.
Second, this research aims to elaborate a method to identify a classic simple structure model
with a small number of parameters for estimating bearings RUL using bearings degradation
indicators extracted from the vibration signals observed over a complete run-to-failure cycle
from a small number of identical bearings operating under identical load.
Third, this research aims to find an effective method to tune the parameters of the model based
on additional data sets from a small number of identical bearings operating under identical load.
To illustrate the contributions of this research work, the thesis is structured into five chapters.
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Chapter 1, introduces a literature review on bearings, their failure modes and related prognosis
methods. We provide a brief presentation of the data acquisition techniques, a survey of signal
process techniques and a comparative study of the main existing bearings remaining useful life
(RUL) estimation methods. Finally, the conclusion of this chapter and the research objects are
provided.
Chapter 2 deals with the feature extraction for bearing degradation monitoring. The first
subsection provides a brief presentation of the standard degradation features in this field. We
highlight the effectiveness of standard-bearing condition monitoring features and dissuss their
limitations. Piecewise linear representation method is introduced in the second subsection. The
segmentation algorithm of time series is presented in the third subsection. Principal component
analysis for multivariate analyses is introduced in the fourth subsection. In the fifth and sixth
sections, we propose new degradation indicators for bearing condition monitoring. In the last
subsection, the conclusions of this chapter as well as new degradation indicators are presented.
Furthermore, starting with Chapter 3, we focus on RUL estimation for bearings. In the first
section, the modeling scheme is introduced. The second section provides a brief description of
Takagi-Sugeno (T-S) fuzzy inference system (FIS). In the third section, a brief description of
the fuzzy subtractive clustering method is provided. The maximum likelihood estimation of
mixture distribution analysis is introduced in the fourth section. In the fifth section, the mixture
distribution analysis based fuzzy model identification method is proposed. Concluding remarks
are given in the last section of this chapter.
Chapter 4, in the first subsection, the problem statement is introduced. In the second subsection,
the approach for tuning parameters of the T-S FIS model is proposed to offset the drawback of
small-size samples for model tuning. This fuzzy model tuning approach relies on the mixture
distribution analysis. Finally, the summary section concludes this chapter.
Then, Chapter 5, explores the performance of the tools worked out in this research through
numerical simulation using a benchmark dataset.
The last chapter provides a general conclusion with some discussions and suggestions of further
directions about this research work.
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Chapter 1 - Bearing condition monitoring for
remaining useful life assessment
This chapter provides the literature review on bearing condition monitoring aiming to assess
the remaining useful life and introduces our research.
Bearings are critical standard components in rotary machinery and their degradation has a
severe influence on the overall system performance. Unexpected bearing failure can result in
costly breakdowns in manufacturing. Less than 20% of bearings reach their end of life, and
around 50% of all rotating machinery is caused by bearing failures, which highlights the need
to monitor the bearings and provide effective indicators and models to assist in the preventive
maintenance decisions for economic and security reasons [4] [5]. Therefore, bearings have
received much attention in the field of condition monitoring.
In general, the procedure of bearings condition monitoring consists of the following steps: data
acquisition, data processing, and decision-making. The data acquisition is based both on
sensors, which could transfer the information into electrical or other physical signals and on
observations from human operators. As the second step, data processing aims to identify the
physical and statistical parameters (known as indicators or features) that can reflect the
degradation status of the bearings. Based on the results of data processing, the decision-making
step aims to estimate the remaining useful life of the bearings, to implement an appropriate
maintenance policy and/or to detect the failure and identify the root causes. Our research work
concerns with bearing remaining useful life assessment. Therefore, we conducted our literature
review mainly on this topic.
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1.1 Background on bearing degradation
1.1.1 Bearings
The basic function of a bearing is to support, guide, and reduce the friction of an axle.
Nowadays, industrial applications use several categories of bearings. The most important ones
are plain bearings and rolling bearings. Plain bearings are the simplest type of bearings. They
do not contain rolling elements and the axle moves in the opposite direction of the bearing on
a sliding surface. In the rolling bearings, the motion and the forces transfer is performed by
rolling elements which transfer motions and forces, resulting in reduced friction comparing
with plain bearings [6].
There are two categories of rolling bearings: ball bearings and roller bearings. The ball bearings
are the most common where the rolling elements are balls. Figure 1.1 shows a typical example
of a ball bearing.
Ball bearings generally consist of four main basic parts: rolling elements, outer ring, inner ring,
and cage [7]. Figure 1.2 shows the structure of the ball bearing. The outer ring is installed in
the housing of the machine, which is stationary. The inner ring is installed on the axle of the
machine, which rotates synchronously with the axle. The rolling elements separate the inner
and outer ring and transmit the load of the bearing through a small surface with a thin lubricating
film. The cage is responsible for separating adjacent rolling elements and for holding the
bearing structure together.

Figure 1.1 A ball bearing [7].
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Figure 1.2 The structure of a ball bearing [8].

1.1.2 Symptoms of bearings failures
Bearings usually transmit the motions and the forces applied to the machine during operation
[9]. Therefore, bearings' condition is critical for the performance of a production system.
There are several main origins of bearing failure: excessive loading, overheating, false
brinelling, true brinelling, normal fatigue failure, reverse loading, contamination, lubricant
failure, corrosion, misalignment, loose fits, tight fits [10]. Each of the origins can result in the
formation of particular damage that corresponds to a specific mechanism and can leave its
special imprint on the bearing. In the sequel, we provide a brief presentation of the main bearing
degradation symptoms. A presentation of the symptoms for ball bearings failures is discussed
in [10].

Severe spalling
Excessive loads can cause premature fatigue and generate ball wear paths, illustrated in Figure
1.3. Heavy ball wear paths, overheating and a widespread spalling result in a short bearing
useful life [10].

Spalled Area ----,- ci

Ball Path _ ___.,

Figure 1.3 Severe spalling and its location of ball bearing [10].

Discoloration
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Overheating can cause a discoloration mark of the rings, balls, and cages from gold to blue, as
illustrated in Figure 1.4. Lubricant failure could result in overheating [10]. The overheating
results in high temperatures of bearings, exceeding 400°F, which can anneal the ring and ball
materials. The resulting loss in hardness causes early failure. Balls and rings can deform in an
extreme situation.
k
1

a
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Figure 1.4 Discoloration and the location of ball bearing [10].

False Brinell marks
The false Brinell marks, illustrated in Figure 1.5, are elliptical wear marks in an axial direction
at each ball position with a bright finish and sharp demarcation. A ring of brown debris often
surrounds them and indicates excessive external vibration. A small relative motion between
balls and raceway occurs in non-rotating ball bearings that are subject to external vibration.
When the bearing is not turning, there is no oil formed. Hence the small relative motion between
balls and raceway causes raceway wear. Wear debris will oxidize and accelerate the wear
process [10].

Brinell Marks

Figure 1.5 False Brinell marks and its location of ball bearing [10].

Brinell marks
Brinelling can appear because of any static overload or severe impact, e.g., using hammers to
remove or install bearings, dropping or striking assembled equipment, and pressing a bearing
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onto a shaft by applying force to the outer ring. Brinell marks, illustrated in Figure 1.6, are
indentations in the raceways and increase bearing vibration (noise). Premature fatigue failure
could be caused by severe Brinell marks [10].
Ball Path

Figure 1.6 Brinell marks and the location of ball bearing [10].

Wear bands on balls
When the load is in the incorrect direction, the corresponding low shoulder of the outer ring
truncates the elliptical contact area. This abnormal behavior generates excessive stress at a high
temperature. Therefore, increased vibration and early failure will occur. The symptom is the
wear bands on balls, illustrated in Figure 1.7. It shows a grooved wear band caused by the ball
riding over the outer edge of the raceway [10].

Thrust

Thrust
Ball band eau ed
by ball riding over
edge or ra eway.

Figure 1.7 Wear band on balls and its location of ball bearing [10].

Denting of the bearing raceways and balls
Denting of the bearing raceways and balls, illustrated in Figure 1.8, appears due to
contamination and results in high vibration and wear. Contaminants could be airborne dust, dirt
or any abrasive substance that finds its way into the bearing. They can come from dirty tools,
contaminated work areas, dirty hands, and foreign matter in lubricants or cleaning solutions
[10].
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Figure 1.8 Denting and the location of ball bearing [10].

Stains and deposits
Stains and deposits, illustrated in Figure 1.9, are a consequence of corrosion due to exposing
bearings to corrosive fluids or to a corrosive atmosphere. They are represented by red or brown
areas on balls, raceways, cages, or bands of ball bearings. The consequences are the increase in
vibration and radial clearance or loss of preload. The corrosion can initiate early fatigue failures
in extreme cases [10].
Boil palh

Figure 1.9 Stains and deposits and the location of ball bearing [10].

Misaligned wear path
The misaligned wear path, illustrated in Figure 1.10, is a ball wear path that is not parallel to
the raceway edges. In general, the misalignment can be caused by bent shafts, burrs or dirt on
shaft or housing shoulders, shaft threads that are not square with shaft’s seats, and locking nuts
with faces that are nor square to the thread axis. There could be an abnormal temperature rise
in the bearing and housing. Meanwhile, heavy wear could occur in cage ball pockets [10].
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Figure 1.10 Misaligned wear path and its location of ball bearing [10].

Fretting color
Loose fits result in relative motion between mating parts. When the relative motion between
mating parts is slight but continuous, fretting occurs, as illustrated in Figure 1.11. The fine
metal particles which oxidize arises through the fretting, which show as a distinctive brown
color called fretting color [10].
These fine metal particles are abrasive and aggravate the looseness. When the looseness
increases enough to cause considerable movement of the inner or outer ring, the mounting
surfaces (bores, outer diameters, face) wear increases and generates heat, noise, and runout
problems [10].

Outer ring slippage
caused by improper
housing fits.

Figure 1.11 Fretting color and its location of ball bearing [10].

Tight fit wear path
Tight fit could cause heavy ball wear paths in the bottom of the raceway around the entire
circumference of the inner ring and the outer ring, as illustrated in Figure 1.12. The balls will
become excessively loaded when interference fits exceed the radial clearance at operating
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temperature. A rapid temperature rise accompanied by high torque occurs in this case,
generating rapid wear and fatigue [10].

Discolored, wide
ball palb al bottom
of raceways.

Figure 1.12 Tight fit wear path and its location of ball bearing [10].

1.2 Data acquisition for bearing condition monitoring
The data acquisition process aims to collect and store useful data (information) from targeted
physical devices. This step is essential in systems condition monitoring, faults diagnosis, and
prognostics.
In general, there are two categories of collected data [3]: event data and condition monitoring
data. The event data gathers the information of targeted physical device considering the past
events, e.g., installation, breakdown, overhaul, minor repair, preventive maintenance, oil
change, etc. The condition monitoring data concerns the measurements concerning the health
condition or the state of the physical device.
The increasing computing power and advanced sensor technologies enabled more powerful and
less expensive data acquisition technologies. Condition monitoring data acquisition for
bearings becomes more affordable and feasible. There are several types of sensors elaborated
in [11].
Proximity probes based on eddy current, strain gauge, and fiber optic sensors are used to
measure outer ring deflection at each ball pass by being installed on the outer ring [12].
However, to obtain a clear view of the bearing’s outer ring, sensors for proximity probes need
refitting for installation into the bearing housing. This data collection technique is challenging
to implement.
Velocity sensors can measure the low frequency response of machines. However, their ability
to work is only in a narrow frequency range affected their popularity [13].
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Lasers sensors and microphones are used for contactless measurement [14]. They use the
principle of Doppler shifting to measure the surface velocity of machines. During the
measurement process, obstacles must not exist between the bearings and sensors. Microphones
measure the acoustical response of machines effectively only in specific cases [14].
Acoustic emission sensors detect transient elastic waves generated from a rapid release of strain
energy caused by deformation or damage within or on the surface of a material [15]. Acoustic
emission sensors are useful for nondestructive testing measurement. However, their
performance suffers in the presence of audible noises. In practice, the difficulty for calibrating,
for performing repeatable and transferable measurements, and the cost of acoustic emission
hardware, are essential obstacles to use acoustic emission sensors [16].
Accelerometers can provide a wide dynamic range and a wide frequency range for vibration
measurement. They allow collecting bearing vibration signals easily. However, there is a need
for a relatively rigid connection between the bearing support and the sensors. Usually, a
piezoelectric accelerometer is externally installed on the machine casing, on the bearing
housing, or on a portion of the casing to collect the vibration signals [17]. Among all the sensor
types presented in this section, accelerometers are the best tradeoff between reliability,
feasibility, and cost.

1.3 Signal process techniques for bearing condition monitoring
Vibration measurement is the most widely used condition monitoring technique for bearings.
Ninety percent of machinery failures can be accurately identified by monitoring changes in
vibration signals [18]. Therefore, in this work, we focus on the vibration signals.
The bearing degradation mechanisms are complex because usually, one failure mode can
initiate another, e.g., an abrasive left by corrosion in a ball race can cause wear which results in
loss of preload or an increase in radial clearance [10]. The wear debris can result in lubrication
failure and subsequent overheating. Moreover, background noise and electronic devices usually
affect the quality of the condition monitoring data. All those lead to the need to process the
collected condition monitoring data for mining the information embedded in raw vibration
signals.
In order to provide an accurate estimation of the bearings’ condition, the raw vibration signals
need to be processed to remove all disturbance effects, and to extract features or indicators able
to quantify the bearings degradation process efficiently. In the sequel, we propose a brief
presentation of existing process techniques for vibration signals.
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1.3.1 Traditional process techniques
Time-domain process techniques
The most common time-domain features are the statistical time-domain features for the
interpretation of the time-domain waveform. As we know, when the condition of the bearing
changes, the probability density function of the signal also changes. The statistical time-domain
features rely on examining the probability density function of the signal to characterize the
condition of bearings.
Common statistical time-domain features are: root mean square (RMS), mean, standard
deviation (STD), peak-magnitude-to-RMS level (PMR), kurtosis, and skewness.
The RMS, derived from the vibration signals, provides additional information on the energy
quantity of the signal. It is an important feature used to estimate the bearing’s degradation [19].
It usually increases gradually as the fault develops. The definition of RMS is provided by the
formula (1.1). The mean quantifies the mean amplitude of signals, defined in formula (1.2).
Note that, for raw vibration signals collected from bearings degradation, the mean remains close
to zero but is not zero [20]. This is due to the inherently dynamic characteristic and structural
defects of bearings, environmental noises, and irregular shifts of mechanical structures related
to bearing degradation. Vibration signals in rolling bearings are non-stationary in
nature[21][22]. The STD measures the dispersion of the signals around the mean value. Its
definition is provided by the formula (1.3). The PMR quantifies the pulses’ intensity of the
signal and it is defined by the formula (1.4). A large PMR value corresponds to a vibration
signal with a few large spiky peaks. Similarly, a low PMR value is relevant to a flattish vibration
signal [23]. The mean and standard deviation values of the distribution are the first two
parameters of the sample distributions. The third parameter of the distribution is skewness and
the fourth is the kurtosis. The kurtosis reveals the degree of deviation of the signal distribution
from the average and the skewness indicates the signal distribution asymmetry, their definitions
are respectively in formula (1.5) and (1.6).
𝑁𝑘

1
𝑅𝑀𝑆𝑘 = √
∑ 𝑣𝑛2𝑘
𝑁𝑘

(1.1)

𝑛𝑘 =1
𝑁𝑘

1
𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛𝑘 =
∑ 𝑣𝑛𝑘
𝑁𝑘
𝑛𝑘 =1
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(1.2)

𝑁𝑘

1
𝑆𝑇𝐷𝑘 = √
∑ (𝑣𝑛𝑘 − 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛𝑘 )2
𝑁𝑘 − 1

(1.3)

𝑛𝑘 =1

𝑃𝑀𝑅𝑘 =

𝑁𝑘

‖𝑣𝑛𝑘 ‖

∞

𝑅𝑀𝑆𝑘

(𝑣𝑛𝑘 − 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛𝑘 )4
1
𝑘𝑢𝑟𝑡𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑘 =
∑
𝑁𝑘
𝑆𝑇𝐷𝑘 4

(1.4)
(1.5)

𝑛𝑘 =1
𝑁𝑘

(𝑣𝑛𝑘 − 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛𝑘 )3
1
𝑠𝑘𝑒𝑤𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑘 =
∑
𝑁𝑘
𝑆𝑇𝐷𝑘 3

(1.6)

𝑛𝑘 =1

where 𝑛𝑘 =1,2,3,…, 𝑁𝑘 is the label of k sample interval of vibration signals. 𝑣𝑛𝑘 is the 𝑛𝑘 th value
th

of kth sample interval of vibration signals. More generally, the feature h-order moment of the

form defined in (1.7) also could be used as the statistical time-domain features.
𝑁𝑘

(𝑣𝑛𝑘 − 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛𝑘 )ℎ
1
𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑘 =
∑
𝑁𝑘
𝑆𝑇𝐷𝑘 ℎ

(1.7)

𝑛𝑘 =1

where ℎ ≥ 5, ordermon denotes the feature h-order moment.

Frequency domain processes techniques

Frequency domain processes techniques aim to identify and isolate different frequency
components of useful information from signals. Among these techniques, the Fourier transform
is a common and famous technique to transform signals from time-domain into frequency
domain [24]. Because of the rolling behaviors, the contact between rolling elements and
defective spots of bearings could cause the repetitive impulse period of vibration signals when
faults occur. The Fourier transform measures the dominant frequency of vibration signals
corresponding to specific faults. Thus, this technique is used to identify different bearing defects
under different bearings degradation conditions. The most popular type of Fourier transform is
the Fast Fourier Transform. It is effective for stationary signals whose frequency components
do not change over time.

Time-frequency domain processes techniques
Time-frequency domain process techniques, such as the Short-Time Fourier Transform and
Wigner-Ville distribution, can deal with non-stationary signals.
The Short-Time Fourier Transform aims to describe the frequency characteristics as functions
of time through sliding windows of time [25]. The main limitation of the Short-Time Fourier
Transform is that there is a trade-off between the resolution of time and the resolution of
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frequency. In other words, obtaining a finer frequency resolution must be accompanied by a
worse time resolution and vice-versa [26]. The Wigner-Ville distribution, part of the Cohen
class of distributions, is a basic time-frequency representation that is sensitive for nonstationary signal analysis [27]. The difficulty of Wigner-Ville distribution is the severe cross
terms as indicated by the existence of negative power for some frequency ranges [26].

1.3.2 Advanced processes
In recent years, with the advancement of mathematics and other computation technologies,
vibration signal processing techniques for bearing monitoring have also made considerable
progress.

Spectral kurtosis
The spectral kurtosis, the extended concept of the kurtosis, decomposes the power of a signal
based on the Short-Time Fourier Transform and gives a measure of the impulsiveness of a
signal as a function of frequency. Spectral kurtosis is a powerful tool to detect the transients in
a signal with strong additive noise.
In [28], the spectral kurtosis is obtained from a filter function which filters out that part of the
signal with the highest level of impulsiveness where an impulsive bearing fault signal is
dominant. The optimum filter is a narrow band filter at the maximum value of spectral kurtosis
aiming to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio of the filtered signal without considering its shape.
Obtaining the optimal filter for the spectral kurtosis critically depends on the Short-Time
Fourier Transform window length, or on the bandwidth of the band-pass filter that outputs the
complex envelope. Hence, the spectral kurtosis can also be described as a function of the ShortTime Fourier Transform, giving rise to a two-dimensional representation called kurtogram [28].
The approach proposed in [28] was applied to bearing signals corresponding to an outer race
and a ball fault. The numerical results show that mechanical failure signatures have been better
extracted compared with other methods.
In [29], a two-step technique is presented to optimize spectral kurtosis and get the kurtogram
for diagnosing rolling element bearing faults. First, signals are filtered using an autoregressive
filter. Then, the residual signal is analyzed using complex Morlet wavelets, which represents
the noise and white spectrum. These are used as a filter bank with constant proportional
bandwidth. Different banks are used to select the best filter in terms of center frequency and
bandwidth. This method was applied to an acceleration signal corresponding to a bearing with
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an inner race fault, running at around 3000 rpm. The numerical results show that the algorithm
proposed has a good performance for fault identification by identifying the frequency in the
envelope spectrum.
In [30], wavelet packet transform based on the Daubechies wavelet is introduced into kurtogram
for improving the accuracy of kurtogram in extracting transient characteristics from a noisy
signal and identifying machinery fault. The detection of faults on the outer race of rolling
element bearings using vibration signals validates the effectiveness of the proposed method in
diagnosis for rolling element bearings.
In [31], for enhancing the surveillance and diagnostic capability of spectral kurtosis for
bearings, authors used the autoregressive models based on the linear prediction filtering and
minimum entropy deconvolution. The effect of the transmission path is deconvoluted by
minimum entropy deconvolution method from the impulses contained in the residual of the
autoregressive model. Then, the deconvoluted impulses are decomposed using complex Morlet
method. Finally, the spectral kurtosis is calculated for the best filter selection to implement the
envelope analysis. Vibration signals of a spall on the inner race and a notch fault on the outer
race of a double-row ball bearing at speed around 11760 rpm are respectively used to validate
the advantage of the presented algorithm for diagnosis of rolling element bearings.
In [32], to enhance the ability of kurtogram for highlighting the type of fault, kurtosis values
are calculated based on the power spectrum of the envelope of the signals. The enhanced
kurtogram is an efficient way to locate the resonant frequency bands. The outer race, inner race
and rolling element faults of rolling element bearings at speed around 1400 rpm are used to
validate the performance of the method for diagnosis of rolling element bearings.

Cyclostationary analysis
Cyclostationarity characterizes a subclass of non-stationary signals that exhibit some cyclical
behavior. Due to the inherent periodic modulations, cyclostationarity ideally fits the property
of many rotating and reciprocating machine vibrations [33]. Bearings vibration signals verify
the capability of the proposed method under conditions of inner race fault, outer race fault, and
the cage fault.
Cyclostationary analysis of a vibration signal analyses both the content of a signal and the
characterization of periodical content evolution in time to mine useful information.
In [34], to be sensitive to the impulsiveness and the cyclostationarity for rotating machinery
diagnostics, a multiscale clustering grey infogram is proposed which involves both timedomain and frequency-domain spectral negentropy in a grey fashion by multiscale clustering.
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The capability of the proposed method is verified by bearings vibration signals under conditions
of inner race fault, outer race fault and normal condition.
In [35], the authors claim that the squared envelope spectrum is an efficient indicator for the
assessment of second-order cyclostationary symptoms of rolling element bearing faults. An
analytical derivation of the statistical tests for cyclostationarity in the squared envelope
spectrum is proposed without the hypothesis of white noise from the beginning. The test is
conducted by vibration signals of a healthy bearing and an inner ring damaged bearing, running
at a speed of 2000 rpm and recording data for 10 s, at the sample rate of 10 kHz.
In [36], the slice spectrum analysis of the cyclic bispectrum is proposed to disclose the latent
periodic components in the vibration signals with the heavy noise background.

The

performance of the method is evaluated based on the vibration signals corresponding to defects
in the outer race of rolling element bearings.
In [37], subsampling in frequency identification is used for frequency analysis of
cyclostationary signals of bearings. The vibration signals of bearings with the fault in the inner
race or in rolling elements are used to test the effectiveness of the proposed method.
The research work presented in [38] proposes a bearing diagnosis method based on the
autocovariance function of a 2nd order cyclostationary signal. Instead of computing the kurtosis
of the filtered time signal, it calculates the kurtosis of the unbiased autocorrelation of the
squared envelope of the demodulated signal. Moreover, two modified forms of kurtosis are
proposed to take advantage of the unique features of the lower and upper portions of the
autocorrelation. The vibration signals of bearings with faults on the inner race are used to test
this bearing diagnosis method.

Wavelet dependent techniques
Essentially, wavelet transforms reveal some inner features of the signal, involving a family of
wavelets.
Wavelet analysis provides multi-resolution in time-frequency distribution for easier detection
of hidden components of vibration signals. Based on the results of extensive experiments, the
methods based on wavelet analysis are efficient in detecting bearing faults from abnormal
vibration signals [39]. Both periodic and aperiodic signals are suitable for failure detection
using wavelet analysis instead of the Fast Fourier Transforms. Vibration signals of the bearings
with outer race fault, inner race fault, ball fault and the multi-fault are used to verify the
effectiveness of this method for bearings diagnosis.
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Wavelet transform is used in [40] for bearing race faults diagnosis. It provides a variable
resolution time-frequency distribution from periodic structural ringing due to repetitive force
impulses which appear periodically with a time-period corresponding to characteristic defect
frequencies. The vibration signals of excellent and defective bearings (faults on the inner race,
outer race or balls) have been considered the results section in [40].
An advanced version of the famous "soft-thresholding denoising method" based on the Morlet
wavelet is proposed in [41] to extract useful features from vibration signals with the low signalto-noise ratio. The vibration signal of an inner-race damaged rolling bearing is used to test the
effectiveness of the proposed method for bearing diagnosis.
Wavelet analysis is used to process the bearings signals for multi-fault diagnosis in [42].
Vibration signals of defects of the inner race, out race and balls of rolling element bearings, are
used to validate the accuracy of the method proposed.
The importance of the appropriate wavelet function selection is emphasized in [43]. In this
paper, a Gaussian wavelet-based transform method wavelet is presented for the defect
localization in the time domain signal of rotating system vibration.
An improved wavelet package transform is proposed in [44] to extract salient frequency-band
features from bearings vibration signals, by constructing a biorthogonal wavelet with impact
property via lifting scheme. Data samples with the fault defect size of 0.007 and 0.014 inches
under four different loads (0, 1, 2, and 3 hp) are used to verify the capability of the method
proposed, which is for classifying bearings faults on the inner race, outer race and balls.
An adaptive morphological update lifting wavelet is used to process bearings signals to extract
fault features for bearings diagnosis in [45]. A morphological dilation-erosion filter or an
average filter is adaptively used as the update lifting filter to modify the approximation signal.
The vibration signal collected from the bearing with localized defect on the outer raceway is
used to test the proposed method for bearings diagnosis.
The lifting scheme of wavelet and its multiphase expression is used for the diagnosis of gears,
rolling bearings and rotor rubbings in [46]. The numerical results, in this paper, show the
effectiveness of the lifting scheme of wavelet for rotary mechanics fault characteristics
extraction from the raw signal.
Due to the correlation between structures and the complexity of the equipment, the compound
faults are common. This is caused by merging faults in rotating machinery. Single waveletbased processing methods cannot extract features with multiple kinds of shapes. Therefore, a
multiwavelet transform extends the wavelet transform theory to perform a multi-resolution
analysis. It also has such important properties of orthogonality, symmetry, compact support and
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higher order of vanishing moments [47]. In [48], lifting schemes were used to construct
changeable cubic Hermite multiwavelets instead of the fixed ones for mechanical fault
detection. The vibration signals of bearings with an incipient fault of a slight rub on the outer
race are used to test the method for bearings incipient fault detection.
Multiwavelet with improved neighboring coefficients is used in [49] to extract the features
from the bearings’ condition monitoring signals in the presence of important noise. Vibration
signals of bearings with an outer-race defect are used to test the proposed method for rolling
bearing fault diagnosis.
In [50], optimal multiwavelets are used to detect the bearings' faults from non-stationary
vibration signals with a large amount of noise. Two-scale similarity transforms are used in the
optimal multiwavelets to establish a changeable and adaptive multiwavelet library to be the
various ascendant multiple basis functions for inner product operation. Vibration signals of
bearings with a slight rub on the outer race are used to test the proposed method for rolling
bearing fault diagnosis. The results show that the proposed method is effective for the detection
of impulse feature components hidden in vibration signals, and for rotating machinery fault
diagnosis.
Based on an adaptive lifting scheme where a genetic algorithm is used to optimize the free
parameters, a new multiwavelet is proposed in [51], to analyze a simulation rolling bearing and
gearbox vibration signal for rotating machinery fault diagnosis. Vibration signals of bearings
with a slight rub on the outer race are used to test the proposed method for rolling bearing fault
diagnosis.
To overcome the drawbacks of multiwavelet such as fixed basis function and critically sampled
filter-bank, customized redundant multiwavelet is proposed in [52] for rotating machinery
diagnosis based on increasing multiplicity. Vibration signals of bearings with faults on the outer
race are used to test the proposed method for rolling bearing fault diagnosis.
The wavelet packet transform is a generalization of the wavelet transform, which provides a
library of orthonormal basis functions and can, therefore, represent a signal in many different
ways [53][54].
The wavelet packet transform is used in [55] to uncover the local features and spectral contents
of vibration signals for bearing fault diagnosis. Vibration signals measured for bearings with
inner race fault or outer race fault are used to verify the proposed method.
The paving of a wavelet packet transform is used in [56] for rotating machinery diagnosis.
Vibration signals are used to evaluate the proposed method for bearings with normal conditions,
inner race fault, outer race fault or balls fault.
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Wavelet packet decomposition is used in [57] to decompose vibration signals measured into a
set of sub-frequency band signals for multi-scale permutation entropy extraction. The results
are used to distinguish and diagnose fault feature of rolling bearing under different fault
conditions. The method is applied to vibration signals collected from a healthy bearing, a
bearing with an inner ring defect, a bearing with a rolling element defect, and a bearing with an
outer ring defect.
For signal decomposition analysis, in addition to Wavelet analysis, there is another famous
method called empirical mode decomposition, which is described in the next subsection.

Empirical mode decomposition
The empirical mode decomposition method decomposes a signal into some intrinsic mode
functions [58]. An intrinsic mode function represents a simple oscillatory mode embedded in
the signal. The empirical mode decomposition method shows significant advantages in
processing nonlinear and non-stationary signals.
The approach presented in [59] uses the empirical mode decomposition to characterize the
bearing condition based on an energy entropy feature that changes to different frequency bands
when bearing fault occurs. The performance of the proposed method was verified using
vibration signals collected on bearings with normal conditions, inner race fault, or outer race
faults.
In [60], the empirical mode decomposition method is used to process vibration signals to extract
fault characteristic information. Vibration signals of normal condition, outer race fault, inner
race fault, and ball fault) with the fault defect size of 0.007, 0.014, and 0.021 inches under four
various loads (0, 1, 2 and 3 hp) are used to verify the capability of the method proposed for
fault classification of bearings.
In [61], the empirical mode decomposition method is used to decompose the original
modulation signals into several intrinsic mode functions. The bearing condition is assessed
based on characteristic amplitude ratios defined as the ratios of amplitudes in the envelope
spectra of intrinsic mode functions at the different fault characteristic frequencies. The proposed
method was validated using the vibration signals of bearings with normal conditions, inner race
fault or outer race faults.
In [62], based on vibration signals, the empirical mode decomposition method is used to extract
features to form a health index to characterize the bearing conditions. The lifecycle vibration
signals of bearings ended with roller failure, inner race failure, or outer race failure are used to
verify the proposed method.
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In [63], based on vibration signals the empirical mode decomposition method, energy entropies
are extracted from vibration signals to characterize the bearing conditions. Vibration signals of
bearings are used to test the proposed method in four different operating conditions (normal
condition, outer race fault, inner race fault, and ball fault) and four different loads (0, 1, 2 and
3 hp). Moreover, each fault condition includes two different defect sizes of 0.007 and 0.021
inch, respectively. In [64], the empirical mode decomposition method is used to obtain local
Hilbert marginal spectrum with Hilbert transform method, based on an envelope signal
extracted from vibration signals by envelope spectrum analysis of wavelet coefficients of high
scales. The diagnosis of bearings in this work is based on the obtained local Hilbert marginal
spectrum. Vibration signals of rolling bearings with outer race fault or inner race fault are used
to test the proposed method. Ensemble empirical mode decomposition proposed in [65] is an
improved version of empirical mode decomposition. Its advantage is that it reduces the
occurrence of mode mixing comparing with the empirical mode decomposition.
In [66], ensemble empirical mode decomposition is used to decompose the vibration signal into
several intrinsic mode functions. Permutation entropy values of the first several intrinsic mode
functions are calculated to form the fault feature vector. To assess its effectiveness for fault
classification, the method proposed was applied to classify the expected condition, outer
raceway faults, inner raceway faults and balls faults of bearings based on the vibration signals
derived from the drive end bearing data collected at 12,000 samples/s under four different loads,
0–3 hp with fault diameters 0.007–0.028 inch.
In [67], ensemble empirical mode decomposition is used to extract energy entropy and singular
values of the matrix whose rows are intrinsic mode functions. Energy entropy is used to detect
the existence of faults. Singular values are used to identify the nature of the fault. Vibration
signals of bearings with faults on the inner race, outer race, and ball with diameters 0.007 inch
and 0.021 inch collected at four different loads of 0–3 hp (at motor speeds of 1720–1797 rpm)
are used to test the proposed method.

Hybrid methods
The previous content shows that most of the single signal processing techniques are only
effective for uncovering the signature in the signals of some specific kinds of bearings condition
cases. On the one hand, there are heavy noises in bearings condition monitoring signals. On the
other hand, correlations between the degradation process and different information carried by
bearings condition monitoring signals are diverse. Compared with methods based on single
signal processing techniques, it is natural that hybrid methods have advantages for eliminating
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the noises and extracting useful information from signals. We classify the hybrid methods into
the following categories according to techniques implemented.
a) Denoising and then analyzing category
In [68], wavelet packet decomposition is applied to denoise signals, then the ensemble empirical
mode decomposition technique is used to extract informative feature vectors. Vibration signals
of bearing with a damaged roller are used to verify the proposed method. A method combining
morphological filter with translation invariant wavelet is used in [69] to reduce the narrowband
impulses and random noises in the original signal. Then the purified signal is decomposed using
improved ensemble empirical mode decomposition to obtain intrinsic mode functions. Finally,
the envelope analysis is used to extract defect information form selected intrinsic mode
functions. Vibration signals of defective bearings respectively with an outer race fault, an inner
race fault and a rolling element fault are used to test the proposed method.
The difference between the closing and opening operator is employed in [70] as the morphology
filter to extract the impulsive periodicity features from the purified signal which is obtained
from the raw signal by the second-generation wavelet. Vibration signals of defective bearings
respectively with an inner race fault, outer race fault, a rolling element fault and the compound
faults are used to test the proposed method.
In [71], first, through the signal-to-noise ratio of probabilistic principal component analysis
denoising model, noises and linear interrelated information of signals will be discarded, based
on projection to the residual subspace. Based on the denoising signals, a band-pass filter is used
to determine optimal center frequency and bandwidth. Finally, a Hilbert envelope spectrum
analysis of the filtered signal is performed to extract the fault frequencies of the rolling element
bearings. Vibration signals of bearings, respectively, with the inner race fault and rolling
element fault, are used to evaluate the proposed method.
The second-generation wavelet transforms using neighboring coefficients is used in [72] to
remove noise in rotating machinery vibration signals. Second generation wavelet transform has
the merit of enhancing the signal-to-noise ratio. Then, the local mean decomposition method is
used to decompose the de-noised signals into product functions corresponding to the faulty
feature signal selected according to the correlation coefficients criterion. Finally, the Fast
Fourier Transform is used to analyze the frequency spectrum. Vibration signals of a bearing
with localized outer-race defects are used to verify the proposed method.

b) Analyzing and then feature selection category
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In [73], the extraction process is based on trigonometric functions and cumulative
transformation. The feature selection is performed by evaluating feature fitness using
monotonicity and trend ability characteristics. Vibration signals of bearings over completely
run to failure life cycle under 3 different load conditions are used to verify the proposed method.
In [74], first, empirical mode decomposition is used to decompose a vibration signal into
intrinsic mode functions. Then, a modified genetic algorithm based on variable-range encoding
and dynamic searching strategy is used to establish relationships between optimized feature
subsets and the classification performance. Finally, the dominant features are selected for
characterizing the bearing conditions is executed by a statistical model based on receiver
operating characteristic. Vibration signals of bearings with inner race faults, outer race faults,
and rolling element faults of three different fault sizes are used to test the proposed method.
c) Analyzing and then dimensionality reduction category
The vibration bi-spectrum (third-order spectrum) patterns are extracted to characterize different
types of bearing faults in [75]. Then, the dimension reduction is implemented using the
principal component analysis method. Vibration signals derived from bearings under conditions
of healthy, outer race fault, ball fault and inner race fault were used to verify the method
proposed for bearings fault classification.
The vibration signals are used in [76] to build a high-dimensional feature made of statistical
features, autoregressive coefficients, and instantaneous amplitude Shannon entropy from the
intrinsic model functions of empirical mode decomposition. For obtaining more sensitive lowdimensional fault features, it is projected into an orthogonal supervised linear local tangent
space alignment for dimension reduction. The vibration signals of bearings with normal state,
roller-element fault, inner-race fault, and outer-race fault at a speed of 2100 rpm (35 Hz) and
10 kHz sampling frequency are used to test the proposed method.
In [77], first, the energy entropy of intrinsic mode functions are obtained by the empirical mode
decomposition. Then principal component analysis and linear discriminant analysis are used
for feature reduction. Vibration signals of 12 bearings are used to test the proposed method,
among which only 4 bearings reached the failures respectively caused by defects on the inner
race, outer race, and rolling elements.
In [78], first, the intrinsic manifold features from high-dimensional feature vectors are extracted
respectively from time-domain, frequency-domain, and empirical mode decomposition based
on vibration signals. Then, to reduce feature dimensionality, a statistical locally linear
embedding algorithm is used to translate the complex mode space into a salient low24

dimensional feature space. Vibration signals of bearings with roller-element fault, inner-race
fault, and outer-race fault are used to verify the proposed method.
In [79], first, the Shannon mutual information between all samples and training samples is
combined to represent the mutual dependence of samples, which is the incipient fault features.
Then, a method called Supervised Orthogonal Local Fisher Discriminant Analysis is proposed,
which aims to compress fault features (the high-dimensional Shannon mutual information sets)
of testing and training samples into eigenvectors with low dimensionality, which have clearer
clustering. Vibration signals of bearings with normal state, tiny outer race cracks, tiny outer
race cracks, and tiny ball cracks are used to verify the proposed method.
In [80], first, a set of original features from time, frequency, and time-frequency domain are
extracted. Then, the neighborhood component analysis based feature extraction approach is
proposed to reduce the dimensionality of the original features set. Vibration signals of bearings
with normal state, roller-element fault, inner-race fault, and outer-race fault are used to test the
proposed method for fault type classification. The vibration signals collected over the whole
life of bearings are used to verify the proposed method for defect severity classification.
In [81], first, mechanical fault vibration signals are decomposed into multiple intrinsic mode
functions using variational mode decomposition. Then time-frequency domain features are
extracted from intrinsic mode functions to construct the feature sets. Finally, semi-supervised
locally linear embedding is used for fusion and dimension reduction. Vibration signals of
bearings with normal state, roller-element fault, inner-race fault, and outer-race fault are used
to test the proposed method for bearing diagnosis.

1.4 Bearings remaining useful life estimation
1.4.1 Bearings useful life
Bearings useful life is defined as the time duration between the start of the operation and the
first moment of failure, as depicted in Figure 1.13.
When repeated stresses are applied to the material with finite volume in bearings, failure can
occur in weak places in the material. In general, on the microscale, the material does is not have
a homogeneous structure. Therefore, it is usually characterized by a large dispersion in strength
and resistance. Different parts of bearings suffer from repeated stresses in different ways and
different rates. All these properties result in that there are significant variations on bearing
useful life in either laboratory tests or practical experience, even for identical bearings under
identical load and environmental conditions [82].
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Usually, in industrial applications, the usual bearing useful life metrics are L10 life and L50
life. The L10 life describes the operation duration until failure occurs to 10% of a large enough
sample of identical bearings under identical conditions. Similarly, the L50 life defines the
operation duration until failure occurs to 50% of a large enough sample of identical bearings
under identical conditions.
However, L10 life and L50 life are theoretical concepts based on statistical analysis. For a
specific bearing in real industrial application, it is not guaranteed that, for instance, the bearing
has a 90% reliability after the amount of time of L10 life has passed [83].
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Figure 1.13 Bearing useful life.

There are two important concepts related to bearing useful life: the past useful life (PUL) and
the remaining useful life (RUL), as shown in Figure 1.13.
Because of the significant variations on bearings' useful life and the crucial roles of bearings in
the mechanical systems, the issue of bearings RUL estimation has attracted much attention from
engineers and scholars.

1.4.2 Methods for RUL estimation
The event data based approaches use event data of a population of identical objects to assess
the reliability based on the distribution analysis and estimate the RUL. Several parametric
failure models can be adapted to estimate the reliability of rolling machinery elements. For
instance, the exponential models work well for the RUL prediction with exponential-like
degradation processes [84]. The Poisson based models could capture the stochastic
characteristics of the degradation evolution for bearings reliability analysis. The Weibull
distribution is often used to estimate the bearings’ probability of failure at a specific
observation, mean lifetime and failure rate. Log-Normal distribution based models have the
advantage to model the stock behavior of the degradation evolution for bearings reliability
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analysis [85]. The event data based approaches aim to characterize the entire population of
identical objects rather than individuals [86].
The development of condition monitoring technologies allowed collecting condition data on
individual bearings. The condition data provide valuable information associated with the health
condition of individual bearings, and several approaches use this information for fault diagnosis
and RU assessment. Meanwhile, some approaches could integrate event data with condition
data to provide the estimated RUL as well as the statistical characteristics of RUL.
The bearing degradation mechanism is complex and it is not easy to build an accurate
mathematical model. There are mainly three categories of approaches for estimating the
remaining useful life of bearings: failure physical model approaches, statistical data-driven
approaches and artificial intelligence approaches [86].

Failure physical model approaches
Failure physical model approaches, e.g., Paris crack growth model, Forman crack growth
model, spall progression model, and so on, describe the degradation process according to the
variations in the physical states and evolution of structural damage. They follow the mechanical
laws governing the material response to loading conditions in bearings.
A Paris’s formula based deterministic defect propagation model is proposed in [87] to describe
the diverse defect propagation in bearings. To fit the dynamic degradation process of bearings,
an adaptive algorithm based on non-linear recursive least square is used to update the
parameters of the model recursively. Considering the time-variant nature of defect growth, the
proposed method outperforms the deterministic models without adaptation in both continuous
and discontinuous defect growth cases.
A multi-time scale modeling approach is proposed to estimate bearings RUL in [88]. The Paris
crack growth model is used to describe the degradation process in a slow-time scale. On a fasttime scale, the degradation process is described by a phase space warping technique. The
proposed method is applied on two bearings run to failure test to show the multi-time scale
modeling approach could improve the RUL prediction.
An integrated prognostic approach is proposed in [89] to estimate bearings RUL, based on
Paris’s law and a Kalman smoother. The kurtosis is used as a health indicator. Its trend increases
with large fluctuations along with the evolution of bearings degradation.
In [90], a Forman crack growth law of linear elastic fracture mechanics based life model is
proposed to estimate RUL.
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In [91], an integrated prognostic approach is proposed. The spall progression model is used to
estimate bearings RUL at the early stage of the degradation process.
The RUL estimation approaches based on the physical failure model often assume that the
degradation process can be described by a single or multiple physical models, which relies on
the physics of the underlying degradation process to predict the onset of failures. However, in
practice, it is not easy to build accurate physical models for RUL prediction in case of
complicated failure mechanisms.

Statistical data-driven approaches
a) Stochastic models
Statistical data-driven approaches rely on stochastic models. Gamma process model, inverse
Gaussian process model and Wiener process model are usually considered [92].
A degradation evolution, caused by wear and cumulative damage, shows a monotonic trend
typically. The Gamma process is the limit of a compound Poisson process which is monotonic.
There is an assumption that external shocks could cause degradation phenomena. Moreover, a
compound Poisson process describes the shock arrival process well. Hence, the Gamma process
could be a good choice for the degradation process [93]. A Gamma process-based RUL
estimation method is mentioned in [94]. The authors assume a monotonic evolution of the
degradation process. The parameters of the model are estimated from condition data by the
maximum likelihood estimator.
In [95], the physical meanings of the inverse Gaussian process are discussed. The inverse
Gaussian process is also a limit of compound Poisson processes as the Gamma process. For the
inverse Gaussian process, covariates and random effects can be easily embedded in order to
model the degradation caused by random environments.
In a framework of infinite time, the increment of degradation evolution can be considered to be
an additive accumulation of numerous tiny external effects. According to the central limit
theorem, the additive accumulation is approximated by a normal distribution. Since these tiny
external effects and the accumulation in disjoint durations typically are independent, the Wiener
process is suitable for modeling the degradation evolution whose increment respects the normal
distribution [93].
In [96], bearings continuous degradation and randomly arriving shocks are both considered. A
Wiener process with a linear drift is used to model the degradation process. For the randomly
arriving shocks, a compound Poisson process is adopted to model the impacts of the randomly
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arriving shocks for the degradation process. Moreover, the probability density function of the
RUL is estimated, and it is updated along with the condition data.
In [97], authors assume that systems show different deteriorating rates in the different operation
states, which considers external stresses and mutation in the performance. Considering this
assumption, a nonlinear Wiener process with state switching depicted by a continuous-time
Markov chain is used to describe the operation process.
A hybrid model is proposed in [98] for RUL estimation. A nonlinear Wiener process models
the continuous degradation process, while a nonhomogeneous compound Poisson process
models the impact of randomly arriving shocks. The combination of the expectation conditional
maximization algorithm and maximum likelihood estimation is used to update the parameters
of the model along with the degradation evolution.
Wiener process is suitable to model a non-monotonic degradation process with Gaussian noise.
In [99], the continuous degradation process and randomly arriving shock are also considered.
For RUL estimation, the Wiener process is used to model the continuous degradation process,
while a Poisson process is used to describe the random shocks arrive.
In [100], the condition data are decomposed into trend items and random items, which are
respectively associated with the continuous degradation process and randomly arriving shock.
The Wiener process and the normal stochastic process are used to model the continuous
degradation process respectively and randomly arriving shocks for RUL estimation.
In [101], a Wiener process-based degradation model for real-time bearings RUL estimation is
established according to the degradation evolution of bearings. The parameters of the model
are set using the maximum likelihood estimation method.
In [102], the authors assume that there are two different degradation stages, the normal stage,
and the degradation stage, before failure. An improved Wiener process-based model is
established for the second stage, which also describes the uncertainties of the degradation
evolution. The parameters of the nonlinear model are considered as hidden states in state-space
modeling and they are updated simultaneously.
In [103], the authors assume that two different degradation stages before failure are mutually
dependent. A two-stage Wiener process model is proposed, which involves stage correlation to
the prior distributions of model parameters.
Parallel simulation for RUL estimation is an emerging simulation technology. Using real-time
condition data, model structures, and model parameters are adapted. In practice, the equipment
with complex structure normally has a mixture of degradation evolution with discrete shocks.
So, it is necessary to adapt both the model structure and the model parameters along with the
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evolution of degradation. In [104], a multiple model filtering algorithm is used along with the
degradation evolution to adaptively switch between two types of models respectively based on
the Wiener process and Poisson effect. For estimating the model parameters, the expectationmaximization algorithm is used along with the degradation evolution. Iteratively, the actual
equipment degradation states are accurately approximated.
Stochastic models such as the Gamma process model and the Wiener process model have the
advantages of relatively straightforward mathematical calculations and the easy understanding
of physical meaning. However, they are suitable only for modeling strictly monotonic process
such as wear processes or fatigue crack propagation without considering other characteristics
of bearing degradation evolution.
b) Markov and Bayesian-based methods
There is a strong mathematical basis in the Markov and Bayesian theory for reliability analysis
and RUL estimation.
In [105], authors assume that there are three stages of bearing degradation evolution, i.e.,
normal operation, defect initiation, and accelerated performance degradation. This paper
presents a multi-mode particle filter to automatically detect the transition among three
degradation stages and accurately characterize bearing performance degradation by stochastic
modeling method. These modes are updated along with the bearing degradation evolution. A
finite-state Markov chain is used to switch among these modes, which reflects the transition
among the degradation stages.
In [106], the authors assume that there are two phases in the bearing degradation process. A
two-phase threshold model is used to model different phases of degradation. Using Bayesian
methods, the posterior distributions of the model parameters are updated along with the
degradation evolution. Also, the proposed method considers the correlation among the multiple
predictions to improve the accuracy of RUL distribution.
In [107], a switching Kalman filter is used for RUL estimation, which is a state-space based
method. Bayesian estimation is used to assist in selecting multiple models according to the
probability of every state at each time step. This approach can provide a probabilistic measure
of the bearing degradation process and predict in the case of the degradation is unstable. The
proposed method assumes that the degradation rate is increasing monotonically.
An online remaining useful life prediction method is proposed in [108] to recognize the linear
degradation patterns under the framework of a generalized nonlinear degradation model with
deterministic and stochastic parameters. Using the maximum-likelihood estimation method, the
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prior distribution of the stochastic parameters is estimated. The Bayesian paradigm is used to
update stochastic parameters in the degradation model along with the degradation evolution.
Multiple degradation features extracted from vibration signals of bearings were selected and
fused as the health index using dynamic principal component analysis and Mahalanobis
distance methods [109]. Based on the health index extracted, an exponential regression-based
local degradation model is used to model the local degradation process. An empirical Bayesian
algorithm is used to update the local models along with the degradation evolution to model the
global degradation process for bearings RUL estimation.
A two-stage Wiener process model is used in [110] to model the degradation process with stage
correlation. The authors assume that the model parameters in different stages are mutually
dependent. A Bayesian approach is used to involve the stage correlation into the prior
distributions of model parameters to embed more information.
Hidden Markov model is a statistical data-driven approach for bearings RUL estimation.
Briefly speaking, considering the observations as discrete symbols, it uses discrete probability
densities to model the transition and the observation probabilities of different stages in bearings
degradation evolution [111].
Dynamic Bayesian Networks are used in [112] to describe a Mixture of Gaussians Hidden
Markov Models to model the degradation for RUL estimation of bearings operating at constant
load conditions and constant speed.
Mixture of Gaussians Hidden Markov Models is established by dedicated learning algorithms
in [111] from features extracted by Wavelet Packet Decomposition to estimate the RUL of
bearings operating at constant load condition and constant speed.
In [113], a health index is extracted by the Hidden Markov model through the principal features
obtained by the principal component analysis method. Then, an adaptive stochastic fault
prediction model is developed for on-line bearing RUL prediction.
In [114], the degradation model of the Multi-Branch Hidden Semi-Markov Model is proposed
which has several different branches. The models describe the degradation process in different
stages and consider the correlations between different stages. Hence, the model proposed can
assess both the current health state and the degradation mechanism. It was applied to model
degradation mechanisms characterized by multiple competing modes.
Markov model-based methods keep the assumption that the bearing degradation could be
divided into several meaningful states which is similar to common sense in practical situations.
However, in this assumption, the future degradation state depends only on the current one. This
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memoryless assumption leads to an approximation for the true bearing degradation process.
Moreover, the conditional independence between the different states is not always satisfied.
c) Kalman filter
Kalman ﬁlter is a recursive algorithm, which predicts the future unknown variables with the
joint probability distribution, based on time series of data involving statistical noise and other
inaccuracies [115].
In [116], 14 different time-domain features are extracted from vibration signals of bearings. A
Kalman filter-based two-stage strategy method is proposed to predict the bearings RUL. The
first stage is monitoring the bearings’ condition until a degradation point is detected. In the
second stage, the Kalman filter-based model is used to estimate the remaining useful life of the
bearings. The proposed method keeps the assumption that there are two stages in the
degradation process of bearings.
In [117], the Kalman filter is used to associate simulation outputs with observation data for
adapting the simulation model along with the degradation evolution. The aim is to use the
dynamic evolution of the simulation model in order to provide accurate bearings RUL
estimation results. The proposed method assumes that the bearings degradation process is
linear.
A model based on extended-Kalman-ﬁltering is established in [115] to estimate the bearings
RUL, based on learning the trend of degradation evolution by extracted features derived from
the training data.
In [118], a health index is built to describe the degradation evolution based on the condition
data of bearings using an autoregressive model. A nonlinear model is established based on an
extended Kalman filter to track degradation evolution for bearings RUL estimation.
In [119], a switching Kalman filter based method is used both for bearings diagnostic and
prognostic. Multiple dynamical models are used to describe different degradation states.
Bayesian estimation is used to infer the most probable underlying degradation states. The
proposed method assumes that the degradation rate is monotonic increasing.
In [120], a Switching Unscented Kalman Filter method is proposed for bearing RUL estimation
even in case of the condition monitoring data shows a declining trend along with the bearing
degradation. The unscented transform is used to avoid errors in the degradation process
evolution modeling caused by the property of the linearization in the Extended Kalman filter
method. Three kinds of degradation state model changes in the whole bearing life-cycle, i.e.,
normal running stage, slow degradation stage, and accelerated degradation stage.
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Kalman ﬁlter, as we know, it is only suitable for a linear degradation process with Gaussian
noise. The extended Kalman ﬁlter aims to model the nonlinear degradation process. For the
nonlinear process, there is a method called Particle filter which described in the next subsection.
d) Particle filter
The particle filter is a recursive algorithm based on the sequential Monte Carlo method and
Bayesian inference, which is suitable to describe the nonlinear characteristics of bearings
degradation [121].
In [121], the authors claim that the main drawback of the traditional Particle filter is the
degeneracy problem. After some recursive steps, the calculation effort to update the useless
particles for the posterior distribution is essential. There are two main effective ways to solve
the degeneracy problem of the traditional particle filter: the resampling smoothing and the
importance density function selection. The particles with large weights are retained in the
calculation process through the resampling smoothing to reduce the calculation load. The
importance density function aims to reduce errors in subsequent iterations. Therefore, in this
paper, a particle filter enhanced with an adaptive importance function selection method and a
backpropagation neural network-based resampling smoothing method is used to estimate the
bearings RUL. Vibration signals from bearings test-to-failure experiments are used to assess
the performance of the method.
A method based on the combination of deep belief network and particle filter is proposed in
[122] to estimate bearings RUL. The feature is extracted from raw vibration signals by using
the fast Fourier transform. Furthermore, the strength of deep learning is used through deep
belief networks to automatically process massive data and accurately predict RUL of the
bearings using the particle filter method.
In [123], RMS and peak values calculated from the raw vibration signal are used to monitor the
degradation process of bearings. A genetic algorithm is employed to replace the traditional
resampling operator for easing the particle leanness problem. A time-varying autoregressive
model is used with the Akaike Information Criterion to establish a dynamic model based on
Particle Filter. For selecting the starting prediction time, a method proposed in this article is
based on hypothesis testing theory.
In [124], a Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm is used to extract the features with an
apparent quality trend. Based on the extracted features, the particle filter is used to establish a
degradation model, including a nonlinear state evolution and a Gaussian process noise. A
Neuro-Fuzzy System is used for RUL estimation.
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In [125], health indicators are extracted based on the Hilbert–Huang transform. Then
Spearman’s coefﬁcient is used to select indicators. Based on the extracted features, a model
based on the particle ﬁlter method is used to describe the degradation evolution for bearings
RUL estimation. A modified recursive least-squares method is proposed to update the
parameters effectively in the nonlinear case. A new parameter fusion method based on
normalized partial derivative weights is introduced to solve the problem of fluctuation of the
model parameters after convergence. A modified maximum likelihood estimation method is
proposed to estimate the noise value converging during the training process recursively.
In [126], a degradation rate tracking-based particle filter is proposed to overcome the problems
of importance functions selection and the degeneracy problem in traditional particle filter as
well as the signal with heavy noise for bearings RUL estimation.
Generally, for the traditional Particle filter, the efforts of authors are focusing on overcoming
the drawback of it, e.g., degeneracy problem.

Artificial intelligence approaches
a) Support vector regression
Support vector machines, originally derived from the statistical learning theory, was developed
as a general framework to estimate dependencies between finite samples.
A probabilistic support vector regression-based prognostic approach is proposed in [127] for
probabilistic RUL prediction. Multiple statistical features from the time-domain, frequency
domain, and time-scale domain through a wavelet transform are extracted from vibration
signals of bearing. The model is trained and calibrated off-line. Then, the RUL is estimated online by the trained model.
In [128], the health indicators are extracted from bearings vibration signals by Hilbert-Huang
transform. The results of the diagnosis derived from the support vector machine method are
used as the extra health indicator. Based on these indicators, the bearings RUL is estimated
using a time-series prediction model by the support vector regression method.
In [129], the isometric feature mapping method is used to perform nonlinear feature reduction
to extract the bearings degradation features with a low dimension. The support vector regression
model is trained in the off-line phase and applied in the on-line phase for bearings RUL
estimation.
A method based on Streaming Data Analysis and the Online Support Vector Regression is
proposed in [130] for bearings RUL estimation. This method aims to optimize the trade-off
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between the accuracy of the Online Support Vector Regression models and the computational
load.
In [131], the bearing degradation process is divided into several stages by a classification
model. Local regression models are built from these stages. Support vector machine methods
are used to implement both health state assessment and local RUL prediction. The proposed
method assumes that a specific regression model may not be able to represent the entire history
of the bearings’ degradation.
In [132], the least squares support vector regression is used with the hidden Markov model to
build the bearings RUL estimation approach. The least-squares support vector regression
method is used to predict the trends of features extracted from vibration signals by a linear
predictive method. Hidden Markov models are trained to describe different stages of the
degradation process. Based on updated data, the model from the least-squares support vector
regression is updated to estimate RUL. Furthermore, the probabilities of the predicted features
for each hidden Markov model are calculated based on forward or backward algorithms. Future
health states and the RUL could be obtained according to those probabilities.
Vibration signals of bearings with inner race fault are used to assess the performance of this
method.
In [133], time-domain and frequency-domain features extracted from bearing vibration signals
are used to elaborate a degradation indicator based on the self-organizing map. Then a model
based on support vector regression prediction is trained to estimate the bearings RUL using the
degradation indicator as input and the normalized past life percentage of the bearing as output.
The proposed method has the capability of predicting the bearing damage at an early stage.
In [134], a new health indicator is extracted from bearing vibrations signals based on ensemble
empirical mode decomposition, Gaussian mixture models, and Jensen-Rényi divergence to
overcome the insensitiveness of existed health indicators to incipient defects and a highly
fluctuating behavior with the increase in degradation severity. The new health indicator is used
to train the support vector regression model. Particle swarm optimization is used to select the
hyperparameters selection. Thus, the optimized support vector regression model is used to
predict the new health indicator and to estimate bearings RUL with a predefined failure threshold.
In [135], the Empirical Mode Decomposition method is used to reconstruct the signals from
raw bearing vibration signals by using a defined criterion. The support vector regression-based
model is used to estimate bearings RUL by using the Kurtosis and RMS values of the
reconstructed signals.
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Support vector machines, introduced by Vapnik [136], are top-rated over the last decade for
solving both classification and regression problems. The method can obtain the global optimal
solutions without overfitting problem. However, the main drawback of support vector machines
is the choice of parameters and kernel function. The parameters setting have an important
influence on the performance of the method.
b) Artificial neural networks
The artificial neural network is an adaptive system of a network of artificial neurons that are
interconnected. Essentially, it uses mathematical or computational models for processing
information. It can change its parameters based on information transformation through the
network [137].
A new kind of indicator called minimum quantization error is derived using a self-organizing
map, from six vibration features in order to assess the degradation of bearings [138]. This
indicator aims to capture the physical transitions that the bearing undergoes during different
stages of its life. Then a backpropagation neural network is used to estimate the bearings RUL
based on the new indicator.
In [139], the most sensitive features selected from an original feature set using monotonicity
and correlation metrics. The original features set is constituted by 11 time-domain features, 5
frequency spectra and 8 time-frequency domain features. Then based on the selected features,
a health index is elaborated using recurrent neural networks to estimate the bearings RUL with
failure thresholds.
In [140], a new artificial neural network model is proposed for bearing RUL estimation where
the inputs are the age and multiple condition monitoring features extracted at the present and
previous inspection dates. The past life percentage is the output of the model. All condition
monitoring features are previously fitted by a generalized function of the Weibull failure rate
to eliminate the influence of random shocks that exist in the bearing degradation process.
A model based on artificial neural networks is also elaborated in [141] to estimate the bearings
RUL using time and fitted features corresponding to present and previous time dates. The
Weibull hazard rate function is used to fit the RMS and kurtosis features derived from bearings
vibration signals to eliminate their fluctuations in the degradation process. The normalized past
life percentage is used as the output of the model.
A deep neural network model is proposed in [142], to take advantage of deep learning methods
for processing the large-scale data to estimate the RUL of bearings under identical operating
conditions. This method relies on three time-domain features and a novel frequency-domain
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feature. The time-domain features are sensitive to the middle stage of bearing degradation
process, while the frequency domain feature is sensitive to the earlier stage and the later stage.
A deep convolution neural network model is proposed in [143] to estimate the bearings RUL
with a large amount of high data dimension, high interference noise and complicated mapping
relationship. A new feature named the spectrum-principal-energy-vector is extracted and used
as the input of the model. Besides, a smoothing method is used to deal with the discontinuity
in the prediction results.
In [144], a nonlinear autoregressive neural network is proposed to estimate the past life
percentage of the bearing. To overcome the non-monotonicity of common degradation features,
a new health indicator is built based on the extracted features from bearings vibration signals
using the Mahalanobis distance criterion and cumulative sum chart.
A long short-term memory recurrent neural network-based model is proposed in [145] to
estimate the bearings RUL. The particle swarm optimization method is used to optimize the
network structure and the parameters’ setting simultaneously. A combination of a new
degradation feature called waveform entropy and common degradation features is the input of
the model. An automatic detection method is proposed to identify the fault occurrence.
According to the detection of fault occurrence, the fault propagation will be tracked and
assessed by the model. According to one category of the outputs of this model, a nonlinear
exponential degradation model is used for failure time estimation.
A deep end-to-end framework based on convolutional and long short-term memory recurrent
units is proposed in [146] to encode the degradation information automatically. The
convolutional layer extracts local features. Then, the long-short-term memory layer is used to
recognize the degradation process. Using the outputs of the long-short-term memory layer, the
bearings RUL is estimated with a failure threshold.
In [147], a multiscale convolutional neural network-based approach is proposed to estimate
bearings RUL based on the features extracted by time-frequency representation and bilinear
interpolation methods from bearings vibration signals. Comparing with traditional
convolutional neural networks, this approach has the advantage of considering the global and
local information synchronously by the multiscale layer.
In [148], an increasing monotonous function, globally nonlinear and locally linearizable, is used
to model the degradation process. A neural network is used to learn this model and then predict
future values of RMS of bearing vibration signals in a run-to-failure test to estimate the RUL
of the bearing.
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In [149], an artificial neural network-based method is proposed to estimate the RUL. Both the
age and multiple condition monitoring data of bearing vibration signals at present and previous
time points are as the inputs, and the life percentage is as the output. The input data are fitted
by a function generalized from the Weibull failure rate function, reducing the effects of the
noise factors that are irrelevant to the bearing degradation in the condition monitoring data.
In [150], to overcome the limitation of data sample size and improve RUL prediction accuracy,
an artificial neural network-based multi-step ahead prediction model is proposed for bearing
RUL estimation. Predicted features are post-processed and regarded as inputs in the next
prediction iteration. Degradation features are divided into adaptive time windows which are
adjusted according to an increasing rate. Features in two adjacent windows are regarded
respectively as the inputs and outputs of the training set for the multi-step ahead prediction
model.
In [151], inspired by the basic form of extreme learning machine, a multilayer neural network
with a special structure is proposed to implement the health quantitative modeling and
assessment for bearings RUL estimation. It maintains the powerful nonlinear function fitting
ability of extreme learning machine while being able to learn the network parameters from
qualitative pairwise comparison training samples by a proposed method called pairwise
comparison learning.
In [152], an approach based on deep feature representation and long short-term memory neural
network is proposed for bearings RUL prediction. To capture the temporal information on fault
feature in the non-stationary vibration signals of bearing degradation, the convolutional neural
network is used with the Hilbert–Huang transform method, to obtain the deep features of
bearing fault with good representation ability. Considering the temporal information of the
degradation process, a long short-term memory neural network-based model is used to predict
the bearings RUL.
In [153], the generative adversarial networks based model is used to model the degradation
process to predict the future trend of degradation indicators for the bearings RUL estimation.
The RMS of the bearing vibration acceleration signals from the run-to-failure test as the health
indicator of bearing degradation. The indicator RMS is used to train the model in this paper.
In [154], recurrent neural networks-based models are used to estimate the bearings RUL. A
recurrent neural network with long short-term memory is used to build a degradation indicator
based on the multiple features extracted from bearing vibration signals. Then, based on the
extracted degradation indicator, another recurrent neural networks with long short-term
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memory is used to predict the trend of the extracted degradation indicator and estimate the
bearings RUL.
In [155], to comprehensively assess the bearings degradation process, a comprehensive
characterization indicator is obtained from 35 features in time-domain, frequency-domain, and
time-frequency-domain by using principal component analysis. Based on this indicator, an
artificial neural network is proposed to predict the bearings RUL.
The artificial neural network is an adaptive system of networks of artificial neurons. Essentially,
it uses mathematical or computational models for processing the data. It has the ability to
change its parameters based on information processing through the network [137].
Artificial neural network-based methods do not use an analytical model of the damage
propagation but aim at modeling the damage propagation process, or degradation process, based
on the collected condition monitoring data. They are suitable for modeling the bearing
degradation evolution without following an established bearing diagnostic or prognostic
framework. The main drawback is that a significant amount of data is required for training the
model to be accurate.
However, the amount and quality of data collected in practice do not always meet the
requirements of artificial neural network training.
c) Fuzzy logic
The fuzzy logic theory is natural for its ability to handle problems with imprecise and
incomplete data and model nonlinear functions, which is suitable to describe the nonlinear
complex relationship and ambiguous characteristics in the bearings degradation process.
Moreover, it has demonstrated its efficiency for the cases with incomplete information [156].
Hence, the fuzzy logic-based method might be suitable for bearings RUL estimation in case of
a small size available dataset.
An approach based on simplified fuzzy adaptive resonance theory map neural network and
Weibull distribution is proposed in [157] for bearings RUL estimation. The aim is to describe
more accurately bearing degradations and to assimilate the prognostic task to a classification
one. During the training phase, the Weibull distribution is used to fit degradation features in
order to eliminate their fluctuations in the time domain. Using fitted degradation features, a
model based on a simplified Fuzzy Adaptive Resonance Theory Map neural network is trained
for bearings RUL estimation, which is a fast incremental supervised learning system for analog
inputs. Benefit from the fuzzy learning process, the model shows good performance in a test
phase with original degradation features.
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Fuzzy logic is natural to process linguistic and ambiguous information, which is convenient for
modeling the ambiguous aspect of the bearing degradation evolution. To take advantage of
fuzzy representation, a hybrid approach based on neural networks and fuzzy logic, called the
Fuzzy Back Propagation network, consists of the input layer, hidden layer, and output layer.
The nodes, in the hidden layer and output layer, are fuzzy neurons, used in [158] to estimate
the bearings RUL.
Fuzzy membership functions and fuzzy rules in adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference systems
(ANFIS) are derived via the learning of abundant historical data, which is an efficient way of
handling the regression problem. In [159], to take advantage of ANFIS, the adaptive networkbased fuzzy inference system is used to predict the bearings RUL, using a fused degradation
indicator extracted by globally linear embedding based on various features of bearing vibration
signals.
Usually, several features are needed to support accurate monitoring of the bearing degradation.
However, multiple features processing needs more calculation effort. Hence, a fuzzy fusion
method is proposed based on multiple features to obtain a fused degradation indicator to
effectively describe bearings' degradation and avoid redundancy between the features. In [160],
the fuzzy fusion method is used to obtain the fused degradation indicator from bearings
vibration signals. Based on this indicator, the sub-modes of the degradation process are
identified using the ensemble empirical mode decomposition. Finally, the extreme learning
machine based model is used for predicting the bearings RUL.
In [161], a subset of multiple features is selected according to the Fisher linear discriminant
coefficient. To take the advantage of the capability of capturing the system dynamic behavior
quickly and accurately, the ANFIS is used as the individual feature models to constitute a
distributed scheme to simplify the bearing RUL forecasting procedure, increase the
generalization capabilities towards new data and reduce the prediction errors.

1.5 Concluding remarks
In general, the existing approaches for bearings RUL estimation are organized in two steps: 1)
extract health indicators or indices for effectively describe the bearings degradation process and
2) establishing an accurate model for bearings RUL estimation.
Vibration signals are an essential source of bearing condition monitoring data due to a rather
simple and cost-effective data collection process. Therefore, features extracted from vibration
signals are always used for bearing condition monitoring. However, because of the complexity
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of the bearings degradation evolution, common existing features have drawbacks such as
insensitiveness to incipient defects and a highly fluctuating behavior along with the degradation
evolution. In general, common features extracted from vibration signals are not monotonic and
sensitive along the entire bearing lifecycle. Meanwhile, bearings are mechanical components
and self-repair is improbable during the non-utilization periods. Moreover, the RUL along with
the bearings’ lifecycle is successively decreasing. Therefore, for monitoring the bearings'
degradation, it is natural that a valuable characteristic of the new indicator is monotony through
the entire bearing lifecycle. Unfortunately, the existing features and indicators are rarely
monotonic during the degradation process. Besides, most of them are only sensitive to specific
stages of the degradations.
Numerous approaches have been developed for bearings RUL estimation. Event data-based
approaches do not require the condition monitoring data. They provide an estimation associated
with the population information rather than the information associated with the individual
components.
Several classes of condition data-based approaches were proposed:
1) physical Failure model approaches rely on the assumption that the physical failure model
can describe well the degradation process. These approaches do not require a significant amount
of condition data. Unfortunately, the degradation process of bearings is too complex and it is
difficult to derive an accurate enough physical model.
2) The statistical data-driven approaches do not provide a physical failure model. They are poor
performance drawback with high dimensional data and the requirement of presumed
degradation indicator thresholds. Primarily, the assessment accuracy of statistical data-driven
approaches strongly relies on the setting of presumed thresholds. The setting of presumed
thresholds is not easy to be implemented because of the property of the high dispersion in the
bearings RUL.
3) Artificial intelligence approaches do not need a formal model. They can learn from
experience. Therefore, they can be used when it is difficult to derive a mathematical or
statistical model. However, artificial intelligence models need a careful setting of the parameter,
which has a strong influence on the accuracy of the results A significant amount of data is
needed for training the model and obtaining the optimized values for the parameters of the
models.
Among artificial intelligence frameworks, fuzzy logic triggered the attention of researchers due
to its nature to process linguistic, ambiguous information and consider incomplete information.
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Therefore, it might be suitable for modeling the ambiguous aspect of the bearing degradation
evolution.
In the literature, due to the complexity of bearings degradation processes, different models have
been used in various methods for estimating and forecasting bearings RUL. Thus, most of the
models are composite and obtained using the bearings operating condition data. Although the
results with the composite models are relatively accurate, they require a significant amount of
data for deriving and identifying the models.

1.6 Research objectives
As in the aforementioned content, there are two steps in the approaches of bearings RUL
estimation, i.e., indicators extraction and model identification.
The thesis that I developed in this PhD motivated by the current state of the art in bearings RUL
estimation research.
1) Based on vibration signals, we aim to develop new degradation indicators which should be
monotonic and sensitive through the entire bearing lifecycle. Additionally, by considering the
historical information of the bearings degradation process, we worked out new indicators that
will carry more useful information for bearings condition monitoring.
Multivariate analysis methods can serve to characterize diverse underlying correlation
structures of Multivariate time series [162]. And, a suitable method is the so-called piecewise
linear representation method, which directly provides features in the time-domain [163]. Based
on the time-series of common features, we will use multivariate analysis methods and a
piecewise linear representation method to build new degradation indicators for bearings RUL
estimation in Chapter 2.
2) In the case of new type bearings, with historical data from a small available number of
bearings, we aim to work out a method capable of identifying a simple structure model for
estimating bearings RUL.
Some approaches do the prediction based on time series of degradation features or health
indices. Then the RUL estimation is implemented using a predefined threshold, e.g., [152]
[164]. But it is not easy to set an appropriate value of threshold because the dispersion of bearing
life is tremendous. Hence, in this work, the model proposed will use the ratio associated with
RUL as its output, which is similar to several models in the literature [140].
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This work aims to find an effective way to identify a simple structure model with few
parameters and relative accuracy for estimating bearings RUL under the condition of the smallsize of the sample. The fuzzy theory has demonstrated its efficiency for the cases with
incomplete information [156]. Moreover, fuzzy sets based modeling techniques have the
capability of modeling complex nonlinear systems by decomposing the modeling problem into
simpler linear sub-problems [165]. Among the classic fuzzy systems, the Takagi-Sugeno (T-S)
Fuzzy Inference System (FIS) is computationally efficient and more suitable for mathematical
analysis compared to the Mamdani FIS [166]. Thus, we use a multiple-input single-output
(MISO) T-S FIS model for bearings RUL estimation. Base on small size training data sets, a
new identification method of the MISO T-S FIS model for bearings RUL estimation is proposed
in Chapter 3. Based on small size additional training data sets, a tuning approach of the MISO
T-S FIS model for bearings RUL estimation is proposed in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 2 - Synthesis of bearing degradation
indicators
The accuracy of bearings degradation assessment depends largely on degradation indicators.
Bearings

cannot

self-repair

during

periods

of

inactivity.

In

other

words,

the

degradation evolution of bearings is cumulative and increasing. Therefore, a feature with an
underlying monotonic trend, which increases continuously with the degradation cumulation, is
helpful for monitoring bearings' degradation for CBM decision support. Such a feature is called
a monotonic feature.
In this chapter, we present two methods that we elaborated to derive monotonic indicators for
bearing degradation monitoring, based on common degradation features extracted from
vibration signals. These methods are based on a piecewise linear representation approach and
discarded space information to elaborate bearings degradation monitoring indicators, which are
monotonic and sensitive during the degradation process of bearings. These results were
communicated to three international conferences [167][168][169] and accepted for publication
in the International Journal of Mechatronics and Automation.
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2.1 Standard degradation feature
In general, the bearings vibration signal is effective in implementing data sources for revealing
bearings' conditions. As we mentioned in Chapter 1, the probability density function of the
vibration signal also changes along with the evolution of the bearing degradation process.
Therefore, statistical time-domain features extracted through examining the probability density
function of the signal can be used to assess the condition of bearings. Common statistical timedomain features are RMS, mean, STD, PMR, kurtosis and skewness.
Let us recall the common degradation features we mentioned earlier. The RMS, derived from
the vibration signals, provides additional information on the energy quantity of the signal. It is
an important feature used to estimate bearing degradation [19]. It increases typically gradually
as fault developed. The definition of RMS is in (1.1). The mean quantifies the mean amplitude
of signals, defined in formula (1.2). Note that, for raw vibration signals collected from bearings
degradation, the mean remains close to zero but is not zero [20]. This is due to the inherently
dynamic characteristic and structural defects of bearings, environmental noises, and irregular
shifts of mechanical structures related to bearing degradation. Vibration signals in rolling
bearings are non-stationary in nature[21][22]. The STD measures the dispersion of the signals
around the mean value. Its definition is provided by the formula (1.3). The PMR quantifies the
intensity of the pulses of the signal. Its definition is given in (1.4). A large PMR value
corresponds to a vibration signal with a few large spiky peaks. Similarly, a low PMR value is
relevant to a flattish vibration signal [23]. The mean and standard deviation values of the
distribution are the first two parameters of the sample distributions. The first third parameter of
the distribution is skewness and the first fourth being kurtosis. The kurtosis reveals the degree
of deviation of the signal distribution from the average and the skewness indicates the signal
distribution asymmetry, their definitions are respectively in (1.5) and (1.6).
Bearings are mechanical components that cannot self-repair during periods of inactivity. In
other words, the degradation evolution of bearings is cumulative and increasing. Therefore, a
feature with an underlying monotonic trend, which increases continuously with the degradation
cumulation, is helpful for monitoring bearings degradation for CBM decision support. Such a
feature is called a monotonic feature. Unfortunately, common degradation features extracted
from bearings vibration signals are not monotonic during the degradation process. Each
common degradation feature is sensitive to specific degradation stages. Numerical examples
are given in chapter 5.
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To overcome this problem and build a degradation indicator monotonic with the evolution of
the degradation, we propose to merge six common statistical time-domain features as the
standard degradation feature Fk for describing the degradation process of bearings, as in (2.1).
𝐹𝑘 = [𝑅𝑀𝑆𝑘 , 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛𝑘 , 𝑆𝑇𝐷𝑘 , 𝑃𝑀𝑅𝑘 , 𝑘𝑢𝑟𝑡𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑘 , 𝑠𝑘𝑒𝑤𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑘 ]𝑇 ，𝑘 = 1,2, . . . , 𝐾

(2.1)

Based on this statistical time-domain feature, we elaborate on two bearing degradation
indicators by using a piecewise linear representation approach and discarded space information.

2.2 Piecewise linear representation
A time series is a collection of observations made chronologically. According to the number of
variables, time series can be categorized into two types: univariate and multivariate time series.
During the bearing degradation process monitoring, the standard degradation features Fk ,
collected chronologically, form a multivariate time series.
Recently, there has been a high interest in the field of data mining, especially for the time series.
However, elaborating characteristic features to represent the time series data is the staple issue.
In [170], the representation of time series is implemented by transforming the time series to
another domain, used for indexing time series. Based on a local view of the database, a novel
framework is introduced using ensembles of two or more representations for more efficient
indexing. It employs different approaches to represent different parts of the database. The local
view of the database is that parts execute a high fidelity representation using wavelets or Fourier
transforms according to effectiveness. In [171], discrete Fourier transforms are used to carry on
the representation of time series for similarity measurement. In [172], orthonormal and biorthonormal wavelets are successfully used to represent the time series for similarity search.
An empirical study of similarity search discussed the performance of a large number of wavelet
methods. In [173], a novel wavelet-based tree structure is proposed to obtain a multi-level
representation of time series. In [174], a new method is proposed using both a discrete Fourier
transform and a wavelet transform to conduct time series representation.
The above methods represent a time-series in the transformation domain. The basic idea is to
approximate the original time series with a few transform coefﬁcients to map them into lowdimensional space.
Other methods provide an approximation of the time series while representing time series in
the time-domain. A popular method for time series representation is the piecewise linear
representation method. The piecewise linear approximation method refers to the approximation
of a time series with straight lines (or constants), where the number of straight lines (or
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constants) is much less than the size of the original time series. The representation based on
piecewise linear approximation is a simple form comparing with the original time series and
makes the storage, transmission and computation of the data more efficient. In the field of time
series data mining, the piecewise linear approximation has been adapted to various applications.
The simplest method is sampling described in [175]. By adopting an appropriate sampling
interval, the time series can be represented along with dimensionality reduction. However, the
sampling method has the drawback of distorting the shape of the time-series where the sampling
interval is too big, according to the Nyquist sampling theorem. In [176], an enhanced method
is proposed. First, each time series is partitioned into several segments of equal length. Next,
the mean is calculated from each segment, which is treated as a feature for each segment. The
time series is represented using the segmented means. In [177], a similar transformation is
proposed to approximate the time series data by segmenting the sequences into equal-length
sections and recording the mean value of these sections. These mean values can then be indexed
efficiently in a lower dimensionality space to support fast and exact similarly search.
For the features of segments, in [178], so-called segmented sum of variation is employed as the
feature of each segment. For the length of segments, in [179], an extended version is proposed
called an adaptive piecewise constant approximation, in which the length of each segment is
not fixed, but adaptive to the shape of the series.
Besides, in [180], based on segmenting sequences into homogenous segments, a compact
representation derived from each segment as a mathematical function is introduced. Indexing
time series is according to the properties of behavior captured from the functions. In [181], an
extended representation of the time-series is proposed to fast, accurate classification and
clustering. The representation consists of piecewise linear segments and weight vectors. The
piecewise linear segments are used to represent the shape, and the weight vectors reveal the
correlations of each linear segment.
Basically, the piecewise linear representation method is to segment time series into several
segments then use straight lines (or constants) as the characteristic features of the segments in
order to approximately represent the entire time series. Obtaining the piecewise linear
representation of time-series relies on two tasks: the time-series segmentation, and subsequent
representation. Therefore, the implementation of a piecewise linear representation method
relies on segmentation algorithms for time series and characteristic measurements of segments.
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2.3 Segmentation algorithm of time series
The multivariate time series F consists of the standard degradation features collected
chronologically. It is evolving through the bearing degradation process.
There are several main origins of bearing failure, i.e., excessive loading, overheating, false
brinelling, true brinelling, normal fatigue failure, reverse loading, contamination, lubricant
failure, corrosion, misalignment, loose fits, tight fits [10]. Each of the causes can result in the
formation of particular damage that is specific to the corresponding degradation mechanism
and can leave its own particular impact on the bearing. In other words, during the degradation
process, the degradation occurs in each component of bearings, and several kinds of symptoms
might meet. Hence, the bearing degradation process is complex and dynamic.
The bearing degradation process is usually characterized by several degradation stages. These
stages embody in the multivariate time series F as the homogeneous segments. It exists a
qualitatively significant difference in the behavior of the degradation process associated with
different degradation stages. This evolution from one degradation stage to another is reflected
in the multivariate time series F by inhomogeneous behaviors such as changes of the numerical
scale, distribution and correlation structure.
The segmentation algorithms of time series aim to divide the time series into several
homogeneous segments. There are a variety of segmentation algorithms of time series existed
that are used in a wide variety of applications. These algorithms appear in the literature under
a variety of names, even if there are only subtle differences between them. In [163], an excellent
overview of the segmentation algorithms of time series is given. In general, authors in [163]
define three categories for segmentation algorithms of time series which can involve most
segmentation algorithms of time series existed in the literature. The three categories are TopDown, Bottom-Up, and Sliding Windows. Figure 2.1 to Figure 2.3 are the general descriptions
of them.
The general framework of Top-Down algorithms is given in Figure 2.1. They rely on
recursively dividing time series into subsequences. It stops when the predefined stopping
criteria is satisfied. In [180], an algorithm belonging to the Top-Down category is proposed to
segment time series into meaningful segments. Then the approximation of the time series is
built based on the segments. In [182], an improved version of the algorithm proposed in [180]
is introduced. Comparing with the original version, the improved version has less algorithmic
complexity by defining more parameters and filtering out the uninteresting segments.
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Figure 2.1 General description of Top-Down algorithm.

The Bottom-Up algorithms, illustrated in Figure 2.2, aim to divide time series into an ideal
number of segments at the beginning, then iteratively merge the adjacent segments which are
characterized by the smallest cost values in pair. In [183], an algorithm belonging to the
Bottom-Up category is proposed to identify the events that are the segments in the data time
series observed from the regular monitoring during intensive care through several channels. In
[184], the algorithm of the Bottom-Up category is used with prior knowledge for matching
patterns of time-series datasets.
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se ries
into
several
segments

y

.

Calculate
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values from each two
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segments
with
the
smallest cost value

N

'

Figure 2.2 General description of the Bottom-Up algorithm.

The Sliding Windows algorithms, illustrated in Figure 2.3, rely on extending the segments until
their cost value exceeds the predefined threshold. In [185], an algorithm belonging to Sliding
Windows category is proposed to approximate (i.e., compress) digital electrocardiograms in
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real-time. In [186], an algorithm of Sliding Windows category is used with a combination of
several symmetrical distance functions to obtain the segments (i.e., sub-patterns) of the time
series of electrocardiograms.
lnit ially, let the left point of
time series as the start
point of the first segment.

lncreasing t he segment
with incorporating more
data o n the right.

Calculate the cost of the
segment.

The end of segment is the
start point of next segment.

y

N

Figure 2.3 General description of Sliding Windows algorithm.

According to the application situation, the segmentation algorithms of time series can be
categorized into two groups: batch algorithms and online algorithms [187]. On the one hand,
for batch algorithms, the entire time series that need to be segmented must be available. On the
other hand, online algorithms can consider new data in real-time, changing the boundaries of
segments adaptively. Only the Sliding Windows algorithm can be used for online applications.
A comparative presentation of the characteristics of these three categories of segmentation is
provided in [163]. For the Bottom-Up algorithms and the non-recursive Top-Down algorithms,
the maximum cost for each segment, and the number of final segments can be defined before
execution. On the contrary, for the Sliding Windows algorithms, only the maximum cost for
each segment can be defined before execution. The highest complexity characterizes the TopDown algorithms among these classes of segmentation algorithms.
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2.4 Principal component analysis for multivariate analyses
The segmentation algorithms summarized in the previous section and illustrated in Figure 2.1
to Figure 2.3 rely on cost values that need to be specified. The cost values are used to evaluate
the changing points between adjacent homogeneous segments of time series. Additionally, the
piecewise linear representation incorporates two tasks: time series segmentation and
subsequence representation. The means for subsequence representation also needs to be
specified.
One technique for finding the changing points and the subsequence representation is measuring
the dissimilarity of multivariate time series. The dissimilarity of multivariate time series can be
carried out in two different ways. One is to directly compare the variables of the multivariate
time series to obtain the weight of them. This approach is intuitive and straightforward, but it
is not as effective as we need. Since the multivariate time series are characterized both by the
numerical value of its elements and by the relation between them. This relation corresponds to
the correlation between the variables and it is considered as the hidden process, which carries
the real description of a complex system.
In multivariate time series, multivariate analysis methods can serve to uncover the overlapping
information among the correlated variables and characterize these diverse underlying
correlation structures [162]. Principal component analysis (PCA) method is the most commonly
used multivariate analysis method, which identifies underlying principal components among a
set of variables and helps to understand the relations among variables. Through the PCA
method, the data in the original space can be projected by orthogonal transformation into a new
space with the same variable dimension. The new space is the full projected space. The data in
the projected space is the projected space data called principal components.
The PCA method process aims to achieve a linear combination of the variables with maximized
variance. The maximal variance relates to an essential aim that is to maximally spread out the
observations in order to decouple correlation among the variables.
The PCA method process can be briefly described as follows: along the dimension with
maximal variance, a linear combination generates the first principal component. The next
principal component is generated by a linear combination along the dimension with maximal
variance, which is orthogonal to the previous principal component. Then, to repeat the step, the
following principal component can be generated.
In this work, the object being processed by the PCA method is the standard degradation feature
F. So, the original space data is the time series F. Let 𝜑 denotes the projected space data i.e.,
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principal components. The covariance matrix of F is denoted by 𝛩, which is subject to (2.2).
The covariance matrix of 𝜑 is denoted by 𝛯, which is subject to (2.3). ℵ is defined as an

orthogonal matrix, which is subject to (2.4). The expression (2.5) is obtained by substituting

(2.4) into (2.3). Then, (2.6) is obtained by substituting (2.2) into (2.5). Let F* denote the
reconstructed original space data, which obtained using expression (2.7).
1
𝐹𝐹 𝑇
𝐾
1
𝛯 = 𝜑𝜑 𝑇
𝐾

(2.2)

𝛩=

(2.3)

𝜑 = ℵ𝐹

(2.4)

𝛯 = ℵ𝛩ℵ𝑇

(2.6)

1
𝛯 = ℵ( 𝐹𝐹 𝑇 )ℵ𝑇
𝐾

(2.5)

(2.7)

𝐹 ∗ = ℵ−1 𝜑

Since the variables in 𝜑 are uncorrelated, it is certain that 𝛯 is a diagonal matrix, which is
described in (2.8). And ℵ is an orthogonal matrix.
𝜓1
0
𝛯=[
⋮
0

0
𝜓2
⋮
0

⋅⋅⋅
⋯
⋱
⋅⋅⋅

0
0
]
⋮
𝜓𝐼

(2.8)

where i=1, 2…, I is the variable label of F. According to the basic theory of linear algebra, 𝜓1,
𝜓 2, …, 𝜓 I are the variances corresponding to the variables of 𝜑 and ℵ is the matrix whose
columns are the corresponding eigenvectors of the matrix 𝛩. Thus, the PCA method can be
implemented by (2.4).

A critical application of the PCA method and its derivatives is the batch process characterization
in production [188]. Several derivatives of the PCA method are proposed in the literature to
uncover correlations to improve the characterization of multivariate time series of batches, e.g.,
[189] [190][191]. All such literature proves that the PCA method is capable of identifying and
characterizing the segments in multivariate time series.

2.5 Synthesis of bearing degradation indicators based on
segmented discarded projected space information
Considering the limitations of the standard features mentioned in the previous section for
monitoring the bearings degradation, a valuable characteristic for the new indicator is
monotonicity through the entire bearing lifecycle. This requirement is natural, knowing that
bearings are mechanical components and self-repair is improbable during the non-utilization
periods.
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As bearings degradation is a complex process, we think that enhancing the indicator by
considering the information on the evolution of the bearing’s degradation process will increase
its effectiveness.

2.5.1 Discarded projected space information
The bearings degradation influences the underlying correlation structure of the selected
common features. Therefore, we suggest using the underlying correlation structures of the
selected common features to track the bearings' degradation. Multivariate analysis methods can
serve to characterize these diverse underlying correlation structures [162].
PCA method is the most commonly used multivariate analysis method, which identifies
underlying principal components among a set of variables and helps to highlight the relations
among variables.
Among all the obtained principal components through the transformation of PCA method, the
retained principal components embody most of the variance of the original data [162]. Except
retained principal components among all the obtained principal components, they are the
discarded principal components. All the obtained principal components constitute the full
projected space. The retained principal components constitute the reduced projected space. The
difference between the full projected space and reduced projected space is called discarded
projected space in this work.
In this work, we employed the cumulative percent variance to fix the number of principal
components retained to describe the data effectively [192]. Commonly, retained principal
components with the higher variances are used to describe the original data and reduce the space
dimension for the data analysis. However, the discarded principal components with smaller
variances may also carry useful information to some extent [162]. To that extent, we propose
using the discarded Hotelling T square to measure the discarded projected space information,
which is associated with the difference between the full projected space and the reduced
projected space to track the bearings' degradation.
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Figure 2.4 The relationships among different projected spaces through the PCA method.

Figure 2.4 depicts the relationships among the full original space, the full projected space and
the reduced projected space through the PCA method, where F is the initial original space data,
𝜑 is the projected space data.

2.5.2 Segmented discarded Hotelling t square
The Hotelling T square is the measure of the multivariate distance between each value and the
mean of the data set. The squared Mahalanobis distance is employed to estimate the Hotelling
T square [193] In this work, we propose the segmented discarded Hotelling T square to survey
the multivariate distance in the projection space to track the bearings degradation.
Comparing with Euclidean distance, Mahalanobis distance measurement considers the variance
and covariance of the variables when calculating the distances, which has the advantage that
the principal components are equally weighted during the calculation. One can capture all
changes that happen in the components even with small variances [194]
The Hotelling T square is defined in (2.9) as it follows
with

2
−1
𝑇𝑚,𝑘
= (𝜑𝑚,𝑘𝑚 − 𝜗𝑚 )𝜙𝑚
(𝜑𝑚,𝑘𝑚 − 𝜗𝑚 )𝑇
𝑚
𝛽

1
2
𝜑𝑚,𝑘𝑚 = [𝜑𝑚,𝑘
, 𝜑𝑚,𝑘
,⋅⋅⋅, 𝜑𝑚,𝑘𝑚 ]
𝑚
𝑚
𝛽

1
2
𝜗𝑚 = [𝜗𝑚
, 𝜗𝑚
,⋅⋅⋅, 𝜗𝑚 ]
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(2.9)

(2.10)
(2.11)

where m=1,2,…, M is the segment label, km=1, 2,…,Km is the values label of the mth segment,
i=1,2,…,I is the label of variable, ϕm is the covariance matrix of the first β principal components
𝑖
is the kmth value of the ith principal component in the mth segment, ϑim
in the mth segment, 𝜑𝑚,𝑘
𝑚

is the mean of the ith principal component in the mth segment.

2
in formula (2.9) is the
When β is equal to the variable dimension I of the original data, 𝑇𝑚,𝑘
𝑚
2
in formula (2.9) is
full projected space Hotelling T square 𝑇𝐹𝑚,𝑘𝑚 . When β is equal to p, 𝑇𝑚,𝑘
𝑚

the reduced projected space Hotelling T square 𝑇𝑅𝑚,𝑘𝑚 . p indicates how many principal
components are treated as the retained principal components.

The segmented discarded Hotelling T square 𝛬2𝑚 , proposed in this work, is the Discarded

Hotelling T square value of a time series segment, defined in equation (2.12). It is a
measurement of the discarded projected space information associated with segments of
multivariate time series.
𝛬2𝑚

𝐾𝑚

1
∑ 𝑇𝐹𝑚,𝑘𝑚 − 𝑇𝑅𝑚,𝑘𝑚
=
𝐾𝑚

(2.12)

𝑘𝑚 =1

2.5.3 Indicators synthesis
Indicator SDHT2
Bearings degradation is a complex process. Therefore, we believe that it is valuable for a
bearing degradation indicator to carry information on the historical degradation process. We
use discarded information through the PCA method to implement this idea to track the bearings'
degradation.
Suppose that a multivariate time series F was continuously collected along with the operation
time of a bearing. The beginning sample interval of the bearing using life is k0, and its final
sample interval of the multivariate time series F is kend. Let ki corresponding to an arbitrary
sample
𝛬2

interval

between

k0

and

kend.

Considering

the

calculation

of

should involve an amount of data, the indicator estimation starts at a sample interval kstart,

the bearing during the life duration before the sample interval kstart is considered with the perfect
condition. The complete run to failure bearings could be used as the training set to predefine
the value of kstart. The predefinition of kstart is set as corresponding to 5% of the average of all
training bearings lifetime.
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Note that: the value of 𝛬2 derived from the multivariate time series F from k0 to ki are
respectively to be the value of the indicator SDHT2 corresponding to the time point ki.

The SDHT2 values corresponding to each time point after kstart of the entire time series F is
denoted by SDHT2series.
Algorithm 2.1 SDHT2series extraction
Initial step:
ki= kstart (k0<kstart <kend, kstart is a constant);
q=1;
While ki



kend,

Call formula (2.12) to calculate the 𝛬2𝑚 value based

on the segment of time series from k0 to ki;
SDHT2series (1, q) =𝛬2 ;
ki= ki+1;

q= q+1;
end

Indicator VSDHT2
The indicator SDHT2 presented in the previous section carries the information of the evolution
of the bearing’s degradation process. It treats the historical process as a single block without
considering the historical process has multiple stages.
If one considers that the historical process has multiple stages, we need to distinguish each stage
of the historical process then use 𝛬2 to respectively characterize each stage of the historical

process. Hence, we propose using a segmentation algorithm of time series to divide the
historical data of the multivariate time series F into homogeneous segments corresponding to
the stages of the historical process to implement the piecewise linear representation.
As mentioned in the previous section, several algorithms are proposed in the literature for
segmenting time series. Each group of segmentation algorithms has its specific advantages and
disadvantages. The Sliding Windows algorithms are not able to divide time-series data into a

predefined number of segments. Top-Down algorithms are more complex than the Bottom-Up
algorithms [195].
To build indicators from multivariate time series F, we segmented the time series into
homogeneous data segments related to different degradation stages. As a requirement, the
indicators must have the same dimension.
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A Bottom-Up algorithm seems to be more suitable for our investigations because of lower
complexity and the possibility to fix the desired final number of segments.
Since the capability of the PCA method described in the previous section, segmented discarded
Hotelling T square can be used to segment the time series data into homogeneous sections by
tracking the changing of the underlying correlation structure among the multivariate time series.
a) The Extraction Algorithms
The VSDHT2 health indicator is defined in equation (2.13). The pseudo-code of the BottomUp algorithm for extracting the indicator is presented hereafter.
𝑉𝑆𝐷𝐻𝑇 2 = [𝛬12 , 𝛬22 , . . . , 𝛬2𝑄 ]

Algorithm 2.2 Indicator VSDHT2 extraction

𝑇

(2.13)

1) Let l be the length of a multivariate time series F from t0 to ti.
2) Fix the final number of segments Q and the parameter z used to define the initial segments of the time series.
3) Initializing: Separate the time series F into z segments of equal length round(l/z), except for the last segment’s
length that is rem(l/round(l/z)).
where l>z>Q
4) While z>Q,
Combine every two adjacent segments and calculate the value of segmented discarded Hotelling T square
of each combination as the cost values;
Merge the two adjacent segments with the smallest value of segmented discarded Hotelling T square;
z=z-1;
end (while).
5) Calculate the value of segmented discarded Hotelling T square of each segment as the characteristic values.
The vector with Q entries is the indicator VSDHT2.

Note that:
(1) the value of indicator VSDHT2 derived from the multivariate time series F from t0 to ti is
corresponding to the time point ti.
(2) when calculating the segmented discarded Hotelling T square as the cost value, the labels
m and km in formulas (2.12) are associated with the segments consisting of adjacent segments.
When calculating them as the characteristic value, the labels m and km in formulas (2.12) are
associated with final segments of the time series.
The value of VSDHT2 corresponding to each time point of the entire time series of a bearing is
denoted by VSDHT2series. The pseudo-code for the VSDHT2series extractions are in Algorithm
2.3.
Algorithm 2.3 VSDHT2series extraction
Initial step:
ki= kstart (k0<kstart <kend, kstart is a constant);
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q=1;
While ki  kend,
Call Algorithm 2.2 to calculate the VSDHT2 value based on the segment of the time-series from k0 to ki;
VSDHT2series(1, q)= VSDHT2;
ki= ki+1;
q= q+1;
end

Based on training bearings complete run to failure, the setting of the parameters z , Q of the
Algorithm 2.2 as well as parameter p is discussed in the next two parts of this section.
b) Parameters of The Extraction Algorithm
The parameters of the extraction algorithm are the parameters z and Q of the Algorithm 2.2.
Spearman rank correlation coefficient (SRCC) is a nonparametric technique for evaluating the
degree of linear association or correlation between two independent variables [196]. We
respectively calculate the SRCC between the time order series and the VSDHT2 data series of
each variable dimension from every training sample. We use the average standard deviation of
SRCC (ASDS) defined in formula (2.14) to compare the VSDHT2series performance for different
values of parameters z and Q.
𝑆

𝑄

𝑠=1

𝑞=1

𝑠

𝑄

𝐴𝑆𝐷𝑆 = 1/𝑆 ∑ √1/(𝑄 − 1) ∑(𝑆𝑅𝐶𝐶𝑞 − (1/𝑄 ∑ 𝑆𝑅𝐶𝐶𝑞 𝑠 ))2

(2.14)

𝑞=1

where s=1, 2, …, S is the label of the training bearings, q=1, 2, …, Q is the label of variables in
the VSDHT2 indicator.
The ASDS measures the divergence between different variables dimensions of VSDHT2series
data series associated with the amount of information carried by the indicator. The bigger value
of ASDS, the more effective VSDHT2. By comparing the ASDS values based on different z
and Q values, we choose the VSDHT2series that carries more information. Thus, we choose the
values of z and Q that correspond to the largest value of ASDS.
c) Cumulative percent variance (CPV)
In order to calculate the values of 𝛬2𝑚 , we need to set the number p of retained principal
components.

𝐶𝑃𝑉 = (

∑𝑝𝑖=1 𝜓𝑖
) × 100%
∑𝐼𝑖=1 𝜓𝑖

(2.15)

where 𝜓i denotes the variance of ith principal component.

Ranking the principal components φ with corresponding variance 𝜓 in descending order, CPV
is the measurement of the percent variance extracted by the first p principal components as
defined in equation (2.15) [192].
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The selected number p of retained principal components is set such that the CPV value is equal
at least to 95% for every training bearing.

2.6 Synthesis of bearing degradation indicators based on
segmented discarded original space information
2.6.1 Discarded original space information
The new indicators presented in the previous section are based on discarded projected space
information. As we know, through the PCA method, the reduced reconstructed original space
could be reconstructed by using retained principal components. The discarded original space
information, which is associated with the difference between the initial original space and the
reduced reconstructed original space, is used in this section to track the bearings' degradation.

F
Initial orig inal space

Reconstruction
Reconstructed original space

Figure 2.5 The relationships among different spaces through the PCA method.

Figure 2.5 depicts the relationships among the initial original space and the reduced original
space through the PCA method, where F* is the reconstructed original space data.

2.6.2 Segmented projected error
The segmented projected error Δ2m proposed in this work is the average squared distance
between the initial original space and the original reconstructed original space, through the PCA
method, as defined in equation (2.16). It is a measurement of the discarded original space
information associated with segments of multivariate time series.
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2

𝛥

𝑚

𝐾𝑚

2

𝐼

1
𝑝∗
=
∑ ∑ ‖𝐹𝑚,𝑘𝑚 − 𝐹𝑚,𝑘𝑚 [𝑖] ‖
[𝑖]
𝐾𝑚

(2.16)

𝑘𝑚 =1 𝑖=1

where Fp* is the reduced reconstructed original data by p retained principal components, as
illustrated in Figure 2.5.
First, we rank the principal components φ with corresponding variance 𝜓 in descending order

and then let φp denote the matrix consisting of the first p rows of φ. The corresponding columns
of matrix ℵ constitute the matrix ℵ𝑝 . According to formula (2.7), Fp* can be obtained by
formula (2.17).

𝐹 𝑝∗ = (ℵ𝑝 )−1 𝜑 𝑝

(2.17)

Using the segmented projected error Δ2m to replace  2m in the process of the previous section,
two more new indicators are presented in this section.

2.6.3 Indicators synthesis
Indicator SPE
The pseudo-code of the SPEseries extraction is Algorithm 2.4
Algorithm 2.4 SPEseries extraction
Initial step:
ki= kstart (k0<kstart <kend, kstart is a constant);
q=1;
While ki



kend,

Call formula (2.16) to calculate the Δ2 value based on the segment of time series F from k0 to ki;
SPEseries(1, q)= Δ2;
ki= ki+1;
q= q +1;
end

Indicator VSPE
The indicator SPE presented in the previous section carries the information of the evolution of
the bearing’s degradation process. It treats the historical process as a single block without
considering the historical process has multiple stages.
To consider that the historical process has multiple stages, Δ2m is used to distinguish each stage
of the historical process and characterize each stage of the historical process. The Bottom-Up
algorithm is used to divide the historical data of the multivariate time series F into homogeneous
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segments corresponding to the stages of the historical process to implement the piecewise linear
representation.
The VSPE health indicator is defined in equation (2.18). The pseudo-code of the Bottom-Up
algorithm for extracting the indicator VSPE is presented hereafter.
Algorithm 2.5 Indicator VSPE extraction

𝑉𝑆𝑃𝐸 = [𝛥21 , 𝛥2 2 , . . . , 𝛥2 𝐵 ]𝑇

(2.18)

1) Let l be the length of a multivariate time series F from t0 to ti.
2) Fix the final number of segments B and the parameter u used to define the initial segments of the time series.
3) Initial: Separate the time series F into u segments of equal length round(l/u), except for the last segment’s
length that is rem(l/round(l/u)).
where l>u>B
4) While u>B,
Combine every two adjacent segments and calculate the value of segmented discarded Hotelling T square
of each combination as the cost values;
Merge the two adjacent segments with the smallest value of segmented discarded Hotelling T square;
u=u-1;
end (while).
5) Calculate the value of the segmented projected error of each segment as the characteristic values.
The vector with B entries is the indicator VSPE.

Note that:
(1) the value of indicator VSPE derived from the multivariate time series F from t0 to ti is
corresponding to the time point ti.
(2) when calculating the segmented projected error as the cost value, the labels m and km in
formula (2.16) are associated with the segments consisting of adjacent segments. When
calculating them as the characteristic value, the labels m and km in formula (2.16) are associated
with final segments of the time series.
The values of VSPE values corresponding to each time point of the entire time series of a
bearing is denoted by VSPEseries. The pseudo-code for the VSPEseries extraction is in Algorithm
2.6.
Algorithm 2.6 VSPEseries extraction
Initial step:
ti= tstart (t0<tstart <tend, tstart is a constant);
q=1;
While ti  tend,
Call Algorithm 2.5 to calculate the VSPE value based on the segment of time series from t0 to ti;
VSPEseries(1, q)= VSPE;
ti= ti+1;
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q= q +1;
end

Base on the training bearings, which are complete run to failure, the setting of the parameters
u and B of the Algorithm 2.5 can be selected by formula (2.19), which is similar to the formula
(2.14).
𝑆

𝐵

𝑠=1

𝑏=1

𝑠

𝐵

𝐴𝑆𝐷𝑆 = 1/𝑆 ∑ √1/(𝐵 − 1) ∑(𝑆𝑅𝐶𝐶𝑏 − (1/𝐵 ∑ 𝑆𝑅𝐶𝐶𝑏 𝑠 ))2

(2.19)

𝑏=1

where b=1, 2, …, B is the label of variables in the VSPE indicator.

The values of SRCC are calculated between the time order series and the VSPEseries of each
variable dimension from every training sample. The ASDS measures the divergence between
different variables dimensions of VSPEseries data series associated to the amount of information
carried by the indicator. The bigger value of ASDS, the more effective VSPE. By comparing
the ASDS values based on different u and B values, we choose the VSPEseries that carries more
information. Thus, we choose the values of u and B that correspond to the largest value of ASDS.
In order to calculate the values of 𝛥2 , we need to set the number p of retained principal

components. Ranking the principal components φ with corresponding variance 𝜓 in descending
order, the selected number p of retained principal components is set such that the CPV value is
equal at least to 95% for every training bearing.

2.7 Summary
In this work, we proposed four new bearing degradation monitoring indicators SDHT 2, SPE,
VSDHT2, and VSPE. They all can uncover the underlying correlation structure of the
multivariate time series of standard degradation features by using discarded space information
to track the degradation evolution of bearings. Moreover, they all highlight the historical
degradation information rather than only the current condition. Especially, the indicators
VSDHT2 and VSPE, using piecewise linear representation, highlight the historical degradation
information, considering the historical process has multiple degradation stages. For the
indicators VSDHT2 and VSPE, they represent different aspects of the bearings degradation
process due to their different underlying measurements.
Identical bearings which are complete run to failure are used as a training set to obtain the
parameters to the extraction process of these indicator proposed in this chapter. Then, according
to these parameters, the indicators could be real-time extracted along with the lifetime of test
bearings. The indicators extracted from the over the complete run-to-failure cycle of training
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bearings will be used to identify models for bearings RUL estimation. The real-time indicators
extracted along with the lifetime of test bearings will be the input of the models to estimate the
test bearings RUL.
The model identification and tuning approaches will be proposed in chapter 3 and 4. For the
new indicators proposed in this chapter, all the properties of monotonic, continuous sensitivity,
and effectiveness for bearings RUL estimation will be analyzed in chapter 5.
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Chapter 3 - Fuzzy model identification based on
small-size training datasets mixture
distribution analysis for bearings
remaining useful life estimation
The research work presented in this chapter proposes a data-driven modeling method for
bearings remaining useful life estimation based on Takagi-Sugeno (T-S) fuzzy inference system
(FIS). This method allows identifying the parameters of a classic T-S FIS using features
extracted from periodic observation of the vibration signals collected from a small number of
bearings over the entire run to failure period. The number of rules and the input parameters of
each rule are identified using the subtractive clustering method. Furthermore, we propose to
use the maximum likelihood method of mixture distribution analysis to calculate the parameters
of clusters on the time axis and the probability corresponding to each degradation stage. Based
on this result, we identified the output parameters of each rule using a weighted least square
estimation. This result was valorized through a journal paper submitted for publication to
Mechanical Systems and Signal Processing. The current status in the submission system is
under review.
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3.1 Problem statement
The research work introduced in this chapter aims to elaborate an effective method to identify
a classic simple structure T-S FIS with a small number of parameters as the model for
estimating bearings RUL using features extracted from the vibration signals observed over a
complete run-to-failure cycle from a small number of identical bearings operating under
identical load conditions. We assume that there is no available information on the failure modes
nor a fixed failure threshold.
Figure 3.1 illustrates the definitions of the PUL and the RUL associated with the bearings
exploitations.
Useful li fe of a bearing

PUL

RUL

-+-----------+----------11------,,.Time
0

Initial

Failure

condition

Figure 3.1 Bearing useful life.
Let 𝜌 define the consumed useful life ratio of a bearing in equation (3.1).
𝜌=

𝑃𝑈𝐿
𝜏
=
𝑃𝑈𝐿 + 𝑅𝑈𝐿 𝜏𝑅

(3.1)

where  denotes the PUL which is known and corresponds to the period that the bearing was
used until the current observation, 𝜏𝑅 denotes the overall lifetime, which is the time over a

complete run-to-failure cycle of the bearing.

Using relation (3.1), one can calculate the RUL define by ∆𝜏𝑅 = 𝜏𝑅 − 𝜏 based on the PUL and
the consumed useful life ratio using (3.1), as it follows:
1
𝛥𝜏𝑅 = ( − 1) 𝜏
𝜌

(3.2)

Let Vk=[vk,1,…, vk,I ]T denotes the input vector of the model, which is constituted by the features
or indicators extracted from the vibration signals of kth sample interval during bearings
monitoring, where k=1,2,…,K, and i=1,2,…,I is the variable label. The corresponding output of
the model is the estimated consumed useful life ratio denoted by 𝜌̂𝑘 . The model is summarized
in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2 The model for RUL estimation.
In this work, the input vector Vk is constituted by the features or indicators extracted from the
vibration signals of kth sample interval during bearings monitoring. Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy
inference system for bearings RUL estimation

3.1.1 The input and output variables model
We use FIS to establish the model by identifying the sample data with the corresponding
number of rules. Each data cluster corresponds to a degradation specific stage in the space of
state features of the bearings. For that purpose:
1) Let’s consider the degradation as a fuzzy set 𝑆 defined on a universe of discourse of

lifespan, and let’s consider a finite number of fuzzy subsets 𝑠𝑙 of degradation levels

(𝑆 = ⋃𝑙 𝑠𝑙 ), 𝑙 ∈ ℕ . A membership function 𝜇𝑠𝑙 (𝑉) , 𝑙 = 1, ⋯ , 𝐿 , characterizes each
subset, where 𝑉 is the level of degradation measured by the feature extracted from the

vibration signal and 𝐿 the number of degradation stages.

2) Let’s consider the RUL as a fuzzy set 𝑍 defined on the time universe of run-to-failure

of the bearings, and let’s consider a finite number of fuzzy subsets 𝑧𝑙 of (𝑍 = ⋃𝑙 𝑧𝑙 ), 𝑙 ∈

ℕ. A membership function 𝜇𝑧𝑙 (𝜌), 𝑙 = 1, ⋯ , 𝐿, characterizes each subset, where 𝜌 is
the consumed lifetime feature corresponding to the degradation measured (Figure 3.3).
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Figure 3.3 Relations graph of degradation feature and lifetime feature.
Definition
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A clustering rule is an application that associates a degradation feature input data to one, and
only one fuzzy subset of degradation and the corresponding lifetime.
Hypothesis: Degradation stage
We assume that degradation features can reveal the bearings degradation state to some extend
with respect to the time features as well as the degradation stage.
Proposition 1
Based on the previous hypothesis, for each degradation stage, there exists a rule that associates
a number of degradation features data to degradation state.
Proposition 2
Based on the previous hypothesis and proposition 1, a rule can associate a data of a fuzzy subset
to only one degradation state.
Property 1
Assume two rules 𝑅𝑐 and 𝑅𝑗 (𝑐 ≠ 𝑗). If for the whole fuzzy set of premises, the application of
the two rules yields the same results, then 𝑅𝑐 is identical to 𝑅𝑗 .
Property 2

The number of rules is equal to the number of degradation states.
Proof:
Let us denote 𝐿 the number of degradation states and 𝐽 the number of rules.

a) Assume 𝐿 < 𝐽, then there exists at least one rule that associates the same data to at least
two states, and so the proposition 2 is not fulfilled.

b) Assume 𝐿 > 𝐽, and that and the proposition 1 and are fulfilled, then there exist at least
two rules 𝑅𝑐 and 𝑅𝑗 (𝑐 ≠ 𝑗) that associates the same dataset to the same states. Then 𝑅𝑐

is identical to 𝑅𝑗 .

So, 𝐿 = 𝐽.

3.1.2 T-S FIS modeling of bearings RUL
Fuzzy logic is an efficient theory to handle imprecision, which can take imprecise observations
as inputs and achieve precise values as outputs [197].
FIS is one of the most famous applications of fuzzy logic and fuzzy sets theory [198]. The
advantages of Fuzzy Inference Systems are that: on the one hand, they can handle information
implicitly; on the other hand, they can describe nonlinear relationships between inputs and
outputs [199].
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FIS, as fuzzy models, is composed of the following blocks: fuzzy IF-THEN rules, the
membership functions of the fuzzy sets, the inference operations on the rules, a fuzzification
interface, a defuzzification interface. Generally, classic fuzzy systems refer to either Mamdani
or T-S type fuzzy model. A Mamdani type fuzzy model was first introduced in [200]. In
Mamdani type fuzzy models, the outputs of rules, which are fuzzy sets, are combined into a
single fuzzy set using the aggregation. Then, the combined output fuzzy set is defuzzified to
obtain a final crisp output value. In contrast, in T-S type fuzzy models, the crisp values of linear
functions are used in the consequent part of each rule. Compared with the Mamdani type fuzzy
models, the T-S FIS is more computationally efficient and suitable for mathematical analysis
[166].
The model of bearing degradation process, depicted in Figure 3.2, is nonlinear. One efficient
method to model the behavior of such a nonlinear system consists of identifying the operating
regimes [201]. Thus, one can first establish local linear models by selecting operating points,
then merging these local linear models to construct a nonlinear model as a succession of
continuous piecewise linear models:
𝐽

𝜌̂𝑘 = ∑ 𝑤̄ 𝑗 (𝑉𝑘 ) (𝑎𝑗 𝑉𝑘 + 𝑏𝑗 )

(3.3)

𝑗=1

where 𝑤̄𝑗 (𝑉𝑘 ) is the activation function of a local linear continuous piece of the nonlinear model
representing the jth ( j=1,2…J) operating regime, with the parameters [aj, bj].

From here, we suggest using fuzzy sets to identify the operating regimes. Thus, the nonlinear
model will be represented by a T-S fuzzy inference system [202], where the rules are defined
as it follows:
Rj: If Vk is Aj then the degradation is described by (𝑦𝑗 , 𝑟𝑗 ), 𝑗 = 1, 2, ⋯ , 𝐽

where yj= ajVk+ bj defines the jth degradation continue piece-wise local linear model, aj =[aj,1,
aj,2, …,aj,I] and bj are the parameters of the jth local linear model, Aj is the related fuzzy subset,
and rj∈[0, 1] is the weight of jth rule. The designer of the fuzzy system usually chooses the
value of rj. When such knowledge is not available, let rj = 1; thus, there is no effect of rj on the
inference process of rules.
When the input of the model is multivariate, the antecedent part “Vk is Aj” can be presented as
a logical combination of propositions with univariate fuzzy sub-subsets defined for individual
entry vk,i of the vector Vk, usually in the following conjunctive form:
Rj: If vk,1 is Aj,1 and vk,2 is Aj,2 and vk,3 is Aj,3 and… vk,I is Aj,I, then (yj=ajVk+ bj, rj) j=1, 2, …, J.
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The degree of fulfillment of rules is defined by the product of membership degrees by input
individual membership functions 𝜇𝑗 ,𝑖 (𝑣𝑘,𝑖 ) and the rule’s weight r j as in (3.4):
𝐼

𝑤𝑗 (𝑉𝑘 ) = 𝑟𝑗 ∏ 𝜇𝑗 ,𝑖 (𝑣𝑘,𝑖 )

(3.4)

𝑖=1

Rules aggregation allows obtaining the output (3.5):
𝜌̂𝑘 =

∑𝐽𝑗=1 𝑤𝑗 (𝑉𝑘 ) (𝑎𝑗 𝑉𝑘 + 𝑏𝑗 )
∑𝐽𝑗=1 𝑤𝑗 (𝑉𝑘 )

𝑤̄ 𝑗 (𝑉𝑘 ) =

𝑤𝑗 (𝑉𝑘 )
𝐽
∑𝑗=1 𝑤𝑗 (𝑉𝑘 )

(3.5)
(3.6)

The substitution of the normalized degree of rule’s fulfillment 𝑤̄𝑗 (𝑋𝑘 ) (3.6) into (3.5) yields as
(3.3).

In the next section, we introduce a method to identify the classic structure T-S FIS for bearings
RUL estimation under the assumptions previously stated.

3.2 Fuzzy subtractive clustering
Clustering methods are the unsupervised methods that classify the observations, data items, or
feature vectors in data space into clusters. According to the way of dividing the boundaries
between clusters, there are two categories of clustering methods, i.e., crisp clustering methods
and fuzzy clustering methods [203]. Crisp clustering methods are subject to the crisp boundaries
between obtained clusters. While fuzzy clustering methods associate each object in the
collection to each cluster with a certain degree.
Taking advantage of fuzzy logic, fuzzy clustering methods provide simple powerful techniques
to handle imprecision and identify complex relationships existed in data space. Among the
fuzzy clustering methods, there are two famous clustering techniques, i.e., fuzzy C-mean
algorithm (FCM) and subtractive clustering algorithm [204]. FCM is by far the most popular
objective function based fuzzy clustering algorithm, which is first developed in [205] and then
improved in [206]. In [207], a simple and effective algorithm, called the mountain method, is
proposed to estimate the number and the initial location of cluster centers. The mountain
method is based on the grid of the data space, computing a potential value for each grid point.
The value of the potential increases with the number of neighbors of the grid point. The grid
point with the biggest potential value is the first cluster centroid. Each time a new cluster
centroid is obtained, potential values of all grid points are reduced according to their distance
from the cluster centroid. The next cluster centroid is the grid point with the biggest retained
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potential value. This process of selecting a new cluster and reducing the potential values of all
grid points repeats until the potential values of all grid points are less than a predefined
threshold.
The significant drawback of the mountain method is that the computation load increases
exponentially along with the dimension increasing of the problem, i.e., the number of grid
points that must be evaluated increases exponentially along with the dimension [204]. In [208],
the fuzzy subtractive clustering algorithm is proposed, an extension of the mountain method,
to solve the computational problem. In fuzzy subtractive clustering, it considers each data point
rather than each grid point. Thus, it eliminates the work of specifying grid resolutions to
decrease the computation load.
According to the comparison in [204], the models established by using subtractive clustering
usually are more accurate than those established by using the FCM algorithm. Different running
of the FCM yields different results. In contrast, the fuzzy subtractive algorithm produces
consistent results. Moreover, tuning the radii parameter of the fuzzy subtractive clustering is an
efficient way to control the obtained number of clusters compared with FCM.
In this work, the fuzzy subtractive clustering is adopted because of its advantages
aforementioned. A brief description of this method is provided in the sequel.
Considering a collection G of K data points 𝑥̇ 𝑘 in an I dimensional space, the fuzzy subtractive
clustering is implemented as follows.

Step 1, normalizing G in each dimension to be X with K data points xk. Thus, X is bounded in
a hypercube.
Step 2, calculating the potential measure (to be centroid) of all the data points in X, then
selecting the data point with the biggest value of potential measure as the first cluster centroid.
The first cluster centroid is denoted by 𝑥̶1 , and the value of its potential measure is denoted by
𝜂̶1 . The potential measure of data point xk is defined in (3.7).
𝐾

𝜂𝑘[𝑗] = ∑ 𝑒 −𝛼‖𝑥𝑘 −𝑥𝑘′ ‖
𝑘′=1

where

𝛼=

2

4
𝑟𝑎2

(3.7)

(3.8)

is the influence constant ra is a positive constant. and j is the cluster centroid label.
Step 3, iteratively revising further the potential measure of all the data points in X by formula
(3.9). In each sub-step, a data point is selected with the biggest value of a potential measure
𝜂𝑘[𝑗] , which is denote by

xj ,

and the value of its potential measure is denoted by 𝜂̶𝑗 .
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𝜂𝑘[𝑗] = 𝜂𝑘[𝑗−1] − 𝜂̶𝑗 𝑒 −𝛽‖𝑥𝑘 −𝑥̶𝑗 ‖
𝛽=

2

4
𝑟𝑏2

(3.9)

(3.10)

and the subtract constant rb is a positive constant.

Step 4, Testing the stop criterion of the iteration. The following pseudo-code expresses the stop
criterion.

if 𝜂̶𝑗 > 𝜀̄𝜂1̶ ,

Accept 𝑥̶𝑗 as a cluster centroid and continue the clustering process.

else

if 𝜂̶𝑗 < 𝜀̱ 𝜂̶1 ,

reject 𝑥̶𝑗 and end the clustering process.

else

If

𝑑𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑟𝑎

+

𝜂̶𝑗

𝜂̶1

≥ 1,

Accept 𝑥̶𝑗 as a cluster centroid and continue the clustering process.

else

Reject 𝑥̶𝑗 and set its corresponding potential value to 0.

Select the data point with the next biggest potential value as 𝑥̶𝑗 , its potential value as the 𝜂̶𝑗 . Retest.

end
end
end

where dmin denotes the shortest of the distances between 𝑥̶𝑗 and all previously found cluster
centroids. 𝜀̄ is the acceptance threshold, and 𝜀̱ is the rejection threshold.

Step 5, denormalizing 𝑥̶𝑗 , the obtained corresponding values are denoted by 𝑥̇𝑗̶ which are the
cluster centroids of data space G.

3.3 Maximum-likelihood estimation of a multivariate mixture
distribution
We assume the sample datasets V derive from a finite and countable mixture multivariate
distribution, which is a mixture of multivariate normal distributions. Let 𝜃𝑅𝑗 denotes the jth

regime. j=1, 2, …, J is the label of regimes. We define the mixture distribution 𝑓(𝑉𝑘 ) by
equations (3.11),(3.12), and (3.13).
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𝐽

𝑓(𝑉𝑘 ) = ∑ 𝜍𝑗 𝑔𝑗 (𝑉𝑘 ; 𝐶𝑗 , 𝐻𝑗 )

(3.11)

∑ 𝜍𝑗 = 1

(3.12)

𝑗=1
𝐽

𝑔𝑗 (𝑉𝑘 ; 𝐶𝑗 , 𝐻𝑗 ) =
𝑃(𝜃𝑅𝑗 |𝑉𝑘 ) =

𝑗=1

1

1/2

(2𝜋)𝐼/2 |𝐻𝑗 |

𝑃(𝜃𝑅𝑗 )𝑃(𝑉𝑘 |𝜃𝑅𝑗 )
𝑃(𝑉𝑘 ）

1

𝑒 (−2(𝑉𝑘−𝐶𝑗 )𝐻𝑗
=

−1 (𝑉 −𝐶 )𝑇 )
𝑘
𝑗

𝜍𝑗 𝑔𝑗 (𝑉𝑘 |𝐶𝑗 , 𝐻𝑗 )

(3.13)
(3.14)

𝑓(𝑉𝑘 ）

where Hj and Cj are the covariance matrix and the centroids vector associated with the 𝜃𝑅𝑗

regime. The probability of membership 𝑃(𝜃𝑅𝑗 |𝑉𝑘 ) is defined in (3.14) [209], according to

Bayesian rule.

The 𝑓(𝑉𝑘 ) can be considered as a function with 𝜍𝑗 , Hj, and Cj as its parameters.

The maximum-likelihood estimation of multivariate mixture distribution is an effective way of
mixture distribution analysis [209]. Based on (3.11),(3.12) and (3.13), using the Lagrange
multiplier method, the problem of multivariate mixture distribution parameters estimation with
the maximum-likelihood is formulated as
𝐽

𝐾

𝜍̂𝑗 = 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥 (∑ 𝑙𝑛 𝑓 (𝑉𝑘 ) − 𝜆(∑ 𝜍𝑗 − 1))
𝜍𝑗

𝑘=1

𝐾

𝑗=1

𝐽

𝐽

𝑗=1

𝑗=1

(3.15)

= 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥 (∑ 𝑙𝑛 ∑ 𝜍𝑗 𝑔𝑗 (𝑉𝑘 ; 𝐶𝑗 , 𝐻𝑗 ) − 𝜆(∑ 𝜍𝑗 − 1))
𝜎̂ 2𝑗,𝑖

𝐾

𝜍𝑗

𝑘=1

𝐽

= 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥 (∑ 𝑙𝑛 𝑓 (𝑉𝑘 ) − 𝜆(∑ 𝜍𝑗 − 1))
𝜎 2 𝑗,𝑖

𝑘=1

𝐾

𝑗=1
𝐽

𝐽

𝑗=1

𝑗=1

(3.16)

= 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥 (∑ 𝑙𝑛 ∑ 𝜍𝑗 𝑔𝑗 (𝑉𝑘 ; 𝐶𝑗 , 𝐻𝑗 ) − 𝜆(∑ 𝜍𝑗 − 1))

𝐾

𝜎 2 𝑗,𝑖

𝑘=1

𝐽

𝑐̂𝑗,𝑖 = 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥 (∑ 𝑙𝑛 𝑓 (𝑉𝑘 ) − 𝜆(∑ 𝜍𝑗 − 1))
𝑐𝑗,𝑖

𝑘=1

𝐾

𝑗=1

𝐽

𝐽

𝑗=1

𝑗=1

(3.17)

= 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥 (∑ 𝑙𝑛 ∑ 𝜍𝑗 𝑔𝑗 (𝑉𝑘 ; 𝐶𝑗 , 𝐻𝑗 ) − 𝜆(∑ 𝜍𝑗 − 1))
𝑐𝑗,𝑖

𝑘=1

where 𝜆is the Lagrange multiplier, 𝑐̂𝑗,𝑖 and 𝜎̂ 2𝑗,𝑖 are the maximum-likelihood estimated mean
and variance of the ith feature of V associated with 𝜃𝑅𝑗 .

Since the mixture distribution 𝑃(𝑉𝑘 ) is a mixture of multivariate normal distributions, the

function in the brackets of the right side of equations (3.15), (3.16) and (3.17) is convex. Hence,
for example, when 𝑃(𝜃𝑅1 ) takes the maximum-likelihood value 𝑃̂(𝜃𝑅1 ), the equation (3.18) is
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ture. Similarly, when 𝜎 21,1 takes the maximum-likelihood value 𝜎̂ 21,1 , the equation (3.19) is
ture, when 𝑐1,1takes the maximum-likelihood value 𝑐̂1,1 , the equation (3.20) is ture.
𝐽
𝐽
𝜕(∑𝐾
𝑘=1 𝑙𝑛 ∑𝑗=1 𝜍𝑗 𝑔𝑗 (𝑉𝑘 ; 𝐶𝑗 , 𝐻𝑗 ) − 𝜆(∑𝑗=1 𝜍𝑗 − 1))

𝜕𝜍𝑗

𝐽
𝐽
𝜕(∑𝐾
𝑘=1 𝑙𝑛 ∑𝑗=1 𝜍𝑗 𝑔𝑗 (𝑉𝑘 ; 𝐶𝑗 , 𝐻𝑗 ) − 𝜆(∑𝑗=1 𝜍𝑗 − 1))

𝜕𝜎 2𝑗,𝑖

𝐽
𝐽
𝜕(∑𝐾
𝑘=1 𝑙𝑛 ∑𝑗=1 𝜍𝑗 𝑔𝑗 (𝑉𝑘 ; 𝐶𝑗 , 𝐻𝑗 ) − 𝜆(∑𝑗=1 𝜍𝑗 − 1))

𝜕𝑐𝑗,𝑖

=0
=0
=0

(3.18)
(3.19)
(3.20)

3.3.1 Maximum-likelihood estimation of 𝝇𝒋

Substituting (3.14) into (3.18), (3.21) is obtained. Then, (3.22) is obtained by multiplying 𝜍𝑗 on
both sides of the equation (3.21).

𝐾

∑

𝑘=1
𝐾

𝜍𝑗 ∗ (∑

𝑘=1

𝑔1 (𝑉𝑘 ; 𝐶𝑗 , 𝐻𝑗 )
−𝜆 = 0
𝑓(𝑉𝑘 )

𝑔1 (𝑉𝑘 ; 𝐶𝑗 , 𝐻𝑗 )
− 𝜆) = 𝜍𝑗 ∗ 0
𝑓(𝑉𝑘 )

(3.21)
(3.22)

According to the formula (3.14), (3.23) can be obtained.
𝐾

∑ 𝑃(𝜃𝑅𝑗 |𝑉𝑘 ) − 𝜆𝜍𝑗 = 0

Then, (3.24) is true.
𝐽

Hence,

(3.23)

𝑘=1

𝐾

∑(∑ 𝑃(𝜃𝑅𝑗 |𝑉𝑘 ) − 𝜆𝜍𝑗 ) = 0

(3.24)

𝑗=1 𝑘=1

𝐾

𝐽

𝐽

∑(∑ 𝑃(𝜃𝑅𝑗 |𝑉𝑘 )) − 𝜆 ∑ 𝜍𝑗 = 0

𝑘=1 𝑗=1

(3.25)

𝑗=1

Since ∑𝐽𝑗=1 𝑃(𝜃𝑅𝑗 |𝑉𝑘 )=1, and according to (3.12), then
𝐾−𝜆=0
𝜆=𝐾

(3.26)

∑ 𝑃(𝜃𝑅𝑗 |𝑉𝑘 ) − 𝐾𝜍𝑗 = 0

(3.27)

Substituting (3.26) into (3.23), (3.27) is obtained.
𝐾

𝑘=1
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The solution of (3.27) is the maximum-likelihood value of 𝜍𝑗 as in (3.28).
𝐾

1
𝜍̂𝑗 = ∑ 𝑃(𝜃𝑅𝑗 |𝑉𝑘 )
𝐾

(3.28)

𝑘=1

3.3.2 Maximum-likelihood estimation of 𝝈𝟐 𝒋,𝒊
Substituting (3.14) into (3.19), (3.29) is obtained.
𝐾

∑

𝑘=1

𝜍𝑗 𝜕𝑔𝑗 (𝑉𝑘 ; 𝐶𝑗 , 𝐻𝑗 )
=0
𝑓(𝑉𝑘 )
𝜕𝜎 2𝑗,𝑖

(3.29)

Changing the form of (3.29) to be (3.30), then, (3.31) is derived from (3.30).
𝐾

∑

𝑘=1

𝜍𝑗 𝑔𝑗 (𝑉𝑘 ; 𝐶𝑗 , 𝐻𝑗 )
𝜕𝑔𝑗 (𝑉𝑘 ; 𝐶𝑗 , 𝐻𝑗 )
1
∗
∗
=0
𝑓(𝑉𝑘 )
𝑔𝑗 (𝑉𝑘 ; 𝐶𝑗 , 𝐻𝑗 )
𝜕𝜎 2𝑗,𝑖
𝐾

∑

𝑘=1

𝜍𝑗 𝑔𝑗 (𝑉𝑘 ; 𝐶𝑗 , 𝐻𝑗 ) 𝜕𝑙𝑛𝑔𝑗 (𝑉𝑘 ; 𝐶𝑗 , 𝐻𝑗 )
∗
=0
𝑓(𝑉𝑘 )
𝜕𝜎 2𝑗,𝑖

(3.30)
(3.31)

According to (3.14), (3.31) could be rewritten to be (3.32).
𝐾

∑ 𝑃(𝜃𝑅𝑗 |𝑉𝑘 ) ∗

𝑘=1

𝜕𝑙𝑛𝑔𝑗 (𝑉𝑘 ; 𝐶𝑗 , 𝐻𝑗 )
=0
𝜕𝜎 2𝑗,𝑖

(3.32)

In case of that, the variables in dataset V are linearly independent and under the condition of
the branch distribution with an unequal covariance matrix, the expression (3.33) is obtained by
substituting (3.13) into (3.32).
𝐾

∑ 𝑃(𝜃𝑅𝑗 |𝑉𝑘 ) [−

𝑘=1

1
1
+
(𝑣 − 𝑐𝑗,𝑖 )2 ] = 0
2
2𝜎 𝑗,𝑖 2(𝜎 2𝑗,𝑖 )2 𝑘,𝑖

(3.33)

The expression (3.34) is obtained by multiplying −2(𝜎 2𝑗,𝑖 )2 on both sides of (3.33). Then,
(3.35) is obtained.

𝐾

∑ 𝑃(𝜃𝑅𝑗 |𝑉𝑘 ) [𝜎 2𝑗,𝑖 − (𝑣𝑘,𝑖 − 𝑐𝑗,𝑖 )2 ] = 0

𝑘=1

𝜎̂ 2𝑗,𝑖 =

2
∑𝐾
𝑘=1 𝑃(𝜃𝑅𝑗 |𝑉𝑘 )(𝑣𝑘,𝑖 − 𝑐𝑗,𝑖 )

∑𝐾
𝑘=1 𝑃(𝜃𝑅𝑗 |𝑉𝑘 )

3.3.3 Maximum-likelihood estimation of 𝒄𝒋,𝒊
Substituting (3.14) into (3.20), (3.36) is obtained.
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(3.34)
(3.35)

𝐾

∑

𝑘=1

𝜍𝑗 𝜕𝑔𝑗 (𝑉𝑘 ; 𝐶𝑗 , 𝐻𝑗 )
=0
𝑓(𝑉𝑘 )
𝜕𝑐𝑗,𝑖

(3.36)

Changing the form of (3.36) to be (3.37), then, (3.38) is derived from (3.37).
𝐾

∑

𝑘=1

𝜍𝑗 𝑔𝑗 (𝑉𝑘 ; 𝐶𝑗 , 𝐻𝑗 )
𝜕𝑔𝑗 (𝑉𝑘 ; 𝐶𝑗 , 𝐻𝑗 )
1
∗
∗
=0
𝑔𝑗 (𝑉𝑘 ; 𝐶𝑗 , 𝐻𝑗 )
𝑓(𝑉𝑘 )
𝜕𝑐𝑗,𝑖
𝐾

∑

𝑘=1

𝜍𝑗 𝑔𝑗 (𝑉𝑘 ; 𝐶𝑗 , 𝐻𝑗 ) 𝜕𝑙𝑛𝑔𝑗 (𝑉𝑘 ; 𝐶𝑗 , 𝐻𝑗 )
=0
∗
𝑓(𝑉𝑘 )
𝜕𝑐𝑗,𝑖

(3.37)
(3.38)

According to (3.14), (3.38) can be transformed into (3.39).
𝐾

∑ 𝑃(𝜃𝑅𝑗 |𝑉𝑘 ) ∗

𝑘=1

𝜕𝑙𝑛𝑔𝑗 (𝑉𝑘 ; 𝐶𝑗 , 𝐻𝑗 )
=0
𝜕𝑐𝑗,𝑖

(3.39)

In case of that, the variables in dataset V are linearly independent and under the condition of
the branch distribution with an unequal covariance matrix, then (3.40) is obtained by substituting
(3.13) into (3.39).
𝐾

∑ 𝑃(𝜃𝑅𝑗 |𝑉𝑘 ) [−

𝑘=1

1
(𝑣 − 𝑐𝑗,𝑖 )] = 0
𝜎 2𝑗,𝑖 𝑘,𝑖

(3.40)

Multiplying −𝜎 21,1 on both sides of (3.40), (3.41) is obtained. Then, (3.42) is obtained.
𝐾

∑ 𝑃(𝜃𝑅𝑗 |𝑉𝑘 ) (𝑣𝑘,𝑖 − 𝑐𝑗,𝑖 ) = 0

𝑘=1

𝑐̂𝑗,𝑖 =

∑𝐾
𝑘=1 𝑃(𝜃𝑅𝑗 |𝑉𝑘 )𝑣𝑘,𝑖
∑𝐾
𝑘=1 𝑃(𝜃𝑅𝑗 |𝑉𝑘 )

(3.41)
(3.42)

3.4 Fuzzy inference system identification
We used training datasets obtained from a sample of bearings for identifying the T-S FIS model
parameters. This task consists of determining the number of rules and the input and output
parameters of each rule. Thus, the T-S FIS identification process consists of two steps:
First, based on the technique of fuzzy subtractive clustering [208], fuzzy clusters are identified
in the sample space. The resulting clusters constitute fuzzy subsets characterizing particular
behaviors of the input space used for feeding the T-S FIS-model. One then identifies the number
J of rules and the parameters of input membership functions 𝜇𝑗 ,𝑖 (𝑣𝑘,𝑖 ) for each rule.

Second, based on the mixture distribution analysis, we estimated the priori probabilities of
fuzzy subsets and extracted time clusters. The extracted time clusters are associated with
information characterizing particular degradation stages for a population of bearings and
represent the projection of the input space onto the lifetime space. Furthermore, using the priori
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probabilities obtained for the fuzzy subsets and the extracted time clusters, the weighted least
square estimation is employed to identify the parameters of output membership functions of
each fuzzy subset. Thus, the obtained parameters of output membership function embed more
information associated with the population and lifetime of bearings. The proposed method for
parameters of output membership function identification constitutes the main contribution of
this research work described in subsection 3.5.2.

3.4.1 The FIS-model input parameters identification
The clusters obtained by the fuzzy clustering technique describe different regimes in the sample
space. For each regime, a rule is defined in the T-S FIS model that specifies the output of the
model based on the input space, which is considered as a local submodel of the system [165].
The form and the overlap of the input membership functions, identified by using the fuzzy
clustering technique, could provide information about the nonlinear characteristic of the
system[165].
The fuzzy subtractive clustering method used to identify the FIS model is characterized by its
immune to data outliers, and low computational complexity, compared to existing complex FIS
model identification methods under similar accuracy [208]. Hence, in this work, we use the
technique of fuzzy subtractive clustering to identify the number J of rules and the input
membership functions 𝜇𝑗 ,𝑖 (𝑣𝑘,𝑖 ) . To build the training datasets for identifying the T-S FIS

model, we use input Vk extracted from vibration signal data collected through periodic
observations on a small number of bearings over an entire run-to-failure period.
The actual consumed useful lifetime ratio corresponding to kth sample interval in the training
datasets is denoted by 𝜌𝑘 .

For training the model, we use K successive training data, all gathered in a 𝐾 × (𝐼 + 1) matrix

G (3.43). Each row of the G matrix is corresponding to Vk in the training datasets. The first I
columns correspond to the input, and the last column is the output of the training sample.
𝑣1,1
𝑔1
𝑣2,1
𝑔2
𝐺=[ ⋮ ]=[ ⋮
𝑔𝐾
𝑣𝐾,1

𝑣1,2
𝑣2,2
⋮
𝑣𝐾,2

⋯ 𝑣1,𝐼
⋯ 𝑣2,𝐼
⋱
⋮
⋯ 𝑣𝐾,𝐼

𝜌
𝜌2
⋮]
𝜌𝐾

(3.43)

Each rule corresponds to a specific approximated linear behavior and can be associated with a
cluster in the sample space. Then, we used the fuzzy subtractive clustering method [208] to
identify the clusters based on the training samples in the rows of the matrix G. A rule is
identified to each regime corresponding to each obtained cluster. Hence, the number J of
obtained clusters is the number of the rules according to Property 2. The centroids of the clusters
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obtained are memorized in the D matrix given in equation (3.44). The centroid of the jth cluster
in the input space constitutes the first I elements of the jth row, while cj* is the centroid of the
jth cluster in the output space. The Gaussian function defined in equation (3.45) is highly
employed in the literature to model the input membership functions in various application fields
due to its invariance property under multiplication [210]. Therefore, we chose the Gaussian
functions to model the inputs' membership functions.
To let (3.45) be consistent with the potentiality measurement of data point for being a cluster
in the fuzzy subtractive clustering method [208], the parameter 𝜎𝑖 of the input membership
function of the ith input feature is defined in equation (3.46).
𝑐1,1
𝑔̶1
𝑐2,1
𝑔̶2
𝐷=[ ⋮]=[ ⋮
𝑔̶𝐽
𝑐𝐽,1

𝑐1,2,
𝑐2,2
⋮
𝑐𝐽,2

𝜇𝑗,𝑖 (𝑣𝑘,𝑖 ) = 𝑒

⋯
⋯
⋱
⋯

𝑐1,𝐼
𝑐2,𝐼
⋮
𝑐𝐽,𝐼

−(𝑣𝑘, 𝑖 −𝑐𝑗,𝑖 )2
2𝜎𝑖 2

𝑐1 ∗
𝑐2 ∗
⋮ ]
𝑐𝐽 ∗

𝜎𝑖 = 𝑟𝑎 (𝑚𝑎𝑥( 𝑉𝑖 ) − 𝑚𝑖𝑛( 𝑉𝑖 ))/2√2

(3.44)

(3.45)
(3.46)

where j=1,2,…, J is the label of the rules, i=1,2…, I is the feature label of the input, Vi is the ith
input feature, ra is the influence constant of fuzzy subtractive clustering.
The value of constant ra of the fuzzy subtractive clustering influences the number of clusters.
The bigger ra causes fewer clusters. To tradeoffs between accuracy and calculation cost of the
model execution, we chose ra as 0.5. We follow the suggestions in [208] to fix the acceptance
threshold to 𝜀̄=0.5 and rejection threshold to 𝜀̱ =0.15. Additionally, we set the subtract constant
rb=1.25ra for the ith feature range in this work, which results in better performance of model

compared with the rb=1.5ra suggested in [208].

3.4.2 The FIS-model output parameters identification
The parameters of output membership functions in each rule are identified using a training
sample dataset. The sample datasets derive from the bearing degradation monitoring.
The structure and multi-positionality of faults lead to the complex evolution of bearings’
degradation. Hence, we assume the sample datasets derive from a finite and countable mixture
multivariate distribution𝑃(𝑉𝑘 ), which is a mixture of multivariate normal distributions. Let 𝜃𝑅𝑗

denotes the jth regime associated with the rule Rj of the T-S FIS, we define the mixture
distribution 𝑃(𝑉𝑘 ) by equations (3.11) (3.12) (3.13).

According to the definition in formula (3.6), the normalized rule degree of fulfillments 𝑤̄𝑗 (𝑉𝑘 )
are with respect to the following conditions:
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𝐽

𝐾

𝑗=1

𝑘=1

𝑤̄ 𝑗 (𝑉𝑘 ) ∈ [0,1], ∀𝑗, 𝑘; ∑ 𝑤̄ 𝑗 (𝑉𝑘 ) = 1, ∀𝑘; 0 < ∑ 𝑤̄ 𝑗 (𝑉𝑘 ) < 𝐾, ∀𝑗.

Considering the definition of probability of membership in (3.14), 𝑤̄𝑗 (𝑉𝑘 ) can be considered as

the estimated value of the probability of membership 𝑃(𝜃𝑅𝑗 |𝑉𝑘 ). Hence, 𝑤̄𝑗,𝑘 can be rewritten
as 𝑃̂(𝜃𝑅𝑗 |𝑉𝑘 ).

According to the formulas (3.28)(3.35)(3.42), we can write as follows:
𝐾

𝐾

𝑘=1

𝑘=1

1
1
𝑃̂ (𝜃𝑅𝑗 ) = 𝜍̂𝑗 = ∑ 𝑃̂ (𝜃𝑅𝑗 |𝑉𝑘 ) = ∑ 𝑤̄ 𝑗 (𝑉𝑘 )
𝐾
𝐾
𝑐̂𝑗,𝑡 =

2
𝜎̂𝑗,𝑡
=

̂
∑𝐾
𝑘=1 𝜏𝑘 𝑃(𝜃𝑅𝑗 |𝑉𝑘 )
̂
∑𝐾
𝑘=1 𝑃 (𝜃𝑅𝑗 |𝑉𝑘 )

2̂
∑𝐾
𝑘=1(𝜏𝑘 − 𝑐̂𝑗,𝑡 ) 𝑃 (𝜃𝑅𝑗 |𝑉𝑘 )

̂
∑𝐾
𝑘=1 𝑃 (𝜃𝑅𝑗 |𝑉𝑘 )

=

=

∑𝐾
𝑘=1 𝜏𝑘 𝑤̄ 𝑗 (𝑉𝑘 )
∑𝐾
𝑘=1 𝑤̄ 𝑗 (𝑉𝑘 )

2
∑𝐾
𝑘=1(𝜏𝑘 − 𝑐̂𝑗,𝑡 ) 𝑤̄ 𝑗 (𝑉𝑘 )
∑𝐾
𝑘=1 𝑤̄ 𝑗 (𝑉𝑘 )

(3.47)
(3.48)
(3.49)

where τk is the time-coordinate of the input Vk associated with the corresponding bearing
2
lifetime, 𝑐̂𝑗,𝑡 and 𝜎̂𝑗,𝑡
are the maximum-likelihood estimated values of the time-coordinate

centroid and the variance associated with 𝜃𝑅𝑗 . According to equations (3.48) (3.49), one can
2
consider that the parameters 𝑐̂𝑗,𝑡 and 𝜎̂𝑗,𝑡
describe the projection of the probability distribution

of the Vk input onto the time-coordinate. Additionally, 𝜍̂𝑗 could be considered as 𝑃̂ (𝜃𝑅𝑗 ) which
is the priori probability of the jth regime of data space.

Following the approach in the previous section, we construct the input membership function
for the time-coordinates in each rule of the T-S FIS model. Due to its invariance property under
multiplication [210], we use the Gaussian type membership function for the time-coordinates,
the same with the input space. Hence, the input membership function characterizing the time
clusters is:
𝜇̂ 𝑗,𝑡 (𝜏𝑘 ) = 𝑒

−(𝜏𝑘 −𝑐̂𝑗,𝑡 )2

Now, we rewrite the formula (3.4) (3.6) (3.3),

2𝜎
̂ 𝑗,𝑡 2

𝐼

𝑤
̃𝑗 (𝑉𝑘 ) = 𝑃̂(𝜃𝑅𝑗 )𝜇̂ 𝑗,𝑡 (𝜏𝑘 ) ∏ 𝜇𝑗,𝑖 (𝑣𝑘,𝑖 ) = 𝑃̂ (𝜃𝑅𝑗 )𝜇̂ 𝑗,𝑡 (𝜏𝑘 )𝑤𝑗 (𝑉𝑘 )
𝑖=1

𝑤
̃̄𝑗 (𝑉𝑘 ) =
𝐽

𝑤
̃𝑗 (𝑉𝑘 )
𝐽
∑𝑗=1 𝑤
̃𝑗 (𝑉𝑘 )

𝜌̂𝑘 = ∑ 𝑤
̃̄𝑗 (𝑉𝑘 ) (𝑎𝑗 𝑉𝑘 + 𝑏𝑗 )

(3.50)

(3.51)
(3.52)
(3.53)

𝑗=1

In the left-hand side of the second equal sign of formula (3.51), the estimated maximumlikelihood 𝑃̂(𝜃𝑅𝑗 ) associated with the population is obtained by equation (3.47), also called the
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priori probability, which can be considered working as the weight as rj in (3.4). In parallel,
𝜇̂ 𝑗,𝑡 (𝜏𝑘 ) in the formula (3.51) can be considered working as an individual membership degree

of an extra dimension of input features. According to the right-hand side of the second equal
sign of formula (3.51), 𝑤
̃𝑗 (𝑉𝑘 ) is the weight 𝑤𝑗 (𝑉𝑘 ) obtained by 𝑃̂(𝜃𝑅𝑗 )𝜇̂ 𝑗,𝑡 (𝜏𝑘 ). Comparing
with 𝑤̄𝑗 (𝑉𝑘 ) in (3.6), 𝑤
̃̄𝑗 (𝑉𝑘 ) in (3.52) brings extra information associated with population and
lifetime of bearings.

For the sake of simplicity, let us define the following matrix and vectors:
the matrix:
𝛷=

the vectors:

𝑤
̃̄1 (𝑉1 )𝑉1𝑇
𝑤
̃̄1 (𝑉2 )𝑉2𝑇

⋮
̃̄1 (𝑉𝐾 )𝑉𝐾𝑇
[𝑤

𝑤
̃̄1 (𝑉1 )
𝑤
̃̄1 (𝑉2 )

𝑤
̃̄2 (𝑉1 )𝑉1𝑇
𝑤
̃̄2 (𝑉2 )𝑉2𝑇

𝑤
̃̄2 (𝑉1 )
𝑤
̃̄2 (𝑉2 )

⋮
⋮
𝑤
̃̄1 (𝑉𝐾 ) 𝑤
̃̄2 (𝑉𝐾 )𝑉𝐾𝑇
𝜌⃑ = [𝜌1
𝜌̂⃑ = [𝜌̂1

𝛽 = [𝑎1

𝑏1

⋮
𝑤
̃̄2 (𝑉𝐾 )

𝜌2
𝑎2

𝜌̂2

⋯
𝑏2

⋯

⋯

⋯
⋱
⋯

𝑤
̃̄𝐽 (𝑉1 )𝑉1𝑇
𝑤
̃̄𝐽 (𝑉2 )𝑉2𝑇

⋮
𝑤
̃̄𝐽 (𝑉𝐾 )𝑉𝐾𝑇

𝑤
̃̄𝐽 (𝑉1 )
𝑤
̃̄𝐽 (𝑉2 )

⋮
𝑤
̃̄𝐽 (𝑉𝐾 )]

𝜌𝐾 ]𝑇
𝜌̂𝐾 ]𝑇

⋯ 𝑎𝐽

𝑏𝐽 ]𝑇 .

Hence, for the entire training sample, formula (3.53) can be rewritten as follows:
𝜌̂⃑ = 𝛷𝛽

(3.54)

For the training data, the left side and the first matrix of the right side are constants. The
parameters are in the second matrix of right side. Thus, to determine the parameters of all the
local models, it suffices to find the vector 𝛽, which minimizes ‖𝜌⃑ − 𝛽‖2, i.e., to solve the
following problem using the linear least-squares estimation technique:
𝛽̂ = 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑖𝑛 ‖𝜌⃑ − 𝛷𝛽‖2
𝛽

(3.55)

Since we use the maximum-likelihood estimated values to obtain the 𝑤
̃̄𝑗 (𝑉𝑘 ) which is weighted,
the linear least-squares estimation is weighted, and the solutions are embedded more

information associated with population and lifetime of bearings, compared with using
𝑤̄𝑗 (𝑉𝑘 ).We use the Moore-Penrose inverse [211] minimizing (3.55) to obtain 𝛽̂ as in (3.56).
𝛽̂ = (𝛷 𝑇 𝛷)−1 𝛷 𝑇 𝜌⃑

3.4.3 Main steps for identifying the T-S FIS
The identification process proposed in this chapter can be summarized hereafter.

Identifying the input parameters
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(3.56)

1) Set the Gaussian input membership function of T-S FIS in equation (3.45).
2) Compute the matrix D matrix in equation (3.44).
3) Determine the rules number J and the parameter 𝑐𝑗,𝑖 according to matrix D.
4) Compute the parameters 𝜎𝑖 using equation (3.46).
Identifying the output parameters
1) According to (3.47), estimate the priori probability of a given degradation stage 𝑃̂(𝜃𝑅𝑗 ).
2) Project the feature space clusters on the time-space, with ˆ j ,t obtained using (3.50).

3) Estimate 𝑤
̃̄𝑗 (𝑉𝑘 ) using (3.52).

4) Calculate the output parameters aj and bj using (3.56).

Additionally, setting the value of rj to 1. Lastly, the parameters rj, J, 𝑐𝑗,𝑖 ,

i ,

aj and bj allow

building the T-S FIS model.
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Figure 3.4 The flow diagram of the proposed algorithm for the T-S FIS model identification.

3.5 Summary
In this chapter, we proposed a new method to identify effectively a standard T-S FIS designed
for estimating bearings RUL, using historical data over an entire run-to-failure cycle collected
for a small population of identical bearings. To offset the impact of the lack of data, we
proposed a method based on the maximum likelihood estimation of mixture distribution
analysis.
During the T-S FIS model identification by the proposed method, using the priori probabilities
obtained for the fuzzy subsets and the extracted time clusters, the weighted least square
estimation has allowed identifying the parameters of output membership functions of each
fuzzy subset. Thus, the obtained parameters of the output membership function embed
information associated with the population due to the priori probabilities and with the lifetime
of bearings due to the time clusters.
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It makes sense that the proposed method can extract and use extra useful information from a
small size dataset for model identification. In the next chapter, we propose an appropriate
method of the FIS model parameters adaption, starting from the newly collected small size
dataset.
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Chapter 4 - Fuzzy model tuning based on smallsize samples mixture distribution
analysis for bearings remaining useful
life estimation
The research presented in this chapter aims to find an effective way to tune a classic T-S FIS
with simple structure to obtain a more accurate model for estimating bearings RUL using the
vibration signals observed over a complete run-to-failure cycle from a small number of identical
bearings operating under identical load. To offset the drawback of small size sample for model
identification, in this chapter we propose a mixture distribution analysis based fuzzy model
tuning approach to update the parameters of the T-S FIS model from the initial model by using
small size additional training data sets to obtain a more accurate model. First, the input
parameters of T-S FIS model are updated by using an iterative maximum likelihood estimation
of mixture distribution analysis based method which is in this chapter. Then, the output
parameters of T-S FIS model are updated by using another maximum likelihood estimation of
the mixture distribution analysis based method which is proposed in this chapter by using the
symmetrical Kaczmarz method. Finally, the tuned T-S FIS model is formed by using the
updated parameters.
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4.1 Problem statement
As we mentioned in the previous chapter, let Vk=[vk,1,…, vk,I ]T denotes the input vector of the
model for bearings RUL estimation, which is constituted by the features or indicators extracted
from the vibration signals of kth sample interval during bearings monitoring, where k=1,2,…,K,
and i=1,2,…,I is the variable label.. The corresponding output of the model is the estimated
consumed useful life ratio denoted by 𝜌̂𝑘 . The model for estimating bearings RUL is
summarized in Figure 3.2, which is a classic T-S FIS with a simple structure.

Figure 4.1 The model for RUL estimation.

Based on the indicators extracted from the vibration signal observed during the complete run
to failure lifecycle of a small number of identical bearings under identical load, this work
presented in this chapter aims to find an effective way to tune a T-S FIS model and obtain a
more accurate tuned model for estimating bearings RUL, which appears inside the dot-dash box
in Figure 4.2. The initial model is identified by the method presented in the previous chapter,
the identification process of which appears inside the dashed box in Figure 4.2.
The sample size seriously affects the performance of the algorithms, especially in the case of a
small-size sample [212]. Generally, to tune models with small-size samples could cause the
developing process to be oscillating and non-robust unless the modeling object really lacks
diversity. For this work, the modeling objects are degradation processes of bearings which are
diverse. Hence, the influence of the drawback of small-size samples for model identification in
this work is more significant.
We assume that to offset the influence of the drawback of small size sample to obtain a model
with good performance for estimating bearings RUL, a model could be tuned to be more
accurate by updating parameters of the model based on the small size additional training date
set. In this work, the additional training data sets are derived from the vibration signal observed
during the complete run to failure lifecycle of a small number of identical bearings under
identical load.
In the T-S FIS model, the parameters include input parameters, output parameters, and the rules
number. Due to the small size of the additional training date set, another assumption in this
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chapter is that the tuning process involves only the parameters of input and output membership
functions. Therefore, the number of rules in the tuned T-S FIS model is the same as it in the
initial T-S FIS model.
Main contributions of this research are:
(1) Iterative maximum likelihood estimation of a mixture distribution analysis based method
is proposed which can offset the drawback of the small size sample to the model tuning
process. By the proposed method, the input parameters of the T-S FIS model are tuned
based on the values of the input parameters in the initial model;
(2) Combined with the symmetrical Kaczmarz method, a maximum likelihood estimation of a
mixture distribution analysis based method is proposed which also can offset the drawback
of the small size sample to model the tuning process. By the proposed method, the output
parameters of the T-S FIS model are tuned based on the values of the output parameters in
the initial model.
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Figure 4.2 The tuning approach of T-S FIS model in this research.

4.2 T-S FIS model tuning method
As described in chapter 3, the parameters of a T-S FIS model include the input parameters 𝑐𝑗,𝑖 ,

𝜎𝑖 , the output parameters 𝑎𝑗 , 𝑏𝑗 and the number of rules J.

In this work, the tuning process refers to parameters 𝑐𝑗,𝑖 , 𝜎𝑖 , 𝑎𝑗 , 𝑏𝑗 except for the number of rules
J. Note that the number of rules J in the initial, and tuned T-S FIS model are the same.

′
Let 𝑐𝑗,𝑖 , 𝜎𝑖 , 𝑎𝑗 , 𝑏𝑗 denote the parameters in the initial T-S FIS model. Let 𝜎𝑖′ , 𝑐𝑗,𝑖
, 𝑎𝑗′ , 𝑏𝑗′ denote

the parameters of the tuned T-S FIS model. The input of the additional training data set based
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on which the tuned T-S FIS model is obtained is denoted by 𝑉𝑘 = [𝑣𝑘,1 . . . 𝑣𝑘,𝐼 ]𝑇 . The output of
the additional training data set is denoted 𝜌𝑘 .

The process of tuning the initial T-S FIS model to the tuned T-S FIS model can be summarized
in three steps.
Step 1: extracting the input parameters 𝑐𝑗,𝑖 , 𝜎𝑖 , the output parameters 𝑎𝑗 , 𝑏𝑗 , and the number of
rules J from the initial T-S FIS model identified as proposed in the previous chapter.

Step 2: to offset the instability of the model tuning process caused by small size additional
training set, the parameter 𝜎𝑖′ is obtained by using values of 𝜎𝑖 to preserve some of the

characteristics of the initial model. Then, based on an iterative maximum likelihood estimation
′
method proposed in the next section of this chapter, a set of the potential values of 𝑐𝑗,𝑖
is

obtained by using values of 𝑐𝑗,𝑖 . A validity measure method proposed in the next subsection of

′
this chapter yields the suitable value of 𝑐𝑗,𝑖
is selected.

Step 3: based on the mixture distribution analysis, we estimated the priori probabilities of fuzzy
subsets and extracted time clusters, which correspond to the different bearing degradation
stages. The extracted time clusters characterize degradation stages for a population of bearings
and represent the projection of the input features space onto the bearings lifetime space.
Furthermore, based on the priori probabilities obtained for the fuzzy subsets and the extracted
time clusters, the symmetric Kaczmarz algorithm [213] is used to obtain the values of the output
parameters 𝑎𝑗′ and 𝑏𝑗′ by using the values of 𝑎𝑗 , 𝑏𝑗 . Thus, the obtained parameters of the output

membership function do not only carry more information associated with the bearings
population and their lifetime but also offset the instability of the model tuning process caused
by small size additional training set.

4.2.1 Input parameters tuning
Validity measure of fuzzy clustering based on cluster compactness and separation
The input parameters of the initial T-S FIS model are obtained by the fuzzy subtractive
clustering method. Therefore, during the tuning process, the input parameters can be evaluated
by the validity measure for fuzzy clustering.
Clustering methods are mostly unsupervised processes. Since the results of identical clustering
algorithms on the same data set could be diverse [214]. A partition generated by a clustering
algorithm does not always correspond to the actual underlying structure of data sets.
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Cluster validity measures the quality of clustering results, which evaluates and compares the
whole partitions resulting from different or the same clustering algorithm under different
parameters. In general, there are mainly three categories of cluster validity methods, the
methods measuring partition validity by evaluating the properties of the crisp structure
respectively (e.g., [215] [216]), fuzzy memberships (e.g., [217] [218]) and both of the fuzzy
memberships and structure (e.g., [219][220]) imposed on the data by the clustering algorithm
[221].
In [221], to comprehensively measuring the partition validity in the case of fuzzy clustering, a
cluster validity index was proposed that accounts for both the properties of fuzzy memberships
and the data, which is based on compactness and separation. It is used to guide a (re)clustering
process toward improved partition with an equal number of clusters. Compactness refers to the
variation or spread manifested by the elements that belong to the same cluster. And separation
represents the isolation of clusters from one another. The proposed clusters' validity index is
the ratio of their compactness to their separation. To be more suitable for our work, we proposed
a modified version of the clusters' validity index, as defined in (4.1).
𝐽

𝐽

𝑌 =∑∑

∑𝐼𝑖=1(𝜎𝑖 )2

𝐼
𝑗=1 𝑔=1 ∑𝑖=1‖𝑐𝑗,𝑖 − 𝑐𝑔,𝑖 ‖

2

(4.1)

where 𝑔 ≠ 𝑗. At the right side in equation (4.1), the numerator part is associated with the

compactness of clusters, the denominator part is associated with the separation of clusters. The
more compact the clusters are, the smaller the numerator part is. A large denominator part
indicates the clusters are separated. Moreover, the value of Y, which is the ratio of compactness
to separation, is associated with the discrepancy between clusters. The more diverse the clusters
are, the smaller Y is. When the value of Y is less than 1, the center of each cluster is
approximately out of the area of 68% confidence interval to other clusters in the case of
Gaussian type fuzzy memberships.

Tuning the parameter 𝝈𝒊

The input of the T-S FIS model is fuzzified through input membership functions. The parameter
𝜎𝑖 determines the range of strong influence of Gaussian functions in data space [222]. In the

case of the same number of input membership functions, too big value of 𝝈𝒊 will cause that the
scope of influence of input membership functions goes beyond the scope of input data space,

too small value of 𝜎𝑖 will cause that the scope of influence neglect part of the input data space.
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According to the equation (3.46), a parameter 𝜎𝑖# associated with the additional data set V is
defined in (4.2).

𝜎𝑖# = 𝑟𝑎 (𝑚𝑎𝑥( 𝑉𝑖 ) − 𝑚𝑖𝑛( 𝑉𝑖 ))/2√2

(4.2)

where Vi is the ith variable of input.

To offset the instability of model tuning process due to the small-size of the additional training
set, the parameter 𝜎𝑖# is proportionately fused with 𝜎𝑖 by (4.3) to obtain the new parameter 𝜎𝑖 ′,
which is the parameter in the tuned model.

𝜎𝑖 ′ = (𝜎𝑖 +

𝑠′
𝑠′
∗ 𝜎𝑖# )/(1 + )
𝑠
𝑠

(4.3)

where 𝑠′ is the number of bearings in additional training data set, and 𝑠 is the number of

bearings in the initial training data set. Formula (4.3) is a modified version of that in [223]
which simply fuses the two parameters by averaging.

Tuning the parameter 𝒄𝒋,𝒊

Due to the complexity of the bearing degradation process, we assume the sample datasets V are
derived from a finite and countable mixture multivariate distribution 𝑓(𝑉𝑘 ), which is a mixture
of multivariate normal distributions 𝑔𝑗 (𝑉𝑘 ; 𝐶𝑗 , 𝐻𝑗 ) by taking proportions 𝜍𝑗 . Each multivariate
normal distribution is associated with a specific regime 𝜃𝑅𝑗 in the data space. We define the
mixture distribution density function 𝑓(𝑉𝑘 ) by equations (4.4)(4.5)(4.6).
𝐽

𝑓(𝑉𝑘 ) = ∑ 𝜍𝑗 𝑔𝑗 (𝑉𝑘 ; 𝐶𝑗 , 𝐻𝑗 )

(4.4)

∑ 𝜍𝑗 = 1

(4.5)

𝑗=1
𝐽

𝑔𝑗 (𝑉𝑘 ; 𝐶𝑗 , 𝐻𝑗 ) =
𝑃(𝜃𝑅𝑗 |𝑉𝑘 ) =

𝑗=1

1

1

𝑒 (−2(𝑉𝑘−𝐶𝑗 )𝐻𝑗
1/2
𝐼/2
(2𝜋) |𝐻𝑗 |

𝑃(𝜃𝑅𝑗 )𝑃(𝑉𝑘 |𝜃𝑅𝑗 )
𝑃(𝑉𝑘 ）

=

−1 (𝑉 −𝐶 )𝑇 )
𝑘
𝑗

𝜍𝑗 𝑔𝑗 (𝑉𝑘 |𝐶𝑗 , 𝐻𝑗 )
𝑓(𝑉𝑘 ）

(4.6)
(4.7)

where 𝜃𝑅𝑗 denotes the jth regime associated with the jth branch distribution, Hj and Cj are the
covariance matrix and the mean vector associated with the regime 𝜃𝑅𝑗 . The probability of
membership 𝑃(𝜃𝑅𝑗 |𝑉𝑘 ) is defined in (4.7) [209], according to Bayesian rule.

The 𝑓(𝑉𝑘 ) is a function that depends on parameters 𝜍𝑗 , Hj, and Cj.

The maximum-likelihood estimation of multivariate mixture distribution is an effective way of
mixture distribution analysis [209]. Based on (4.4)(4.5)(4.6)(4.7) and using the Lagrange
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multiplier method, the problem of multivariate mixture distribution parameters estimation with
the maximum-likelihood is formulated as in (4.8).
𝐾

𝐽

𝑘=1

𝑗=1

𝑐̂𝑗,𝑖 = 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥 (∑ 𝑙𝑛 𝑓 (𝑉𝑘 ) − 𝜆(∑ 𝜍𝑗 − 1))
𝑐𝑗,𝑖

𝐾

𝐽

𝐽

𝑗=1

𝑗=1

(4.8)

= 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥( ∑ 𝑙𝑛 ∑ 𝜍𝑗 𝑔𝑗 (𝑉𝑘 ; 𝐶𝑗 , 𝐻𝑗 ) − 𝜆(∑ 𝜍𝑗 − 1))
𝑘=1

where 𝜆 is the Lagrange multiplier, 𝑐̂𝑗,𝑖 is the maximum-likelihood estimated mean of the ith
feature of V associated with 𝜃𝑅𝑗 , which is an element of Cj.

To numerically solve maximum likelihood equation (4.8), an iterative method could be used to
assume a trial solution and derive linear equations for small additive corrections to obtain the
solution iteratively [224]. According to the approximation proposed in [209] for obtaining the
solution of the maximum likelihood equation (4.8), the parameter 𝑐̂𝑗,𝑖 can be iteratively

estimated by (4.9) [209].

𝑐̑𝑗,𝑖

[𝑙]

=

#

̂ [𝑙−1] (𝜃𝑅 |𝑉𝑘 )
∑𝐾
𝑘 # =1 𝑣𝑘,𝑖 𝑃
𝑗
̂ [𝑙−1] (𝜃𝑅 |𝑉𝑘 )
∑𝐾
𝑘=1 𝑃
𝑗

(4.9)

where l =1,2,… L is the label of the iterative steps. To offset the instability of the model tuning
process due to the small size of the additional training data set, the parameter 𝑐̑𝑗,𝑖 [𝑙] is fused
with 𝑐𝑗,𝑖 as (4.10) to obtain 𝑐̃𝑗,𝑖 [𝑙] [223]. The parameters in (4.10) can all be considered as the

parameters of Gaussian functions, which are used as the fuzzy membership functions. The
Gaussian functions, such kind of bell shape functions with bigger standard deviation have a
bigger range of strong influence in data space [222]. From formula (4.10), it can make sense
that the Gaussian membership function with a bigger standard deviation has greater influence
in the fusing process.
𝑐̃𝑗,𝑖 [𝑙] = (𝑐𝑗,𝑖 𝜎𝑖 + 𝑐̑𝑗,𝑖 [𝑙] 𝜎𝑖# )/(𝜎𝑖 + 𝜎𝑖# )

(4.10)

Rewriting formula (3.45) with additional training data set in an iterative way yields:
𝜇 [𝑙] 𝑗,𝑖 (𝑣𝑘,𝑖 ) = 𝑒
𝜇

[𝑙]

𝑗 (𝑉𝑘 )

−(𝑣𝑘,𝑖 −𝑐̃𝑗,𝑖 [𝑙] )2

𝐼

[𝑙]

2(𝜎
̃𝑖 )2

= ∏ 𝜇 [𝑙] 𝑗,𝑖 (𝑣𝑘,𝑖 )

𝜇̄ 𝑗 [𝑙] (𝑉𝑘 ) =

𝑖=1

𝜇 [𝑙] 𝑗 (𝑉𝑘 )

∑𝐽𝑗=1 𝜇 [𝑙] 𝑗 (𝑉𝑘 )

(4.11)
(4.12)
(4.13)

According to the definition in formula (4.13), 𝜇̄ 𝑗 [𝑙] (𝑉𝑘 ) fulfills the following conditions:
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𝐽

[𝑙]

𝐾

𝜇̄ 𝑗 (𝑉𝑘 ) ∈ [0,1], ∀𝑗, 𝑘, 𝑖; ∑ 𝜇̄ 𝑗 (𝑉𝑘 ) = 1, ∀𝑘, 𝑖; 0 < ∑ 𝜇̄ 𝑗 [𝑙] (𝑉𝑘 ) < 𝑁, ∀𝑗, 𝑖.
𝑗=1

[𝑙]

𝑘=1

Considering the definition of probability of membership [209], 𝜇̄ 𝑗 [𝑙−1] (𝑉𝑘 ) is the estimated
value of the probability of membership 𝑃(𝜃𝑅𝑗 |𝑉𝑘 ). Hence, 𝜇̄ 𝑗 [𝑙] (𝑉𝑘 ) could be rewritten as
𝑃̂[𝑙] (𝜃𝑅𝑗 |𝑉𝑘 ).

According to the formula (4.9) and (4.13), we can write:
𝑐̑𝑗,𝑖 [𝑙] =

̂ [𝑙−1] (𝜃𝑅 |𝑉𝑘 )
∑𝐾
𝑘=1 𝑣𝑘,𝑖 𝑃
𝑗
̂ [𝑙−1] (𝜃𝑅 |𝑉𝑘 )
∑𝐾
𝑘=1 𝑃
𝑗

=

[𝑙−1]
∑𝐾
(𝑉𝑘 )
𝑘=1 𝑣𝑘,𝑖 𝜇̄ 𝑗
[𝑙−1]
∑𝐾
(𝑉𝑘 )
𝑘=1 𝜇̄ 𝑗

[𝑙−1]

In the above iterative process, when l=1, 𝑐̃𝑗,𝑖 [𝑙−1] = 𝑐𝑗,𝑖 , 𝜎̃𝑖

= 𝜎𝑖 , and when

(4.14)
[𝑙−1]

̃𝑖
l 1, 𝜎

=

𝜎𝑖# , 𝑐̃𝑗,𝑖 [𝑙−1] is obtained by (4.10). At the first step, it can make sense that 𝑐̑𝑗,𝑖 [1] is to lead the

characteristics of the initial model into the iterative process to offset the oscillation due to the
small size of the additional training data set.
Considering that the number of clusters in each step is consistent, the validity measurement for
evaluating the partitions with the same number of clusters in each step is proposed in (4.1). To
be consistent with the process in this section, equation (4.1) could be rewritten as in (4.15).
𝑌

where 𝑑 ≠ 𝑗.

[𝑙]

𝐽

𝐽

∑𝐼𝑖=1(𝜎𝑖 ′)2

= ∑∑

[𝑙]
𝐼
𝑗=1 𝑑=1 ∑𝑖=1‖𝑐̃𝑗,𝑖

− 𝑐̃𝑑,𝑖 [𝑙] ‖

2

(4.15)

Through predefined parameter 𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟 which is the number of iterative steps, the 𝑐̃𝑗,𝑖 [𝑙] of the
′
step l corresponding to the smallest value of 𝑌 [𝑙] is used as the value of 𝑐𝑗,𝑖
. Along with the

iterative steps, the value of 𝑌 [𝑙] is roughly convergent.

Main steps for input parameters tuning

The input parameters tuning process proposed in this chapter can be summarized hereafter.
Tuning the parameter 𝜎𝑖

1) Calculate the parameter 𝜎𝑖# based on the additional training data set by formula (4.2).
2) fuse 𝜎𝑖 with 𝜎𝑖# to obtain 𝜎𝑖 ′ by formula (4.3).

Tuning the parameter 𝑐𝑗,𝑖

1) Initialize l=1, set parameter 𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟.
[𝑙−1]

2) Using 𝑐̃𝑗,𝑖 [𝑙−1] = 𝑐𝑗,𝑖 , 𝜎̃𝑖

method by formula (4.14).

⌢ [𝑙]

= 𝜎𝑖 , to obtain 𝑐𝑗,𝑖

based on the iterative maximum likelihood estimation
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⌢ [𝑙]

3) fuse 𝑐𝑗,𝑖

with 𝑐𝑗,𝑖 to obtain 𝑐̃𝑗,𝑖 [𝑙] by formula (4.10).

4) Calculate validity measurement 𝑌 [𝑙] by formula (4.15).
5) 𝑙 = 𝑙 + 1.

6) While 𝑙 ≤ 𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟

[𝑙−1]

Using 𝑐̃𝑗,𝑖 [𝑙−1] and 𝜎̃𝑖

⌢ [𝑙]

= 𝜎𝑖# , to calculate 𝑐𝑗,𝑖

based on the iterative maximum likelihood estimation

method by formula (4.14);
⌢ [𝑙]

fuse 𝑐𝑗,𝑖 with 𝑐𝑗,𝑖 to obtain 𝑐̃𝑗,𝑖 [𝑙] by formula (4.10);

Calculate validity measurement 𝑌 [𝑙] by formula (4.15);

𝑙 = 𝑙 + 1;

End (While)

′
.
Select the 𝑐̃𝑗,𝑖 [𝑙] with a minimum value of 𝑌 [𝑙] as the value of 𝑐𝑗,𝑖

′
Thus, one obtains the input parameters 𝜎𝑖 ′ and 𝑐𝑗,𝑖
of the tuned T-S FIS model.

4.2.2 Output parameters tuning
Tuning parameters aj and bj
Based on (4.4)(4.5)(4.6)(4.7) and using the Lagrange multiplier method, the problem of
multivariate mixture distribution parameters estimation with the maximum-likelihood
formulated as it follows:
𝐾

𝐽

𝑘=1

𝑗=1

𝜍̂𝑗 = 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥 (∑ 𝑙𝑛 𝑓 (𝑉𝑘 ) − 𝜆(∑ 𝜍𝑗 − 1))
𝜍𝑗

𝐾

(4.16)

𝐽

𝐽

𝑗=1

𝑗=1

= 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥 (∑ 𝑙𝑛 ∑ 𝜍𝑗 𝑔𝑗 (𝑉𝑘 ; 𝐶𝑗 , 𝐻𝑗 ) − 𝜆(∑ 𝜍𝑗 − 1))
𝐾

𝜍𝑗

𝑘=1

𝐽

𝜎̂ 2𝑗,𝑖 = 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥 (∑ 𝑙𝑛 𝑓 (𝑉𝑘 ) − 𝜆(∑ 𝜍𝑗 − 1))
𝜎 2 𝑗,𝑖

𝑘=1

𝐾

𝑗=1
𝐽

𝐽

𝑗=1

𝑗=1

= 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥 (∑ 𝑙𝑛 ∑ 𝜍𝑗 𝑔𝑗 (𝑉𝑘 ; 𝐶𝑗 , 𝐻𝑗 ) − 𝜆(∑ 𝜍𝑗 − 1))

𝐾

𝜎 2 𝑗,𝑖

𝑘=1

𝐽

𝑐̂𝑗,𝑖 = 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥 (∑ 𝑙𝑛 𝑓 (𝑉𝑘 ) − 𝜆(∑ 𝜍𝑗 − 1))
𝑐𝑗,𝑖

𝑘=1

𝐾

𝑗=1

𝐽

𝐽

𝑗=1

𝑗=1

(4.17)

(4.18)

= 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥 (∑ 𝑙𝑛 ∑ 𝜍𝑗 𝑔𝑗 (𝑉𝑘 ; 𝐶𝑗 , 𝐻𝑗 ) − 𝜆(∑ 𝜍𝑗 − 1))
𝑐𝑗,𝑖

𝑘=1

Under the condition of the branch distributions with unequal covariance matrices, according to
the derivations on (3.15)(3.16)(3.17) in [209], the maximum-likelihood estimated values of
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parameters in a mixture of multivariate normal distributions can be obtained without an iterative
process as follows:
𝐾

1
𝜍̂𝑗 = ∑ 𝑃̂ (𝜃𝑅𝑗 |𝑉𝑘 )
𝐾

̂
∑𝐾
𝑘=1 𝑣𝑘,𝑖 𝑃 (𝜃𝑅𝑗 |𝑉𝑘 )

(4.20)

2̂
∑𝐾
𝑘=1(𝑣𝑘,𝑖 − 𝑐̂𝑗,𝑖 ) 𝑃 (𝜃𝑅𝑗 |𝑉𝑘 )

(4.21)

𝑐̂𝑗,𝑖 =
2
𝜎̂𝑗,𝑖

=

(4.19)

𝑘=1

̂
∑𝐾
𝑘=1 𝑃 (𝜃𝑅𝑗 |𝑉𝑘 )

̂
∑𝐾
𝑘=1 𝑃(𝜃𝑅𝑗 |𝑉𝑘 )

where 𝑐̂𝑗,𝑖 and 𝜎̂𝑗,𝑖 are the maximum-likelihood estimated mean and variance of ith variable of V
associated with 𝜃𝑅𝑗 .

According to the definition in formula (3.6), the normalized rule degree of fulfillments w (V
j

k

)

are respecting to the following conditions:
𝐽

𝐾

𝑗=1

𝑘=1

𝑤̄ 𝑗 (𝑉𝑘 ) ∈ [0,1], ∀𝑗, 𝑘; ∑ 𝑤̄ 𝑗 (𝑉𝑘 ) = 1, ∀𝑘; 0 < ∑ 𝑤̄ 𝑗 (𝑉𝑘 ) < 𝐾, ∀𝑗.

Considering the definition of the probability of membership in [209], 𝑤̄𝑗 (𝑉𝑘 ) can be considered

as the estimated value of the probability of membership 𝑃(𝜃𝑅𝑗 |𝑉𝑘 ) . Hence, 𝑤̄𝑗 (𝑉𝑘 ) can be
rewritten as 𝑃̂ (𝜃𝑅𝑗 |𝑉𝑘 ).

According to the formula (4.19)(4.20)(4.21), we can write:
𝐾

𝐾

𝑘=1

𝑘=1

1
1
𝑃̂ (𝜃𝑅𝑗 ) = 𝜍̂𝑗 = ∑ 𝑃̂ (𝜃𝑅𝑗 |𝑉𝑘 ) = ∑ 𝑤̄ 𝑗 (𝑉𝑘 )
𝐾
𝐾
𝑐̂𝑗,𝑡 =

2
𝜎̂𝑗,𝑡
=

̂
∑𝐾
𝑘=1 𝜏𝑘 𝑃 (𝜃𝑅𝑗 |𝑉𝑘 )
̂
∑𝐾
𝑘=1 𝑃(𝜃𝑅𝑗 |𝑉𝑘 )

2̂
∑𝐾
𝑘=1(𝜏𝑘 − 𝑐̂𝑗,𝑡 ) 𝑃 (𝜃𝑅𝑗 |𝑉𝑘 )

̂
∑𝐾
𝑘=1 𝑃 (𝜃𝑅𝑗 |𝑉𝑘 )

(4.22)
(4.23)
(4.24)

where 𝜏𝑘 is the time-coordinate of the input 𝑉𝑘 in relation to the corresponding bearing lifetime,

2
𝑐̂𝑗,𝑡 and 𝜎̂𝑗,𝑡
are the maximum-likelihood estimated values of the time-coordinate centroid and

2
variance associated with 𝜃𝑅𝑗 . Note that the parameters 𝑐̂𝑗,𝑡 and 𝜎̂𝑗,𝑡
represent the projection of

the probability distribution of the input 𝑉𝑘 on the time-coordinates.

Following the approach in chapter 3, we can construct the input membership function for the
time-coordinates in each rule of the T-S FIS model. Due to its property of being invariant under
multiplication [210], we use the Gaussian type membership function for the time-coordinates

the same with the input membership function for input 𝑉𝑘 . Hence, the input membership
function of the time-coordinates clusters is:
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𝜇𝑗,𝑡 (𝜏𝑘 ) = 𝑒

−(𝜏𝑘 −𝑐̂𝑗,𝑡 )2
2
̂𝑗,𝑡
2𝜎

(4.25)

Now, we rewrite the formula (3.28)(3.35)(3.42):
𝐼

(4.26)

𝑤
̃𝑗 (𝑉𝑘 ) = 𝜍̂𝑗 𝜇𝑗,𝑡 (𝜏𝑘 ) ∏ 𝜇𝑗,𝑖 (𝑣𝑘,𝑖 ) = 𝑃̂ (𝜃𝑅𝑗 )𝜇𝑗,𝑡 (𝜏𝑘 )𝑤𝑗 (𝑉𝑘 )
𝑖=1

𝑤
̃̄𝑗 (𝑉𝑘 ) =
𝐽

𝑤
̃𝑗 (𝑉𝑘 )
𝐽
∑𝑗=1 𝑤
̃𝑗 (𝑉𝑘 )

(4.27)

𝜌̂𝑘 = ∑ 𝑤
̃̄𝑗 (𝑉𝑘 ) (𝑎′𝑗 𝑉𝑘 + 𝑏′𝑗 )

(4.28)

𝑗=1

On the right side of the second equal sign of equation (4.26), the maximum-likelihood estimated
𝑃̂(𝜃𝑅𝑗 ) is obtained by equation (4.22), also called the priori probability of fuzzy subset, can be

considered working as the weight as rj in (3.4). 𝜇𝑗,𝑡 (𝜏𝑘 ) in equation (4.26) can be considered as
an individual membership degree of an extra dimension of features.

According to the right-hand side of the second equal sign of equation (4.26), 𝑤
̃𝑗 (𝑉𝑘 ) is 𝑤𝑗 (𝑉𝑘 )
weighted by 𝑃̂(𝜃𝑅𝑗 )𝜇𝑗,𝑡 (𝜏𝑘 ). Comparing with 𝑤̄𝑗 (𝑉𝑘 ) in (3.4), 𝑤
̃̄𝑗 (𝑉𝑘 ) in (4.27) brings extra
information about the population and lifetime of bearings.

For the sake of simplicity, let’s define the following matrix and vectors:
⃑⃑⃑⃑
𝛷′ =

𝑤
̃̄1 (𝑉1 )𝑉1𝑇
𝑤
̃̄1 (𝑉2 )𝑉2𝑇

⋮
̃̄1 (𝑉𝐾 )𝑉𝐾𝑇
[𝑤

𝜌⃑ = [𝜌1

𝛽′ = [𝑎1 ′

𝜌2

𝑏1 ′

𝑤
̃̄1 (𝑉1 )
𝑤
̃̄1 (𝑉2 )

⋯

⋮
𝑤
̃̄1 (𝑉𝐾 )
𝜌𝐾 ]𝑇

𝑎2 ′ 𝑏2 ′

𝑤
̃̄2 (𝑉1 )𝑉1𝑇
𝑤
̃̄2 (𝑉2 )𝑉2𝑇

⋮
𝑤
̃̄2 (𝑉𝐾 )𝑉𝐾𝑇
⋯

𝑎𝐽 ′

𝑤
̃̄2 (𝑉1 )
𝑤
̃̄2 (𝑉2 )

⋮
𝑤
̃̄2 (𝑉𝐾 )

⋯

⋯
⋱
⋯

𝑤
̃̄𝐽 (𝑉1 )𝑉1𝑇
𝑤
̃̄𝐽 (𝑉2 )𝑉2𝑇

⋮
𝑤
̃̄𝐽 (𝑉𝐾 )𝑉𝐾𝑇

𝑤
̃̄𝐽 (𝑉1 )
𝑤
̃̄𝐽 (𝑉2 )

⋮
𝑤
̃̄𝐽 (𝑉𝐾 )]

= [𝛷1 ′

𝛷2 ′

⋯ 𝛷 𝐾 ′]𝑇

𝑏𝐽 ′]𝑇 .

Hence, for the entire training sample, according to equation (4.28), a linear system problem can
be defined as follows:
⃑⃑⃑⃑𝛽′
𝜌⃑ = 𝛷′

(4.29)

For the training data, the left side and the first matrix of the right side are constants. The
parameters are in the vector 𝛽′.

Since we use the maximum-likelihood estimated values to obtain the 𝑤
̃̄𝑗 (𝑉𝑘 ) which is weighted,

the approximate solutions of the linear equations system problem in (4.29) embed more
information about the population and lifetime of bearings, compared with using 𝑤̄𝑗 (𝑉𝑘 ).

In this work, the symmetrical Kaczmarz method is employed to solve the linear system problem
in an iterative way [225]. The Kaczmarz algorithm is initially introduced in [213], which is an
iterative row action algorithm that computes approximate solutions to a consistent and
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overdetermined linear system such as in (4.29). In order to reduce the influence of the order of
⃑⃑ on the results, the symmetric Kaczmarz algorithm is used.
rows in the matrix 𝛷

The process of solving the linear system problem by the symmetric Kaczmarz algorithm could
be described briefly by the pseudo code as follow:
𝑏1

Initialize 𝛽 [1] = [𝑎1

While l0 ≤ Maxiter1

𝑎2

𝑏2

⋯

𝑎𝐽

𝑏𝐽 ]𝑇 , l0=1;

For i0=1:2K
(let u1, u2…, u2K= 1,2…, K-1, K, K, K-1, K-2…, 1.)
𝛽 [𝑖0 +1] = 𝛽 [𝑖0] + 𝛿

𝑇 𝛽 [𝑖0 ]
𝜌𝑢 −𝛷𝑢
𝑖0
𝑖0

end

‖𝛷𝑢 ‖
𝑖0

2

𝛷𝑢𝑖 , where  is the relax parameter.
0

l0=l0+1;
𝛽 [1] = 𝛽 [2𝐾] ;

end

Let 𝛽′ = 𝛽 [1] .

The initial values of 𝛽 [1] are set as 𝛽 [1] = [𝑎1

𝑏1

𝑎2

𝑏2

⋯ 𝑎𝐽

𝑏𝐽 ]𝑇 . Thus, the results

naturally are embedded the information from both of the initial model and the additional
training dataset. Moreover, due to 𝑤
̃̄𝑗 (𝑉𝑘 ) weighted by the maximum-likelihood estimated

method, the results embed the information of the population and lifetime information. Note that,
the parameter Maxiter1 of the iterative time in the symmetrical Kaczmarz method works like
the regular parameter.

Main steps for output parameters tuning
The output parameters tuning process proposed in this chapter can be summarized hereafter.
1) Based on the maximum likelihood estimation method, forming the linear system problem by formula (4.29).
2) Set 𝛽 [1] = [𝑎1

𝑏1

𝑎2

𝑏2

⋯

𝑎𝐽

𝑏𝐽 ]𝑇 to let the values of output parameters in the initial T-S FIS

model as the initial value of the symmetrical Kaczmarz method.

3) Solve the linear system problem iteratively to obtain 𝛽′ by using the symmetrical Kaczmarz method with

Maxiter1 steps.

Thus, one obtains the input parameters 𝑎𝑗 ′ and 𝑏𝑗 ′ of the tuned T-S FIS model.
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Figure 4.3 The flow diagram of the proposed algorithm for the T-S FIS model tuning.

4.3 Summary
In this chapter, to offset the drawback of a small size sample for model identification we
propose a mixture distribution analysis based fuzzy model tuning approach to update the
parameters of the T-S FIS model from the initial model by using small-size additional training
datasets to obtain a more accurate model. First, the input parameters of the T-S FIS model are
updated by using an iterative maximum likelihood estimation of mixture distribution analysis
based method which is in this chapter. Then, the output parameters of the T-S FIS model are
updated by using another maximum likelihood estimation of mixture distribution analysis based
method which is proposed in this chapter by using the symmetrical Kaczmarz method. Finally,
the tuned T-S FIS model is formed by using the updated parameters. The number of rules is the
same as the initial model.
The main advantage of the approach is that the proposed approach can offset oscillation and
non-robust due to small size training data sets. Moreover, the maximum likelihood estimation
of the mixture distribution analysis based method proposed in section 4.3.2 embeds information
about the population and lifetime of bearings into the output parameters of the tuned model.
Currently, considering the range of the rules influence in the data space, the optimization
method of the rules number will be investigated to obtain a more accurate model for estimating
the bearings RUL.
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Chapter 5 - Case study
The effectiveness of the indicators and T-S FIS identification methods proposed in this work
for bearings RUL estimation is assessed using the IEEE PHM 2012 datasets from the
PRONOSTIA testbed [226].
In the first subsection, the benchmark dataset is introduced. In the second subsection, the
numerical results of the proposed indicators are presented. In the third subsection, the numerical
results of the T-S FIS identification method proposed in Chapter 3 are discussed. The numerical
results of the T-S FIS tuning method proposed in Chapter 4 are discussed in the fourth
subsection. The summary of this chapter is in the fifth subsection.
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5.1 The benchmark data
The effectiveness of the T-S FIS identification method introduced in this chapter for bearings
RUL estimation is assessed using the IEEE PHM 2012 datasets from the PRONOSTIA testbed,
which is provided by FEMTO-ST (Franche-Comté Electronique Mécanique Thermique et
Optique – Sciences et Technologies, UMR 6174) Institute in Besançon of France [226].

5.1.1 The PRONOSTIA experimental platform
The PRONOSTIA experimental platform is designed specially to test and validate bearings
diagnostic and prognostic approaches by AS2M (Automatique et Systèmes MicroMécatroniques) department of FEMTO-ST Institute.
PRONOSTIA can provide real experimental data that characterize the degradation of ball
bearings along their whole life cycle until their total failure. Compared with other bearing
testbeds proposed in the literature, it allows conducting bearings degradations which contains
almost all the types of defects in only a few hours without initiating defects on the bearings.
This platform is made up of three main parts: a rotating part, a loading part, and a measurement
part.

Figure 5.1 Overview of PRONOSTIA [226].

The rotating part includes the asynchronous motor with a gearbox and its two shafts, among
which the first one is near to the motor, and the second one is placed at the ride side of the
incremental encoder. The motor has a power 250 W and transmits the rotating motion through
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a gearbox. Its rated speed can reach 2830 rpm. It can also deliver its rated torque while
maintaining the speed of the secondary shaft to less than 2000 rpm. Compliant and rigid shaft
couplings are used to create connections for the transmission of the rotating motion of the motor
to the shaft support bearing, which leads the bearing through its inner race.
A pneumatic jack, a vertical axis and its lever arm, a force sensor, a clamping ring of the test
bearing, a support test bearing shaft, two pillow blocks, and their large oversized bearings are
grouped in an aluminum plate to constitute the loading part. The force generated by an actuator
in the pneumatic jack is first amplified by a lever arm and is then indirectly applied on the
external ring of the test ball bearing through its clamping ring, where a digital electro-pneumatic
regulator delivers the supply pressure.

Figure 5.2 The loading part of PRONOSTIA [226].

The measurement part consists of two miniature accelerometers and a temperature sensor. Two
miniature accelerometers positioned at 90◦ to each other, i.e., one is placed on the vertical axis,
and another is placed on the horizontal axis. The two accelerometers are placed radially on the
external race of the bearing. The temperature sensor, a resistance Temperature Detector
platinum PT100 (1/3 DIN class) probe, is placed inside a hole close to the external bearing's
ring.
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Figure 5.3 The accelerometers and temperature sensor in the measurement part of
PRONOSTIA [226].

5.1.2 Datasets of vibration signals
The datasets of vibration signals include the data about the same bearings type subjected to
three different load conditions. According to [226], two training bearings with the tags (1-1, 12) submitted to the load condition 1 and five test bearings (1-3, 1-4, 1-5, 1-6, 1-7) submitted to
the same load condition are used in this case study.
The bearings under condition 1 operated at 1800 rpm with 4000 N radial load. Vibration signal
data were collected on each of the bearings over an entire run-to-failure period. Two
accelerometers have allowed measuring the vibrations in the vertical and horizontal directions.
Data were sampled at a 25.6 kHz sampling rate and 0.1s recording duration with 10s sample
intervals. Thus, each sample interval is made of 2560 measures. Figure 5.4 displays the sample
parameters.
Rernrùiugduraliuu~ (O. b) with
25.6 kHz sampling rate (2560

data point,)

/

1

1

..
Time

Sample inter,-al (1 Os)

Figure 5.4 Parameters of Sample [226].
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For simplicity, we consider only the vibration signals of the horizontal direction, which are
shown in Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.5 Bearings vibration signals under condition 1 of the horizontal direction.

The following remarks were highlighted in [226]:
Since the degradation may concern all the components of the bearings at the same time, the
theoretical models based on frequency signatures to detect bearings' faults in the inner and outer
races, and the cage faults do not work. Existing reliability laws for bearings' life duration, such
as the L10, do not give the same results as those obtained by the experiments.
There is no sample information about failure modes and fixed failure thresholds.

5.2 The vibration signals based common features
As stated in chapter 2, the common statistical time-domain features we use in this research work
are RMS, mean, STD, PMR, kurtosis, and skewness. The RMS, derived from the vibration
signals, provides additional information on the energy quantity of the signal. It is an important
feature used to estimate the bearing’s degradation [19]. It usually increases gradually as the
fault develops. The definition of RMS is provided by the formula (1.1). The mean quantifies
the mean amplitude of signals, defined in formula (1.2). Note that, for raw vibration signals
collected from bearings degradation, the mean remains close to zero but is not zero [20]. This
is due to the inherently dynamic characteristic and structural defects of bearings, environmental
noises, and irregular shifts of mechanical structures related to bearing degradation. Vibration
signals in rolling bearings are non-stationary in nature[21][22]. The STD measures the
dispersion of the signals around the mean value. Its definition is provided by the formula (1.3).
The PMR quantifies the pluses intensity of the signal, and it is by the formula (1.4). A large
PMR value corresponds to a vibration signal with a few large spiky peaks. Similarly, a low
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PMR value is relevant to a flattish vibration signal [23]. The mean and standard deviation values
of the distribution are the first two parameters of the sample distributions. The third parameter
of the distribution is skewness and the fourth is the kurtosis. The kurtosis reveals the degree of
deviation of the signal distribution from the average and the skewness indicates the signal
distribution asymmetry, their definitions are respectively in formula (1.5) and (1.6).
Since the six common statistical time-domain features reveal different characteristics of the
vibration signals, we extract indicators based on them. The time series of the six common
statistical time-domain features are shown in Figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.6 Six selected common features of the entire lifecycle of bearings.

5.3 Indicators
We chose the data collected from bearings 1-1 and 1-2 to build the training set.
Calculating the indicators requires a certain amount of historical data for the segmentation.
Therefore, we extract the indicators starting with an initial sample interval kstart, which is equal
to 5% of the average number of the sample intervals of the training bearings 1-1 and 1-2
lifetime. Before kstart, the health status of the bearings is considered to be the highest.
After processing the time series of the six selected common features over the whole lifecycle
of the training bearings1-1 and 1-2 by the PCA method, Figure 5.7 displays the CPV associated
with the number of principal components.
It shows that, for the training data, when the number p of principal components is 2, the
cumulative percent variance from bearing1-1 and 1-2 are both greater than 95%. Consequently,
we choose p=2 for all the bearings when the indicators are being extracted.
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5.3.1 Indicators SPE and SDHT2
According to the method proposed in chapter 2, the indicator SPE and SDHT2 extracted from
the entire lifecycle of the bearings are respectively plotted in Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9. The
unit of the horizontal axis in Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9 is 10 seconds. Note that, there is only
one value of the indicator corresponding to each 10 seconds.
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Figure 5.8 SDHT indicator of the entire lifecycle of bearings.
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Figure 5.9 SPE indicator of the entire lifecycle of bearings.

5.3.2 Indicators VSPE and VSDHT2
According to equations (2.14) and (2.19), the ASDS of different u, z, Q, B value from the two
training bearings 1-1 and 1-2 are displayed in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2. So, in this work, we
choose the z as 100, Q as 5 for VSDHT2, u as 200, B as 10 for VSPE. Thus, in this case, the
VSDHT2 indicator has 5 dimensions, and the VSPE indicator has 10 dimensions.
Table 5.1 ASDS Value for VSDHT2

Table 5.2 ASDS Value for VSPE

z~Q
200~20

ASDS
0.0330

u~B
200~20

ASDS
0.0946

200~10

0.0264

200~10

0.1575

200~5

0.0152

200~5

0.1010

100~20

0.0280

100~20

0.0825

100~10

0.0411

100~10

0.1304

100~5

0.0738

100~5

0.1091

50~20

0.0186

50~20

0.0802

50~10

0.0217

50~10

0.0824

50~5

0.0221

50~5

0.1200

According to the method proposed in chapter 2, the indicators VSPE and VSDHT2 extracted
from the entire lifecycle of the bearings are respectively plotted on Figure 5.10
and

Figure

5.11.

The

unit

of

the

horizontal

axis

in

Figure

5.10

and Figure 5.11 is 10 seconds. Note that, there is only a vector of the indicator VSDHT2,
consists of 5 elements, corresponding to each 10 seconds in Figure 5.10. Moreover, there is
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only a vector of the indicator VSPE, consists of 10 elements, corresponding to each 10 seconds
in Figure 5.11.
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Figure 5.10 VSDHT2 indicator with 5 dimensions of the entire lifecycle of the bearings.
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Figure 5.11 VSPE indicator with 10 dimensions of the entire lifecycle of the bearings.

According to the results obtained, the new indicators we proposed are all monotonic and
continuous sensitivity during the entire life cycle of bearings.
As stated in chapter 2, the new indicators we proposed, can uncover the underlying correlation
structure of the multivariate time series of standard degradation features by using the discarded
space information to track the degradation evolution of bearings. Moreover, they all highlight
the historical degradation information rather than only the current condition. Especially, the
indicators VSDHT2 and VSPE, using piecewise linear representation, highlight the historical
degradation information, considering the historical process has multiple degradation stages.
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5.4 Fuzzy model identification
We use the relative root mean square error (RRMSE) (5.1) and the average of RRMSE
(ARRMSE) (5.2) to evaluate the models’ performance.
𝐾𝑜

1
𝜌𝑘 𝑜 − 𝜌̂𝑘 𝑜 2
𝑅𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸𝑜 = √ 𝑜 ∑ (
)
𝐾 𝑜
𝜌𝑘 𝑜
𝑘 =1
𝑂

1
𝐴𝑅𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 = ∑ 𝑅𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸𝑜
𝑂

(5.1)
(5.2)

𝑜=1

where o=1,2,…O is the test bearings label, ko=1,2, …Ko is the sample interval label of oth test
bearing.
In general, there are three main categories of identification methods for T-S FIS addressed in
this work, e.g., methods based respectively on clustering algorithms, neural networks, and
metaheuristic [227]. The identification method introduced in [208] is based on the subtractive
clustering and least square estimation (FSC-LSE), which is a representative of the clusteringbased identification methods category. The method introduced in [210] is based on the least
square estimation and backpropagation gradient descent (BPGD-LSE), which is a representative
of the neural networks based identification methods category. Among the metaheuristic
algorithms, the genetic algorithm (GA) [228] is the famous population generation based
bioinspired metaheuristic algorithm, and the simulated annealing (SA) [229] is one typical single
solution based metaheuristic algorithm. For convenience, in the sequel, we shall denote A the
FSC-LSE based method, B the BPGD-LSE based method, C the GA based method, and D the
SA based method. Also, we shall denote E the method proposed in Chapter 3, based on
subtractive clustering with maximum likelihood and weighted least square estimation
(MLWLSE).
In this section, the proposed method E is benchmarked with four existing methods for T-S FIS
identification, e.g., method A, B, C, and D.
The setting for the subtractive clustering in method A is performed as mentioned in [208]. For
method B, the training epoch number is set to 30 steps. The initial step size, step size decrease
rate, and step size increase rate for method B are set as suggested in [210]. For the setting of
the GA, the population size is set to 200, the mutation function is an adaptive feasible function,
crossover fraction is 0.8, and the maximum number of generations is 30. For the SA main
parameters setting, the initial temperature is set to100, the maximum number of iterations is set
to 30, the reannealing interval is set to 100.
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Note that:
1) The identification results of method A is used as initial FIS for the method B, C, and D. The
least-square estimation is a non-parametric method, and the backpropagation gradient descent
method in method B does not affect the rules. In methods C and D presented, the metaheuristic
algorithms only optimize the FIS with parameters of the input and output membership functions
but not with the rules. Hence, all models identified by different methods have a consistent
structure. Moreover, for methods B, C, and D, the maximum numbers of epochs/
iterations/generations are all set to 30, so to benchmark the results quickly.
2) The models identified by three methods have the same type of input memberships functions
(gaussian type), the same number rules, and the same value of rj = 1.
3) All operations are implemented with software MATLAB 2016a, using a computer Dell
OptiPlex 7040 equipped with Intel Core i5-6600 CPU and 8GB RAM, Windows 10
Professional OS.
4) The results in Table 5.3 are obtained by using the identified T-S FIS models, with the RMS
as the model input.
5) In addition to RMS: The spectral entropy (SE) is a frequency domain feature for bearings
degradation assessment [230]. SE can provide a measure of vibration signals’ spectral power
distribution. The approximate entropy (AE) [231], the largest Lyapunov exponent (LLE) [232],
and the correlation dimension (CD) [233], developed based on the chaos theory, are three
measurement features of the phase-space dissimilarity for bearings condition monitoring and
prognosis [234]. Each value of each feature is obtained from the vibration signal in one sample
interval. By processing the vibration signal in kth sample interval, we shall denote SEk the SE
value, AEk the AE value, LLEk the LLE value, CDk the CD value. The results in Table 5.4 are
obtained by using the identified T-S FIS models, with the combination of five features above as
the model input.
6) The results in Table 5.5 are obtained by using the identified T-S FIS models by using the
combination of VSPE and VSDHT2 as the model input of models. The combination of VSPE
and VSDHT2 means to serial concatenate the two vectors together to form a new vector.
7) Bearings 1-1 and 1-2 are used as the training set, bearings 1-3,1-4,1-5,1-6,1-7 are used as
test set.
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Table 5.3 The results with input RMS (Vk=RMSk)
Test
bearing
1-3

Test
bearing
1-4

RRMSE
Test
bearing
1-5

Test
bearing
1-6

Test
bearing
1-7

Method A (FSC-LSE)

1.2362

1.5269

1.2433

1.4719

Method B (BPGD-LSE)

1.2216

1.4544

1.2391

Method C (GA)

1.2928

1.4564

Method D (SA)

1.6325

Method E (MLWLSE)

0.6979

Identification method

ARRMSE

Execution
time

1.3047

1.3566

2.4219s

1.4600

1.2987

1.3348

2.7031s

1.3046

1.4559

1.3476

1.3715

239.5469s

1.7260

1.6302

1.7218

1.6591

1.6739

6.6094s

0.8263

0.8106

0.8556

0.7991

0.7979

2.4844s

Table 5.4 The results with input RMS (Vk=[RMSk, SEk, AEk, LLEk, CDk]T)
Test
bearing
1-3

Test
bearing
1-4

RRMSE
Test
bearing
1-5

Test
bearing
1-6

Test
bearing
1-7

Method A (FSC-LSE)

0.8939

0.5819

0.7837

1.1346

Method B (BPGD-LSE)

0.8657

0.9527

0.7137

Method C (GA)

0.8949

0.5761

Method D (SA)

1.0634

Method E (MLWLSE)

0.6436

Identification method

ARRMSE

Execution
time

0.7752

0.8339

3.1719s

0.8153

0.5998

0.7894

5.7344s

0.8876

1.1057

1.0797

0.9088

1043.9656s

0.7764

0.9535

1.2657

1.267

1.0652

12.5938s

0.5697

0.6879

1.0032

0.5283

0.6865

3.3906s

2

Table 5.5 The results with input combination of VSPE and VSDHT2 (Vk=[VSPEk ; VSDHT k])
Test
bearing
1-3

Test
bearing
1-4

RRMSE
Test
bearing
1-5

Test
bearing
1-6

Test
bearing
1-7

Method A (FSC-LSE)

0.1585

0.4443

0.3559

0.3331

Method B (BPGD-LSE)

0.1250

0.4811

0.3448

Method C (GA)

0.2964

0.5577

Method D (SA)

0.4943

Method E (MLWLSE)

0.1720

Identification method

ARRMSE

Execution
time

0.2585

0.3101

4.7969s

0.2997

0.2907

0.3083

12.0469s

0.4648

0.5441

0.3032

0.4332

1695.4594s

1.3974

0.5939

0.5087

0.6667

0.7322

18.1716s

0.4450

0.3557

0.2637

0.2956

0.3064

5.2344s
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Based on the same input, according to the results in Table 5.3 and Table 5.5:

1) Method C and D consume more execution time to yields acceptable results.
2) Method A consumed the least time to identify the T-S FIS model among the five methods.
3) Method B and E consume extra execution time while obtaining models that are more
accurate compared with method A. Moreover, method E is computationally effective with more
accurate results, relatively to Method B.
4) Method E is the one that identifies the most accurate T-S FIS model among the five methods.
5) Due to the merits of VSPE and VSDHT2 for bearings degradation assessment, the
performance of models is improved a lot.
The research work presented in Chapter 3 deals with TS-FIS model identification using a data
set collected from a small number of bearings. These numerical results derived on this data set
show that the method developed in chapter 3 is promising for TS-FIS model identification for
a small amount of historical data.
Additionally, the numerical results reveal that using a set of features, especially the combination
of VSPE and VSDHT2, provides better performance than using only one feature. According to
these results, the proposed indicators VSPE and VSDHT2 are promising for bearings
degradation monitoring.

5.5 Fuzzy model tuning
For comparison, an existed famous method for T-S FIS model identification and tuning method
B are also used in this subsection. Let method F denoted the tuning approach for the T-S FIS
model proposed in Chapter 4 (Tuning Approach).
In this section, the proposed method F is benchmarked with four existing methods for T-S FIS
identification, e.g., methods B, C, and D.
Note that:
1) The training epoch number for Method B is set as 60. The initial step size, step size decrease
rate, and step size increase rate for Method B are set according to [210]. In methods C and D
presented, the metaheuristic algorithms only optimize the FIS with parameters of the input and
output membership functions but not with the rules. Hence, all models identified by different
methods have a consistent structure. Moreover, for methods B, C, and D, the maximum
numbers of epochs/ iterations/generations are all set to 60, so to benchmark the results quickly.
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2) The models under four methods have the same type of input memberships (gaussian type),
the same number rules, and the same value of rj as 1.
3) For method F, the parameter 𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟 is set as 1000, and the parameter Maxiter1 is set as

10. The relax parameter 𝛿 of the symmetric Kaczmarz algorithm is set to 1.

4) The models obtained for Table 5.5 are the initial T-S FIS models to corresponding methods
in Table 5.6 due to its accuracy. Hence, the combination of VSPE and VSDHT2 is used as the
input of the model.
5) Based on bearings 1-3,1-4,1-5,1-6,1-7, leave one bearing out cross-validation method is
used to establish the additional training set and test set for tuning methods.
Table 5.6 Tuned T-S FIS model under different methods by leaving one bearing out cross2
validation (Vk=[VSPEk ; VSDHT k])
Test
bearing
1-3

Test
bearing
1-4

RRMSE
Test
bearing
1-5

Method B (BPGD-LSE)

0.8816

0.6985

0.2742

0.7247

Method C (GA)

1.1181

2.5817

0.4626

Method D (SA)

0.4943

1.3974

Method F

0.1891

0.3882

Tuning method

ARRMSE

Execution
time

0.2565

0.5671

147.31s

0.9721

1.1849

1.2639

19229.95s

0.5939

0.5087

0.6667

0.7322

130.11s

0.3235

0.2818

0.305

0.2975

120.50s

Test
bearing
1-6

Test
bearing
1-7

According to the results in Table 5.6, using additional training sets, the models tuned by method
F have better performance. Method F appears to spend less execution time compared to method
B. Compared with the results in

Table 5.5, the results of the tuning process by methods B, C, and D in Table 5.6 are worse. In
contrast, the results of the tuning process by method F in Table 5.6 is better, according to the
values of ARRMSE. These results prove that the parameters tuning process implemented by
the methods B, C, and D is affected by the small size of the additional training data set. The
proposed method F is promising for tuning T-S FIS models to estimate bearings RUL.
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1.7

Tuned T-S FIS model identification process
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Figure 5.12 The values of Y along the identification process of the tuned T-S FIS model
corresponding to leave bearing 1-5 out.
Additionally, the iterative process in Method F has a light calculation load. One can set a
relatively big number of steps for parameter 𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟 to find a relatively better local optimum
′
of the value of 𝑐𝑗,𝑖
. Besides, the number of iterative steps works like the regular parameter. The

evolution of clusters’ validity index Y defined in equation (4.15) of subsection 4.2, along the

identification process of tuned T-S FIS model corresponding to leave bearing 1-5 out is shown
in Figure 5.12. Hence, among a relatively big number of steps for the identification process of
′
the tuned T-S FIS model, a relatively better local optimum of the value of 𝑐𝑗,𝑖
could be found.

5.6 Summary
The evolutions of bearings degradation process are complex and diverse. The vibration signals
collected over the entire run to failure periods of bearings have heavy background noise.
Additionally, the processes of bearing degradation are complex. Hence, the process of mining
the information embedded in raw vibration signals is necessary.
A valuable characteristic of the new indicator is to be monotonic through bearings' entire
lifecycle. This requirement is natural, knowing that bearings are mechanical components and
self-repair is improbable during periods of non-utilization.
According to the numerical results in this chapter, one can observe that: the six vibration signals
based common features are sensitive and monotonic only during certain stages of the bearings
degradation process.
The proposed indicators in this chapter are sensitive and monotonic during the entire run to
failure period of bearings. Especially, the proposed indicators VSPE and VSDHT2 can also
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carry both the current and historical information of bearings degradation due to their different
dimension associated with different stages of the historical degradation process of bearings.
The proposed method of T-S FIS model identification and tuning can achieve a more accurate
model while spending relatively less execution time.
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General conclusion
This thesis has progressively established an effective approach for identical bearings prognosis
in case of small size available sample data from bearings under identical load. This research
brings several contributions.
The first contribution consists of working out indicators which can efficiently characterize the
degradation of bearings, in this work. We propose methods respectively based on the SDHT2
and SPE with a piecewise linear representation approach. First, we used time-domain common
features, extracted from the bearing vibration signal, to describe the bearing degradation
roughly. Next, characteristic values are used to divide the whole historical degradation process
into homogenous segments by processing the vibration signal based time-domain common
features through the piecewise linear representation approach. Then, characteristic values are
calculated from all homogenous segments. Finally, a vector consists of these characteristic
values, as its entries, is the indicator. When the SDHT2 values are used as the characteristic
values, the indicator is called VSDHT2. When the SPE values are used as the characteristic
values, the indicator is called VSPE. By a numerical study using benchmark datasets, the
indicators data series show a monotonic trend during the bearing degradation and is sensitive
to the degradation all along the bearings' lifetime. Furthermore, the new indicators carry not
only the information corresponding to the bearings' current state but also the historical evolution
of bearings' degradation.
The second contribution consists of a proposed method to identify a simple T-S FIS for bearings
RUL estimation, which could mine more useful information associated with population and
lifetime of bearings from data to obtain accurate models with a small number of parameters.
Each rule in the T-S FIS model is an application that associates a degradation feature input data
to one, and only one fuzzy subset of degradation and the corresponding lifetime. The proposed
method is effective with small historical data. To that extent, we used the vibration signals
collected over the complete run to failure lifecycle of a small number of bearings over an entire
period of run-to-failure. The training set was built using features extracted from periodic
observations of the vibration signals. The number of rules and the input parameters of each rule
were identified using the fuzzy subtractive clustering method. Furthermore, we proposed to use
the maximum likelihood method of mixture distribution analysis to calculate the maximum
likelihood clusters on the time axis and priori probability of maximum likelihood corresponding
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to each degradation stage. Based on this result, we identified the output parameters of each rule
using a weighted least square estimation.
The third contribution consists of a proposed tuning approach for tuning the T-S FIS model to
obtain a more accurate model for bearings RUL estimation in case of small size additional
training data sets derived from the vibration signal over the complete run to failure lifecycle of
a small number of identical bearings under identical load. The approach could offset the
oscillation and non-robustness of the model tuning process due to the small size of training data
sets. First, the input parameters of the T-S FIS model are updated by using an iterative
maximum likelihood estimation of mixture distribution analysis based method which is in this
chapter. Then, the output parameters of the T-S FIS model are updated by using another
maximum likelihood estimation of mixture distribution analysis based method which is
proposed in this chapter by using the symmetrical Kaczmarz method. Finally, the tuned T-S
FIS model is formed by using the updated parameters.
Our research work still could be expanded its scope of applications. First, some appropriate
measurements could be used with the piecewise linear representation method to build
degradation indicators to reveal the underlying information among in vibration signals of
bearings with an unidentical load.
Second, considering the influence of each rule of the fuzzy model in the data space, rules
addition and removal could be conducted along with the parameters tuning process by some
appropriate methods to optimize the fuzzy model with additional data samples.
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Résumé en français
Les travaux de recherche élaborés dans le cadre de cette thèse de doctorat se focalise sur
l’estimation de la durée de vie résiduelle des roulements dans le cas où un volume de données
historiques est disponible. Ces travaux sont motivés par le rôle important que les roulements
jouent pour la performance des équipements de production rotatifs. La durée de vie résiduelle
est un indicateur important pour la mise en place de stratégies de maintenance conditionnelle,
basées sur l’état des équipements, dont l’objectif est de garantir un niveau de fiabilité adapté
durant la vie utile de l’équipement.
La mise en place d’un programme de maintenance conditionnelle comporte trois étapes :
collecte de données, analyse de données et prise de décision.
La collecte de données vise à accumuler et à stocker les données nécessaires pour extraire des
informations utiles analyser et comprendre le processus de dégradation et pour caractériser de
l’état de santé de l’équipement. Le processus de prise de décision en maintenance vise à établir
une stratégie de maintenance efficace pour préserver l’aptitude de l’équipement à satisfaire ses
missions.
Dans cette thèse nous focalisons notre attention sur le processus d’extraction des signatures et
d’analyse afin d’estimer la durée de vie résiduelle des roulements à base des signaux vibratoires.
Les signatures habituelles extraites des signaux de vibrations sont sensibles surtout dans le
dernier stage du processus de dégradation. Nous avons proposé des nouvelles signatures, qui
ont la particularité d’être monotones et qui incluent l’information historique sur le processus de
dégradation.
Ensuite, nous avons élaboré une méthode basée sur un système d’inférence floue T-S (T-S FIS)
pour l’estimation du RUL. Dans nos travaux nous avons utilisé les signaux collectées pour un
petit nombre de roulements identiques durant un cycle de vie complet. Les données
d’apprentissage utilisées pour l’identification des paramètres du modèle ont étés collectées suite
à des observations périodiques. Nous avons développé une technique d’identification des
paramètres du modèle T-S FIS basée sur l’analyse d’un mixage des distributions. Par la suite,
nous avons utilisé la méthode du maximum de vraisemblance pour calcules les paramètres des
clusters temporels et pour estimer la probabilité associée à chaque état de dégradation. Une
méthode d’estimation basée sur les moindres carrées est utilisée pour identifier les paramètres
de sortie du modèle.
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Le processus de dégradation des roulements est complexe leur durée de vie présente une
dispersion importante même pour des roulements identiques, soumis à des charges identiques.
L’utilisation d’un ensemble de données d’apprentissage de petite taille ne permettant pas
d’estimer les paramètres du modèle avec une grande précision, les paramètres du modèle
doivent être améliorés lorsque des données supplémentaires deviennent disponibles. Par
conséquent, nous avons élaboré une méthode pour la mise à jour des paramètres du modèle
lorsque des nouvelles connaissances sont rendues disponibles suite à un processus de collecte
de données adaptatif.
Cette méthode utilise le paramétrage initial du modèle ainsi que les nouveaux données
d’apprentissage. Nous avons élaboré un algorithme itératif basé sur la méthode du maximum
de vraisemblance pour la mise à jour des paramètres du modèle T-S FIS.
Des données fournies par un banc de test dans la littérature ont étés utilisées pour évaluer les
méthodes proposées. Les résultats numériques ont montré la tendance monotone croissante des
indicateurs proposés avec l’avancement de la dégradation. De même, les méthode
d’identification et de mise à jour des paramètres ont étés comparées à des méthodes existantes
dans la littérature, avec des résultats prometteurs.
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Thesis summary in English
The research work elaborated in this thesis focuses on remaining useful life (RUL) estimation
for bearings where poor historical training data is available. This research work is motivated by
the importance of bearings RUL estimation for decision making in condition based maintenance
framework of rotating machines in manufacturing systems. This maintenance strategy aims to
define setup maintenance actions based on the health of equipment to ensure adequate reliability
along with the useful life of facilities.
There are three key steps in a CBM program: data acquisition, data processing and maintenance
decision-making.
The data acquisition step aims to collect and store the data relevant to the system health.
Information is extracted form data during the data processing step in order to understand and
analyze the degradation process and the condition of the equipment. The maintenance decisionmaking step aims to recommend efficient maintenance policies achieve the performance
objectives assigned to the equipment.
In this work we focus on data acquisition and data processing for estimating the RUL based on
vibration signals.
Common vibration signal based features for bearings degradation monitoring are sensible on
the last stage of the degradation process. We propose new bearing degradation monitoring
indicators that are monotonic and incorporate historical degradation information.
Furthermore, we proposed a Takagi - Sugeno fuzzy inference system (T-S FIS) based method
for RUL estimation. In this work, we used the vibration signals collected from a small number
of bearings over an entire period of run-to-failure. The training set is built using features
extracted from periodic observations of the vibration signals. We elaborated a technique for TS FIS parameters identification using a small size training dataset based on a mixture
distribution analysis. The number of rules and the input parameters of each rule are identified
using the subtractive clustering method. We use the maximum likelihood method of mixture
distribution analysis to calculate the parameters of clusters on the time axis and the probability
corresponding to each degradation stage. Based on this result, we identified the output
parameters of each rule using a weighted least square estimation.
Bearings degradation process is complex and usually bearing lifetime is characterized by high
dispersion, even for identical bearings under identical operating condition. A small size training
set does not allow model parameters identification with high precision. To offset the drawback
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of small size sample for model identification, in this work we propose a mixture distribution
analysis based method for tuning the parameters of the T-S FIS model when additional
knowledge becomes available. First, the input parameters of T-S FIS model are updated by
using an iterative maximum likelihood estimation of mixture distribution analysis based
method which is in this chapter. Then, the output parameters of T-S FIS model are updated by
using another maximum likelihood estimation of mixture distribution analysis based method
which is proposed in this chapter by using symmetrical Kaczmarz method. Finally, the tuned
T-S FIS model is formed by using the updated parameters.
A benchmark is employed to evaluate the work proposed. The results show monotonic trend
during the bearing degradation evolution for the indicators elaborated in this work. These
indicators are sensitive to the bearing degradation process during the bearings entire lifecycle.
The numerical results obtained for the model identification and the tuning methods proposed
in this work provide good accuracy in case of small size additional data sets compared with
existed methods. The method proposed in this work is promising for bearing RUL estimation
when poor historical data is available.
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